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While the tendency of journalists to focus on the “horse race” aspects of political 

campaigns is well documented, less is known about the media’s coverage of issues in 

American elections. I argue that issue news is more prevalent and relevant that often 

considered and demonstrate how it has consequences for public opinion. Augmenting the 

traditional journalistic explanations of news content with an explicit consideration of 

political factors, I show that issues appear in the news more frequently than is commonly 

assumed and that their coverage is affected by the political environment. Ultimately, the 

effects of news content on the public are contingent on candidate communications and 

individual-level factors. 

In doing so, I conduct three empirical investigations. First, in a study of television 

and news coverage of the 1996 and 2000 presidential campaigns, I find the media’s 

willingness to reflect candidate issue emphases fluctuates across the course of the 

campaign and in response to candidate behavior. Second, the favorability of news 

coverage, as evidenced in the 1992-2000 presidential elections, is affected not only by 
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conventional explanations of media content, but by the issue-handling reputations of the 

political parties. When the news focuses on an issue “owned” by a candidate’s party, his 

coverage is more positive than when his opponent’s issues command the media’s 

attention. Finally, issue news is not without consequence. Using an experimental design 

during the 2006 Texas gubernatorial election, I find the media to be more influential 

agenda setters than candidates. Not surprisingly, the strongest effects emerge when news 

reports and campaign communications converge on the same topic, suggesting the benefit 

to candidates when the media reflect their issue priorities. The effects also depend on a 

voter’s partisanship and trust in the media. 

The result of this dissertation is a clearer understanding of the role of the news 

media in campaigns. At one level, the project speaks to the literature on journalist 

behavior and the content of election news. In addition, the findings broaden our 

understanding of the flow of information in elections and the critical linkages between 

political elites and the masses, the lynchpin of the democratic process. 
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 Chapter 1: The Prevalence and Relevance of Issue News 

In his seminal work on the media’s presentation of presidential campaigns, The 

Mass Media Election, Thomas Patterson succinctly summed up what has come to be the 

dominant view of journalists’ treatment of national elections. “In its coverage of a 

presidential campaign,” Patterson (1980, 21) wrote, “the press concentrates on the 

strategic game played by the candidates in their pursuit of the presidency, thereby de-

emphasizing questions of national policy and leadership.” While scholarly in its origins, 

that perspective is not confined to the academy. Three years earlier, the New York Times 

columnist Tom Wicker took a similarly dim view. “Reporters like to concentrate on 

campaign tactics and devices,” he wrote following the 1976 election (quoted in Patterson 

1980, 22). “In their usual foot-race or game perspective on politics, they and their editors 

see these as being more critical to the election results than most issues.” 

American politics has evolved over the last 25 years, but the prevailing critique of 

campaign news coverage has not. Assigned to cover George W. Bush’s 2000 campaign, 

the New York Times’ Frank Bruni guiltily describes himself and his fellow reporters as 

more interested in campaign trail trivia than the candidates’ issue positions. The reason, 

he notes, is that often what was said by Bush and his opponent, Al Gore, did not conform 

to the journalistic standards of newsworthiness. “The resulting stories sometimes 

skimped on the actual substance of the candidates’ differences on the issue, because this 

information, the most potentially useful to voters, had often been reported at some point 

in the past,” Bruni (2002, 81-82) writes. “It wasn’t ‘new’.”  

Scholars, too, have continued their assault on the media’s horse race fetish. 

According to Iyengar, Norpoth, and Hahn (2004, 157), “media coverage of political 

campaigns focuses predominantly on ‘horserace’ aspects at the expense of providing 
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meaningful information about policy and governance.” Arguing that network news 

coverage of elections has “deteriorated even further” since Patterson’s study of the 1976 

election, Stephen J. Farnsworth and S. Robert Lichter (2003, 11) note that “we as news 

media consumers increasingly were told more about who was ahead in the polls and who 

was behind, rather than where the candidates stood on issues.” 

Indeed, it is empirically undeniable that that journalists find irresistible the “horse 

race” and “game” aspects of campaigns (Andersen and Thorson 1989; Brady and 

Johnston 1987; Clarke and Evans 1983; Farnsworth and Lichter 2003; Hallin 1992; 

Hofstetter 1976; Patterson 1994; Robinson and Sheehan 1983). Rather than devoting 

inches of column space and precious airtime to the candidates’ policy positions, 

backgrounds, qualifications, or any number of other topics, journalists spend an 

inordinate amount of time telling voters who’s ahead, who’s behind, who’s shaking up 

their campaign staff, and so on. And as the number of available polls has soared in recent 

elections, so have the number of media reports about them (Giammo 2004).1 During 

election season, regular news consumers can be assured of a steady diet of horse race fare 

and less in the way of democratically nourishing issue analyses (Ramsden 1996). 

But while important, the academic obsession with the horse race has left scholars 

with a less than robust understanding of the way the media cover issues in campaigns, as 

well as the potential of issue news to shape the attitudes and behavior of voters. What 

scholarship exists has focused primarily on the absence of meaty policy analysis, leaving 

aside other important features of issue news. If media coverage was indeed “issueless,” as 

is implied by much existing research, the relative paucity of scholarship might be 

 
1 Take one simplistic piece of data: In the last two months of the Bush-Kerry race in 2004, the New York 
Times, Washington Post, and USA Today published 488 items that included the candidates’ names and the 
word “poll” in the headline or lead paragraphs. By contrast, the same search of 1984 news coverage (for 
Reagan and Mondale) turned up just 254 stories, barely more than half the 2004 count. 
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warranted. But while there is no doubt that issues get less attention than other topics, they 

are hardly absent from the news, as evidenced by studies of recent elections.  

For example, even data from the Center for Media and Public Affairs, an 

organization that is ceaselessly critical of what it regards as irresponsible and narcissistic 

news coverage, show that the proportion of issue-focused stories on the network news is 

not miniscule. In the 1988-2004 presidential elections, the share of coverage devoted to 

policy issues ranged from 32% (1992) to 49% (2004), with virtually an equal number of 

stories during the Bush-Kerry campaign focused on issues as the horse race (Farnsworth 

and Lichter 2005). Estimates from a content analysis of newspaper coverage of the 1992-

2000 elections showed that issues were the primary focus of between one-quarter and 

one-third of the campaign stories in each year, and the fraction of stories that contained at 

least some issue discussion was even larger (Hayes 2005b). These figures undermine the 

claim that issue news is washed over in a sea of substantively bereft hoopla, while 

validating Just et al.’s (1996, 119) argument that the horse race does not “drive out” 

policy coverage. 

Issue news is not only prevalent in campaigns. It is also relevant to understanding 

campaign dynamics and election outcomes. In the spatial model, voters choose the 

candidate whose issue positions is closest theirs (Downs 1957; Enelow and Hinich 1984), 

and issues play a similarly decisive role in directional theories of voting behavior 

(Rabinowitz and Macdonald 1989). Moreover, issues are central to the candidate 

strategies of agenda setting, priming, and framing as mechanisms to influence campaign 

discourse (Budge and Farlie 1983; Druckman 2004; Druckman, Jacobs, and Ostermeier 

2004; Hammond and Humes 1993; Jacobs and Shapiro 1994; Petrocik 1996; Riker 1983, 

1990). While candidates use advertising and speeches to try to control the issue agenda, 

they cannot accomplish that task without the assistance of the media. Voters receive most 
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of their political information from the mass media (Graber 2002), and journalists play a 

major role in shaping citizens’ perceptions of important political problems (Iyengar and 

Kinder 1987; McCombs and Shaw 1972, 1977). If the press and broadcast media ignore 

candidates’ messages, they are unlikely to reach a large audience. In other words, if 

candidates want to shape the public’s perspective on an election, they must rely on the 

media to pass his message along. Thus, candidates’ success or failure in promoting an 

issue agenda depends on the way the media cover those issues. 

Beyond the congruence or divergence of candidate and media agendas, issue news 

may also have direct effects on voters by shaping perceptions of candidates through the 

favorability of news coverage. Credibility on issues is central to the strategies noted 

above, as candidates seek to place the focus of a campaign on those issues on which they 

have a credibility advantage. Voters have various ways to determine whether a candidate 

is credible on an issue. One of those is how positively or negatively the media treat a 

candidate on those issues. If coverage of a candidate’s plan or statements regarding some 

policy is positive or negative, that coverage may affect how well a voter believes a 

candidate can deal with the issue. If that issue becomes salient when the vote decision is 

made, the favorability of news coverage could play a role in shaping a voter’s candidate 

evaluation and vote choice (Druckman and Parkin 2005; Kahn and Kenney 2002). Little, 

however, is known about the favorability of issue news, aside from a handful of studies 

that have focused on the content and effect of economic coverage (e.g., Hetherington 

1996). 

Because of the prevalence and relevance of issue news during political 

campaigns, and the relative scarcity of research on the topic, this dissertation seeks to 

make theoretical and empirical headway in understanding certain features of the media’s 

coverage of issues and their role in influencing voter attitudes. My research shows that 
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the traditional “journalistic model” of news content—which focuses on the economic, 

professional, and ideological imperatives of newspeople—is not sufficient to fully 

account for important features of issue news in American elections. The media’s 

willingness to pass along candidate messages and the favorability of coverage across 

issues are driven not only by journalistic norms but also by electoral context and the 

behavior of candidates themselves. Experimental data demonstrate that these patterns of 

candidate-media issue convergence have consequence, shaping voters’ perceptions of 

important political problems, attitudes that can be critical in shaping candidate evaluation 

and vote choice. While the horse race is the most frequently studied feature of media 

content, issue news is far from irrelevant. It is central to the success or failure of 

candidate’s attempts to control an election’s agenda, shapes perceptions of issues and 

candidates, and affects the attitudes of the electorate.  

More broadly, the nature of election news and its effects on voters are central to 

the operation of democracy. Democratic theory presumes that citizens have the 

opportunity to hold their government accountable at regularly scheduled intervals and, if 

they so choose, replace them with preferable alternatives. Elections serve this role, as 

they allow voters, in the words of V.O. Key (1966), to act as “rational gods of vengeance 

and reward.” The public makes those collective decisions based on the information they 

have about incumbents’ and challengers’ activities and proposals. Issue information, in 

particular, is relevant because of its vaunted position as the “best” criteria on which to 

base a candidate choice (see Nie, Verba, and Petrocik 1976; Repass 1971, among others). 

As Carmines and Stimson (1980, 79) write, “The common—indeed, universal—view has 

been that voting choices based on policy concerns are superior to decisions based on 

party loyalty or candidate image … Indeed, the policy-oriented vote is a defining 

characteristic of that mythical specimen, the classic democratic citizen.” 
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For the vast majority of citizens, classically democratic or otherwise, issue 

information comes from the media (Graber 2002). Since voters have little motivation to 

seek out information about candidates on their own, they are essentially captive to the 

media’s portrayal of a campaign. If journalists ignore candidate discourse, focusing 

instead on their own issue agendas, voters may be left in the dark about the issues and 

proposals that constitute a candidate’s messages. Critically, research has shown that 

voters’ perceptions of important political issues are highly malleable, and these 

perceptions often contribute heavily to their vote choice. Moreover, if candidates are 

portrayed as more or less credible on certain issues, voters may develop more or less 

favorable assessments of a candidate’s ability to handle certain political problems. Again, 

these have the potential to affect candidate evaluation and vote choice. In the end, the 

quality of democratic decision-making rests on the quality of information flowing to 

voters from the media, which makes it imperative that scholars understand the factors that 

shape the content of election news, as well as its effects. This project seeks to promote 

that endeavor. 

 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 

I begin in Chapter 2 with an overview of the existing literature on the media, 

discussing the predominant “journalistic model” of newsmaking and highlighting its 

shortcomings in accounting for certain aspects of issue news content. To augment that 

model, I argue that the institutional imperatives of the news business interact with 

electoral competitiveness, candidate behavior, and partisan issue-handling reputations to 

influence media coverage of issues. I then show how the perspective produces hypotheses 

about the circumstances under which media attention to issues is likely to converge with 
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candidate agendas and when it is likely to diverge. In addition, I discuss why there is 

reason to expect media favorability toward candidates will vary across issue topics. 

Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of why issue news might influence 

voters’ perceptions of important political issues, and why such attitudes are important. 

In Chapter 3 I provide an overview of the various data sources and methods I use 

to examine the content and consequence of issue news in American elections. To 

examine the news, I rely on a large-scale content analysis of campaign coverage in 

newspapers and on television during the 1992, 1996, and 2000 presidential campaigns. I 

describe in Chapter 3 a content analysis of candidate speeches and television advertising 

from the 1996 and 2000 campaign that serves as a point of reference in comparing the 

issue emphases of candidates and the media. I also describe the data from the 1992-2000 

campaigns that will serve as the basis for my study of media favorability during those 

elections. Finally, I discuss a laboratory experiment designed to test the effects on voters 

of media coverage during an actual campaign and explain why I opt for an experimental 

design over other methods of measuring media effects. 

I begin the empirical work in Chapter 4, which examines the extent to which 

media coverage reflects the issue emphases of candidates. Unlike previous research that 

has considered this question dichotomously—do the media accurately portray candidate 

discourse or not?—I explore the circumstances under which candidate-media 

convergence is likely. Using the media and candidate content analysis from the 1996 and 

2000 presidential campaigns, I find both contextual and temporal variation in the level of 

candidate-media agenda convergence. Media coverage portrays candidate discourse more 

accurately when the race is competitive and the issue environment is concentrated—that 
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is, when both candidates train their sights on the same issues. Competitiveness also 

influences the dynamics of issue attention within a campaign, as the level of agenda 

convergence declines in the latter stages of a landslide race (1996) but rises as Election 

Day nears when the race is close (2000). In each case, the patterns are consistent with the 

argument that reporters’ professional norms and incentives interact with the political 

environment to shape the content of election news. In addition, the findings raise 

questions about the accuracy of the information journalists serve up to citizens during 

political campaigns. 

I turn next to an investigation of the factors that influence news favorability 

toward candidates. My focus in Chapter 5 is on not only traditional explanations—

journalistic objectivity and ideology—but also on the way partisan stereotypes, as 

represented in public opinion data, interact with journalistic skepticism about candidate 

motives and the newsgathering routines of campaign journalism to influence favorability. 

Specifically, I hypothesize that the partisan issue-handling reputations that undergird the 

theory of issue ownership differentially influence the tone and sourcing of news stories 

on “owned” and “opposition” issues. In an analysis of newspaper coverage from the 

1992, 1996, and 2000 presidential campaigns, I find that press coverage for candidates is 

indeed most favorable on “owned” issues. When the news turns to policy matters that are 

the province of the opposition party, coverage of a candidate becomes less favorable. 

Moreover, the more partisan the agenda of a news story—that is, the more heavily 

“Democratic” or “Republican” its issue content—the more favorable the coverage is 

toward that party’s candidate. The results suggest the media both offer an incentive for 

candidates to eschew what scholars have called “dialogue” and play a role in perpetuating 
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the issue-handling advantages associated with issue ownership. I also find some evidence 

from the 2000 campaign that the media may in some circumstances assist candidates in 

their attempts at “issue trespassing” (Norpoth and Buchanan 1992). 

In the next, Chapter 6, I present the results of experimental examination of media 

effects during the 2006 Texas gubernatorial campaign. Seeking to fill a gap in the 

existing literature on agenda setting, I compare the effects of candidate and media issue 

attention on voters’ perceptions of issue salience. News coverage emerges as more 

influential than candidate communications, but the effects are strongest when both the 

media and candidates coverage on the same agenda. An individual’s level of trust in the 

media and levels of political knowledge affect their susceptibility to candidate and media 

influence. In the end, the results suggest that the patterns of candidate-media convergence 

and divergence uncovered in Chapter 4 may have substantial consequences: Candidates 

can succeed in shaping public issue salience, but only when journalists help pass their 

agendas along. Finally, I summarize my findings in Chapter 7 and discuss avenues of 

future research suggested by the project. 
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Chapter 2: Media Effects and Media Content:  
Perspectives Old and New 

The media have long been recognized as key actors in American politics. 

Reflecting Douglas Cater’s designation of the press as the “fourth branch” of 

government, political observers from the earliest days of the republic noted the 

indispensable role of the mass media in a democratic society (Schudson 1996). Even 

before the signing of the Constitution, the seminal debate between the Federalists and 

Anti-Federalists over its adoption took place in the newspaper. Newspapers, moreover, 

have a long tradition as agents of partisan warfare, promoting and perpetuating party 

loyalties and voter turnout in the 19th and early 20th centuries (Burnham 1970). Political 

news has hardly waned in relevance of late, with some even arguing that the partisan 

press may be on the verge of a comeback in the United States.2 And in January 2006, the 

chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee claimed the fate of a recent failed Bush 

Supreme Court nominee had been decided not by the Senate but on “radio talk shows, TV 

talk shows, and the op-ed pages” (CQ Transcriptions 2006). 

While the mass media have for more than 200 years been central to American 

political life, they emerged as a source of scholarly scrutiny only relatively recently—on 

October 31, 1938, to be precise. On that Halloween eve, Orson Welles aired his radio 

adaptation of H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds. Breaking into regularly scheduled 

programming, a fictitious newscast began reporting the landing of an otherworldly UFO 

near Grover’s Mill, New Jersey. Hoping to hold off the coming space invaders, panicked 

listeners reportedly began barricading doors and loading shotguns. The alien invasion 

 
2 This possibility has been raised primarily in response to the success of Fox News, which is considered to 
be a mouthpiece for conservative viewpoints, as well as the increase in “narrowcasting” made possible by 
the proliferation of cable channels and the Internet. 
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was, of course, a fiction; the subsequent fears about the media’s ability to produce panic 

were not. 

The actual level of panic induced by Welles’ radio drama remains an open 

question (Sears and Kosterman 1994), and one that will probably remain unanswered. 

But the incident served to concentrate intellectuals’ attention on the media as an 

important political influence (Cantril 1952). If a single radio broadcast could convince 

the public that aliens had landed, the thinking went, what effects might the media have on 

opinion about more terrestrial phenomena? In conjunction with concerns about the Nazi 

and fascist use of propaganda in Europe, the War of the Worlds broadcast brought the 

media to the forefront of sociological and political research. 

Since that time, the media have received considerable scholarly scrutiny and are 

now regarded as a critical actor in American democracy. The next section provides a 

brief overview of the arc of media research, noting the major approaches and changing 

conceptualizations of the press. The preponderance of research has focused on media 

effects, with scholars only recently turning to an analysis of actual news content. The 

overview serves as a point of departure for my arguments about the factors that influence 

media coverage of issues in election campaigns and its potential effects on voters. 
 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MEDIA RESEARCH: OF CONSEQUENCE AND CONTENT 

With the birth of broadcast technology and Welles’ creative exploitation of it, 

early scholarship conceived of the media as a “hypodermic needle”—a powerful force 

that could infuse citizens with attitudes and views in the same way a physician 

administers an injection. The rise of Hitler and Mussolini to power in Europe in the 1930s 

and 1940s gave scholars their first significant test of the model. But despite the fears, the 

initial studies showed people to be largely resistant to media inoculation. An early study 
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of war propaganda failed to confirm the view of the media’s influence as especially 

pervasive (Hovland et al. 1949), and massive effects did not materialize in other work. 

The Columbia voting studies during the presidential elections in the 1940s were 

the next test (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet 1944; Berelson, Lazarsfeld and McPhee 

1954), and served to concentrate scholars’ attention on the role of media in elections, a 

focus that has continued through today. Like Hovland’s work, those studies famously 

found little opinion change during the campaigns, further casting doubt on the view of the 

media as a political force. In fact, Berelson, Lazarsfeld and McPhee (1954) discovered 

that the people most likely to pay attention to a political campaign—and thus the media—

were the least likely to change their opinion during the contest.3 In a study of the 

Eisenhower campaigns of the 1950s, Klapper (1960) confirmed what the Columbia 

studies appeared to uncover: an anemic media power of persuasion. 

These early studies gave rise to the “minimal effects” model, which posited that 

the media held little persuasive power. Because people attended selectively to political 

news and generally ignored information that ran counter to their political beliefs, news 

coverage of a campaign, for instance, was unlikely to change attitudes or votes. The 

media’s real power lay in their ability to reinforce people’s political predispositions 

(Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet 1944) Part of the explanation was the two-step flow 

model of opinion formation. News about the campaign was filtered through opinion 

leaders, who passed along that information to like-minded people in a way that cast their 

favored candidate in a positive light. Moreover, the absence of effects during political 

campaigns was attributed in part to the power of party identification (Campbell et al. 

1960). Party identification served as a “perceptual screen” that allowed people to filter 

 
3 This result foreshadowed later path breaking work by McGuire (1968) and Zaller (1992). 
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out contravening information and interpret political news in a way that was favorable to 

their party’s candidate.  

But a media renaissance in the scholarly community was on the way. The 1960s 

and early 1970s were, to say the least, a politically turbulent time in the United States. In 

the midst of such upheaval and in the face of the apparent role played by television in the 

civil rights movement and erosion of support for the war in Vietnam (Braestrup 1983; 

Graber 2002; Mueller 1973), the minimal effects model came under fire from political 

scientists and communication scholars. The model seemed increasingly implausible at a 

moment when television was emerging as the public’s dominant source of news. 

Accompanying the diffusion of television was an increase in political independence, a 

condition that created an opening for greater media influence, since party identification 

presumably would shape the attitudes and behavior of fewer citizens. Meanwhile, the 

political parties were dismantling the existing candidate selection system, inadvertently 

giving the media enormous influence in the presidential primary process (Bartels 1988; 

Polsby 1983). Faced with a changing environment, scholars began recasting their 

approach, turning away from the search for persuasion and toward more subtle signs of 

influence. 

Among the most important works of the period were McCombs and Shaw’s 

article (1972) and book (1977) on agenda setting, the theory that the media influence 

what the public perceives as important problems simply by devoting attention to them. 

The idea had first been suggested by Lippmann (1922) and Cohen (1963), but McCombs 

and Shaw’s work confirmed it empirically. More recent research has extended the 

original agenda-setting argument, showing how the media can “prime” certain issues or 

candidate characteristics, thereby altering the criteria by which voters evaluate and 

choose candidates (Druckman 2004; Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Krosnick and Kinder 
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1990; McCombs, Escobar, and Llamas 2001). Media framing (Iyengar 1991; Nelson, 

Clawson, and Oxley 1997) has also been identified as a potentially important media 

effect, and research has suggested that, given proper measurement, the media can in fact 

persuade voters during campaigns (Bartels 1993; Dalton Beck, and Huckfeldt 1998; 

Druckman and Parkin 2005; Kahn and Kenney 2002). Sears and Kosterman (1994) refer 

to this era as one of “renewed respect” for the media. 

After years of pursuing the effects of media coverage, political scientists in the 

1980s began to turn their attention to the content of political news. Up to that point, the 

creation of the news and the nature of its content had been left largely to sociologists 

(e.g., Gans 1979; Tuchman 1972). In the 1970s, for example, just five articles on the 

media were published in the American Political Science Review, and all dealt with the 

audience—i.e., voters (Robinson and Sheehan 1983). One review revealed that two-thirds 

of media research in that decade dealt with the effects of media coverage (Lowry 1979). 

But this began to change with the publication of Robinson and Sheehan’s (1983) 

work on CBS News’ and UPI’s coverage of the 1980 presidential campaign. Political 

scientists realized that to properly analyze the media’s role in elections, it was critical to 

understand not only its consequences, but also its content. For one thing, the effects of 

media coverage cannot be divorced from its content. What journalists report—and, 

sometimes more importantly, what they ignore—determine the nature of the media’s 

influence on citizens. Just as scholars have shown that the nature of candidate activity 

determines the effects of campaigns on voters (Shaw 1999a, 1999b), the content of the 

news determines the specific effects of the media on the public. Acknowledging this, 

scholars began to turn their attention to news content, and a large body of work on the 

topic now exists. Patterson’s (1994) analysis of the shortcomings of journalists’ coverage 

of presidential campaigns and work by Jamieson and her colleagues (1992, 2003) have 
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been among the most important in this line of inquiry. As a result, political scientists now 

know a great deal about journalistic behavior and, subsequently, news content. 
 

THE “JOURNALISTIC MODEL” AND THE RELEVANCE OF THE POLITICAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

The dominant explanations for news content focus on the influence of journalists’ 

institutional and professional incentives—a series of factors that constitute what I call a 

“journalistic model” of news content. According to this model, journalists are political 

actors who work within an institution, the news media (Cook 1998; Sparrow 1999). Just 

as the actions of senators and representatives are governed by the rules, norms, and 

incentives of Congress, reporters and editors’ behavior are likewise subject to 

institutional influence. A small set of decision rules and the structure of news outlets 

guide journalists’ behavior and, ultimately, news content (Bennett 1996). These widely 

used heuristics and structural constraints determine the nature of election news and help 

explain why content looks similar across seemingly diverse outlets. Put succinctly, “[t]he 

magnitude, direction, and nature of candidate news coverage are governed by media 

norms and routines” (Flowers, Haynes, and Crespin 2003, 261). To be sure, this 

perspective has theoretical and practical heft, serving to explain many different aspects of 

election news. 

While I adopt this perspective on in seeking to explain the media’s coverage of 

issues in political campaigns, I also attempt to augment it with an explicit consideration 

of the political environment as an influence on news content. One of the shortcomings of 

the journalistic model is that it has often obscured the specific ways media coverage is 

influenced by the broader political environment, in particular candidate behavior and 

public opinion. In the main, most research on media coverage of campaigns has 
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examined news content in isolation of the activities of candidates or the views of the 

public, at least in an explicit sense. While the activities of candidates and public attitudes 

are implicit in these traditional explanations, few studies have actively sought to measure 

and understand how specific features of the political environment might exert some 

influence on the content of election news. Yet it is unfathomable that news content is 

unaffected by candidates and the public, given the lengths to which campaigns go to 

shape news coverage and the attention journalists devote to public opinion polls. 

In the first part of this dissertation, I argue that issue news can be best understood 

by taking into account the institutional and professional incentives that shape journalistic 

behavior, as well as key features of the political environment, including candidate 

communications and public opinion. It is these explicitly political features of campaigns 

that activate the journalistic factors that have been shown to shape the content of the 

news. In the second part, I argue similarly that the potential effect of the media on the 

public is perhaps better understood by considering both news coverage and candidate 

communications—again, a broader feature of the political environment. While many 

studies of campaigns examine either news coverage or candidate communications in 

isolation from one another, this of course does not account for the nature of the 

information flow to which most voters are exposed during an actual campaign. In many 

contests, candidates seek to influence voters with a barrage of television advertising and 

direct mail, though the intensity of the information environment certainly varies from 

race to race.4 Ultimately, there is good reason to believe that the effects of each may be 

amplified or tempered by the content of the other. Thus, to get an accurate picture of the 

effect of campaign news in the real world, it is important to consider how its effects may 
 

4 For example, voters in battleground states during presidential elections have the opportunity to see dozens 
of candidate advertisements, while candidates tend to campaign little in uncompetitive states (Shaw 1999d). 
Likewise, the information environment in most U.S. House contests is meager compared to presidential 
races. 
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depend on what candidates say and do, as well as how individual-level factors that may 

condition people’s susceptibility to campaign effects. 

I turn now to an overview of the journalistic model of news and provide an 

argument for the inclusion of political context as an influence on campaign coverage. I 

then discuss how this dual approach generates hypotheses about two important features of 

news coverage of issues in campaigns—(1) the extent to which the media reflect 

candidate discourse from the campaign trail and (2) how positively or negatively 

candidates are treated in the news. Finally, I discuss why the effect of news coverage is 

likely to depend not only on media content, but also on the content of candidate 

communications and characteristics of individuals and their exposure to information. I 

then specify a series of hypotheses about the nature of campaign effects, focusing on 

candidate and media influence in setting the public’s issue agenda. 
 

Influences on Media Content: An Overview 

The journalistic model argues that news is best explained by economic, 

professional, and ideological factors bearing on reporters and editors. While the specific 

influences that fall under this heading are many, I place these factors into three broad 

categories: economic incentives, professional norms and routines, and ideology. 

The economics of the news business are inextricably related to news content. 

News outlets are profit-making enterprises, and most of those profits come from 

advertising revenue. Advertisers care about the size of their audience, and thus 

newspapers and news channels’ primary concern is attracting and maintaining viewers 

and readers (Sparrow 1999). While not necessarily concerned with their employers’ profit 

margins, journalists are aware of these pressures and broadly concerned with creating 

news that is interesting and entertaining (Bennett 1996; Zaller 1999). As a result, news 
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coverage reflects what journalists believe the audience wants to see rather than what it 

might actually need to carry out its democratic responsibilities (Iyengar, Norpoth, and 

Hahn 2004; Patterson 2000; Sparrow 1999). For example, Patterson (2000) has argued 

that the rise in the news of sensationalism and “infotainment” reflects market pressures 

on reporters and editors. Iyengar, Norpoth, and Hahn (2004) argue the aforementioned 

horse race obsession is driven by market forces: News consumers simply prefer poll 

results to policy analysis. 

Beyond economics, professional norms and routines—especially the objectivity 

norm and the routinization of newsgathering—have been central to explanations of 

election news content. The quest to create coverage that appears to be objective tends to 

create a “he said, she said” style of reportage, which allows journalists to insulate 

themselves from allegations of bias (Tuchman 1972; Zilber and Niven 2000), an 

especially important consideration during partisan election campaigns. Objectivity, in 

tandem with the institutionalization of “beat reporting,” also helps explain why 

journalists rely heavily on government sources for news (Bennett, Gressett, and Haltom 

1985; Sigal 1973). This perspective gave rise to Bennett’s (1990) theory of press-state 

relations, in which he argues that journalists “index” their coverage to the voices of 

mainstream debate within the government. Although the theory has received mixed 

empirical support (Althaus et al. 1996; Lawrence 1996; Niven 2005; Zaller and Chiu 

1996), its formulation highlights the importance of professional norms and routines in 

explaining the nature of the news. 

Finally, questions about media bias have led scholars to examine whether the 

ideological orientation of reporters and editors, on one hand, or publishers and owners, on 

the other, shapes the content of news. There is little doubt that American journalists are, 

on the whole, more liberal and more likely to vote Democratic than the public at large; 
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survey after survey shows this to be true (Dautrich and Hartley 1999; Rothman and 

Lichter 1987; Lichter, Rothman, and Lichter 1990; Patterson and Donsbach 1996). Some 

have argued that this translates into a left-leaning tendency in press coverage that 

suppresses conservative viewpoints (Rothman and Lichter 1987; Lichter, Rothman, and 

Lichter 1990).5 Other scholars, however, find a conservative bias in the news, owing to 

the corporate ownership of most media outlets in the United States (Ginsberg 1986; 

Gitlin 1980; Herman and Chomsky 1988; Parenti 1993). The publishers and executives of 

those companies tend to benefit from less government activity in the economy, the 

argument goes, which produces a conservative tendency in the news. But for all of the 

research and hand-wringing over media bias (e.g., Groseclose and Milyo 2005),6 there is 

little in the way of a definitive answer, as the most comprehensive study of the topic 

revealed little tilt one way or the other (D’Alessio and Allen 2000).7

 
The Influence of the Political Environment 

To be sure, the above factors—the economic, professional, and ideological 

influences on journalists—shape the content of election news in the United States. But 

my contention is that the journalistic model alone is not sufficient to fully explain the 

nature of campaign coverage. Rather, the activation of journalistic factors depends on 

features of the political environment, such as candidate behavior and the specific 

contours of public opinion. In other words, the content of the news depends in many 

 
5 Likewise, Patterson and Donsbach (1996) argue that journalists’ worldviews tend to influence their news 
judgment, but emphasize that such bias is more unconscious than intentional. 
6 Not to mention the caterwauling emanating from cable television talk shows and the New York Times’ 
bestseller list (Coulter 2002; Franken 2003; Goldberg 2001). 
7 D’Alessio and Allen (2000) conduct a meta-analysis of studies of election news coverage, surveying 
hundreds of studies. According to their research, certain media outlets do tend to favor certain viewpoints, 
but news coverage, for all its flaws, does not systematically lean left or right. 
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cases on what candidates do, what the public thinks, and other dynamic features of the 

electoral context, factors that interact with journalistic norms. 

In making this argument, I draw on recent research that has begun to probe the 

importance of political context in shaping the news. Several studies that have examined 

coverage outside of the electoral arena have uncovered evidence that political context can 

exert an influence on the content of the news, above and beyond that predicted by the 

traditional journalistic model. These results have appeared in studies of topics as 

disparate as presidential State of the Union addresses, foreign and domestic policy 

debates, and foreign policy crises. In general, they have identified at least three external 

sources of influence on news coverage: the attitudes and behavior of political elites, 

public opinion, and less concrete “situational factors.”  

Studying the editorial response to presidential State of the Union addresses from 

1970 to 1995, Schaefer (1997) found that the favorability of coverage was influenced not 

only by elements of the journalistic model—such as the partisanship of a newspaper—but 

by levels of public support for the president and support from fellow elites. As the 

president’s approval ratings rose and elites lined up behind him, coverage of his State of 

the Union address became more favorable. Not only does the result validate Neustadt’s 

(1990) contention that presidential power is be tied to his standing in the eyes of the 

public and other political actors, but it demonstrates how public opinion and elite 

consensus can play a role in shaping the news. 

Similarly, work by Robinson (2000, 2001) and Niven (2005) suggest the 

influence of elite and public opinion on coverage of policy debates. Examining foreign 

policy news, Robinson (2000, 2001), has shown that press coverage is significantly 

affected by the levels of “policy certainty”—or elite consensus—within a government. 
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When elites are united, news coverage is more favorable toward a particular government 

action, such as humanitarian intervention, than when there is less political agreement.  

A similar dynamic appears to characterize coverage of domestic policy debates, 

though the influence is derived from the distribution of public, rather than elite, opinion 

(Niven 2005). Focusing on what he calls political consensus, Niven argues that news 

coverage of politics is substantially shaped by public opinion toward government 

policies. When public opinion is divided over an issue, journalists are more likely to write 

longer stories, inject more drama into the news, adhere to the norm of objectivity, and 

frame the news in liberal terms. When the country is united—as in the wake of Sept. 

11—news coverage is less thorough, less dramatic, and less ideological. At the core of 

both Robinson and Niven’s work is the argument that journalists are responsive not only 

to their own institutional imperatives, but also to the views of elites and the public. The 

influence of journalistic factors—such as objectivity, in Niven’s argument—is mediated 

by citizen attitudes. 

Zaller and Chiu (1996) have offered another, though less concrete, argument 

about external influences on news coverage. In a study of media coverage of American 

foreign policy crises from 1945 to 1991, the authors (1996) discovered that Bennett’s 

(1990) “indexing” model was only partially predictive of news content. Reporters did 

appear to reflect debate within the government over the response to such events, but the 

slant that journalists put on the news was also driven by “situational factors,” including 

whether the foreign country involved was communist or the recent success or failure of 

United States policy in a region or country. It seems likely, the Zaller and Chiu (1996) 

wrote, that “these situational effects represent journalists’ autonomous contribution to 

coverage of foreign policy crises” (Zaller and Chiu 1996, 399). It would be difficult to 

generalize from a term as vague as “situational factors” about the kinds of factors that 
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might influence media coverage in other arenas, but the general point remains: Features 

of the political environment can influence press coverage, in concert with journalistic 

factors. 

 

Election Coverage and Political Context 

To this point, however, this perspective has not been applied to the study of 

election news. There are good reasons, though, to believe political context matters even 

more in campaign news than in policy coverage. In particular, the coverage of campaigns 

cannot be understood in isolation of the candidates who orchestrate them. Despite the 

rancorous relationship that prompts journalists and candidates to excoriate one another 

(Hart 1994; Racicot 2004; Witcover 1999), both groups of actors rely on the other to help 

them achieve their goals. 

Candidates are acutely concerned about their portrayal in the news. This is true 

for all political actors (Cook 1998), but press coverage is no more important than during a 

campaign. As a result, journalists find themselves in the midst of a fierce 

communications war in which candidates compete for favorable coverage. For example, 

campaigns expend countless resources on media relations, hiring workers to do nothing 

but attend to, and curry favor with, the press.8 While direct communications represent the 

largest single expenditure for presidential candidates (West 2005), television advertising 

has its limitations, as voters tend to ignore information when it emanates from an 

unfavorable source, such as a candidate from the opposite party. Many people trust the 

news media, however, because journalists are seen as non-partisan, independent sources 

(Miller and Krosnick 2000). That is why candidates lobby the media and individual 
 

8 This is why campaign staffers often refer to news coverage as “earned media.” Campaign professionals 
believe their actions can convince reporters to treat their candidates favorably or pass along their 
campaign’s messages. 
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reporters in the hopes of enlisting them as accomplices in their endeavor to disseminate 

messages far and wide. Thus, what candidates do and say is likely to influence news 

content, as would be predicted by something such as Bennett’s (1990) indexing model. 

Second, candidates are the best source of news for story-hungry reporters. 

Political reporters know they have a responsibility to chronicle the activities and 

statements of presidential candidates. Driven by journalistic norms (Bennett 1996) and 

the pursuit of professional prestige (Zaller 1999), the media need candidates to take 

newsworthy actions and make newsworthy statements. And even though there is much 

journalistic grumbling about the repetitive and staged nature of campaigns, those 

complaints become even more shrill when campaigns restrict press access to the 

candidates (Bruni 2002; Farhi 2004). Zaller (1999), for example, suggests that press 

coverage becomes more negative when candidates attempt to “manage the news,” and 

Jacobs (2004), argues that the Clinton White House was stung by the same backlash 

following its attempts to control the flow of information. In other words, candidate 

behavior is likely to affect the news, not only through their own attempts to influence 

reporters, but also because reporters need the candidates to make news for them. 

Otherwise, there is little to report from the campaign trail. 

Finally, public opinion is a feature of the political environment that is likely to 

influence news content during a campaign more than during other news events, such 

policy debates. While public opinion is pervasive in news coverage of everyday politics, 

it is indispensable to the media during campaigns. Because of the citizenry’s role as 

ultimate decision-makers, journalists are especially likely to pay attention to public 

opinion during elections. Zaller (1999) argues that reporters use a “rule of anticipated 

importance” in allocating coverage to various topics or actors. Issues or people who are 

expected to influence future developments—such as voters, since they determine election 
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outcomes—are likely to draw attention. In other words, public opinion during an election 

is newsworthy because it can predict an outcome, which journalists have an interest in 

doing (Zaller 1999). Just as public opinions shapes coverage of policy debates (Niven 

2005; Robinson 2000), public opinion may is likely to be a substantial factor in election 

news.9

For these reasons, election news is a place where it is especially important to take 

account of the behavior of other actors—candidates and voters—and their potential to 

affect the way the news looks. To this point, however, few scholars have explicitly 

modeled news coverage as a function of both journalistic imperatives and political 

context. Yet this is somewhat surprising, given the extent to which journalists are 

connected to and constrained by other political actors—most importantly, candidates and 

voters—during a campaign.10  

 
9 A recent real-world example may help illustrate the point, though in a non-election setting. Consider news 
coverage of Hurricane Katrina, which ravaged the Gulf coast in late August 2005. In the days immediately 
after the monster storm devastated the region—driving hundreds of thousands from their homes and turning 
one of America’s most distinct cities into a watery graveyard—news coverage, not surprisingly, focused on 
the human toll. Reporters told stories of loved ones lost, homes destroyed, lives uprooted, and a scale of 
human dislocation not seen in the United States since the Civil War. Federal and state officials were 
interviewed and quoted about the relief effort, with journalists appearing to follow the norm of objectivity 
by simply reporting what they were told by both government officials and citizens on the ground. But the 
tone of news coverage sharpened dramatically several days after the hurricane hit, as it became apparent 
that the federal government’s response to the storm had been slow, and in many cases inadequate. The 
news was punctuated by what reporters cast as dramatic examples of ineptitude. The most prominent was 
FEMA director Michael Brown’s statement that the federal government had been unaware of thousands of 
people stranded in New Orleans’ convention center, even though their presence had been widely reported 
(Stanley 2005). As the body count rose, violence spread, and squalor permeated the city, “normally poised, 
placid TV reporters now openly deplore[d] the government’s failure to help the victims adequately” 
(Stanley 2005, A14). In a matter of days, journalistic adherence to the grail of objectivity and deference to 
public officials was cast off in favor of a “righteous indignation” that excoriated the federal government in 
the midst of a crisis (Stanley 2005, A14). The explanation for the seismic shift in coverage lies in the 
changing political environment—especially rising public frustration with the relief effort documented in 
survey data (Fletcher and Morin 2005; Morin and Deane 2005), and the development of events on the 
ground. As state and local officials began to criticize the federal response and as the public became 
increasingly angry over the pace of the government effort, journalists began expressing the same 
frustrations in their coverage. The political environment triggered a journalistic reaction and effected a shift 
in the news. 
10 One exception is the work of Flowers, Haynes, and Crespin (2003), which uses the pre-primary period as 
a forum for examining the willingness of the press to pass along presidential candidates’ messages. The 
authors model journalists’ decision about whether to “pick up” a candidate’s press release as a combination 
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In the empirical investigations that come in the following chapters, I explore issue 

coverage in presidential elections as a forum for testing the arguments about the effect of 

political context on journalistic behavior. In the first two empirical chapters, I examine 

the media’s willingness to pass along candidates’ issue agendas and how the favorability 

of coverage toward candidates varies across issue areas. The final empirical chapter 

considers how varying levels of candidate-media agenda convergence (or divergence) 

influence individuals’ perceptions of issues and evaluations of candidates. I turn now to 

laying out the specific expectations for those investigations. 
 

AGENDA CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE 

One of the fundamental tenets of democratic theory is that citizens have an 

opportunity to hold their government accountable through regularly scheduled elections. 

Office-holders and their challengers must convince voters that they are best suited for 

office. Implicit in this process is the public’s opportunity to compare the policies and 

ideas of the competing candidates, ultimately choosing the candidate whose proposals 

they believe are best. For that reason, the quality of campaign discourse has attracted 

considerable interest from political theorists across the years. If campaigns lack 

substance, the argument goes, so will the public’s political choices. 

Americans now get most of their political information from the mass media, 

which has made the press a critical part of this process. For citizens to make an informed 

decision, they need to know what the candidates are saying, which means it is incumbent 

upon the news media to pass this information along. If the media do this ineffectively—

or not at all—the ability of the public to make an informed decision is compromised. 
 

of journalistic norms and routines and features of the political context. For example, not only will a 
newspaper’s market (national versus regional) affect the decision, but so will the candidate’s standing in 
the polls and the content of a press release. 
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Given the centrality of the news to the operation of democracy, communication scholars 

and political scientists have sought to answer these questions: Do the media reflect 

candidate discourse? Or do they have their own agendas that obscure candidate 

messages? 

The scholarly choir has not, however, sung in unison. Some research has shown 

considerable divergence between candidate and media agendas, while other studies have 

pointed to substantial similarity. The former view has gained the most cachet, as political 

scientists have contended that the media are largely indifferent—even contemptuous—of 

the interests of candidates. Because reporters have very different incentives than 

candidates, according to this perspective, they are more than happy to ignore what 

candidates do and say (Arterton 1984; Zaller 1999). Moreover, cynicism about politicians 

and the desire for sensational, dramatic stories that do not necessarily reflect the overall 

content of campaign discourse, the likelihood of candidate-media agenda convergence is 

rare (Farnsworth and Lichter 2003; Jamieson and Waldman 2003; Patterson 1994). 

Empirical investigations have shown that the issue content of news coverage often 

diverges from that of candidate communications (Farnsworth and Lichter 2003; Semetko 

et al. 1991; Vavreck 2004). 

At the same time, however, others have argued that public opinion generates 

centripetal force, making convergence likely. Because both candidates and journalists are 

unwilling to focus on issues that lack public salience, they tend to choose similar sets of 

topics that are of intense interest for much of the public. The best evidence for this 

model—sometimes referred to as a “transaction” model—comes from two studies of the 

1992 presidential election (Dalton et al. 1998; Just et al. 1996). 

What is lacking, however, is an identification of the factors that are likely to 

produce convergence and divergence. One possible explanation for the disparate findings 
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of scholars studying different elections is that the particular political circumstances 

surrounding each are different. For example, the two studies of the 1992 campaign 

suggest considerable convergence between candidate and media agendas, but that 

election was unusual for the unanimity among three major candidates and the public 

about what topic—the economy—was the dominant issue (Dalton et al. 1998; Just et al. 

1996). The issue environment of the 1996 campaign—not to mention its level of 

competitiveness—was very different, with no single issue dominating public discourse or 

candidate communications. That scholars examining each election might draw different 

conclusions about the likelihood of candidate-media convergence is not especially 

surprising. I suggest that a combination of journalistic factors and political context can 

help explain the circumstances under which congruence is more or less likely to occur. 
 

Journalistic Factors 

Because journalists and candidates operate from a different set of incentives, 

scholars often reason that the professional norms and routines of reporters make it 

unlikely that media coverage will not reflect candidate discourse. Reporters are not 

interested in serving as uncritical conduits for candidate messages. Rather, they are 

interested in telling stories that will entertain and engage an audience faced with an 

increasing number of choices for political news, regardless of what candidates want. 

Thus, only candidate statements and activities that meet the journalistic standard of 

newsworthiness are likely to get attention. These are often those that include drama, 

conflict, or a compelling narrative storyline. Most importantly, there must be a hook—

something “new” or exciting. 

But there are at least two journalistic factors that might encourage candidate-

media issue convergence. First, while the media are often described as uninterested in 
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their democratic responsibilities, this portrayal ignores elements of the culture of 

journalism. As Bennett (1996) points out, newspeople are generally attuned to their role 

in democracy, as this is one of the major normative orders that structure the practice of 

journalism. Fealty to their democratic role is weakened by the economic and professional 

pressures of the news business, but it does exert some influence on journalistic behavior.  

Journalists have a second, more self-serving interest in reporting what candidates 

say on the campaign trail. For reporters working on deadline, efficiency is of paramount 

importance, and there is no more efficient way to hammer out a story than to let the 

candidates make news for them. Reporters spend much of their time hoping for 

candidates to do something newsworthy, and are more than happy to report it when they 

do (Bruni 2002). Thus, these two factors produce incentives for journalists to at least pay 

attention to what candidates say and do. Both of these realities predict a substantial 

amount of agreement between candidate and media agendas, even in the face of the 

journalistic norms that predict otherwise. In a non-electoral context, Bennett’s (1990) 

“indexing” model suggests a similar dynamic, as the media are likely to reflect the 

mainstream debate within a government. 

Finally, there are structural constraints that influence the level of candidate-media 

convergence. The space available for political news determines whether story gets in the 

paper or on the air, as well as the length of the story. Thus, the ability of candidates to get 

their messages out depends, at some level, on the particular structure of a medium. For 

example, newspapers can generally report on a larger number of issues than a magazine 

or television, in part because newspapers have more space (see Druckman 2005 for an 

overview). But magazines are more likely to offer in-depth coverage of an issue, because 

its reporters have a week or month to research and write a story while their newspaper 

counterparts typically face daily deadlines. And television, of course, is the most 
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restrictive of all. With just 22 minutes of airtime for all the news of the day, TV coverage 

is often lacking in both the frequency and depth of issue coverage. In a comparison 

between newspaper and television coverage, it is likely that print coverage is more likely 

to reflect candidate agendas than is television news. 
 

The Political Environment 

But political context is also likely to play a role in shaping news coverage. As 

noted above, candidates represent the most readily accessible source of news for reporters 

on the campaign trail, so what candidates do and say is likely to affect news content. In 

particular, the concentration or diffusion of the issue environment should drive the level 

of candidate-media agenda convergence. By this, I mean the extent to which both major 

party candidates themselves converge on the same issue agenda. When candidates focus 

on the same topic, the issue environment is concentrated, with a handful of issues being 

discussed by both candidates. The environment is diffuse when both candidates are 

focused on different issues, rarely engaging one another on the same topic.11 The 2000 

presidential campaign, in which Al Gore and George W. Bush converged on a small set 

of social welfare issues, represents concentration. Bill Clinton and Bob Dole’s 1996 

campaign, which saw both candidates talk past one another on disparate topics, represents 

issue diffusion.  

The content of candidate communications interacts with journalistic news 

judgments to affect the nature of the news. When both candidates are focused on the 

same issue (or small set of issues), the media will find it harder, and less attractive, to 

ignore candidate statements. For one, the settlement of both candidates on an issue 

 
11 This phenomenon has been referred to as “issue convergence” (Sigelman and Buell 2004) and 
“dialogue” (Simon 2002). 
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agenda may imply to the media that the chosen topics are especially salient. If both 

candidates care about an issue, giving it substantial time in their speeches or ads, 

journalists may simply take that as a cue that the issue is important and worthy of 

coverage. Not coincidentally, candidate issue convergence tends to occur when the public 

is unified in its concern over a specific issue. For candidates, this means they ignore that 

issue at the risk of appearing out of touch to voters. For the media, they ignore the topic 

at the risk of alienating readers or viewers. 

Also, when candidates stake out positions on the same issue—as will inevitably 

happen if they are focused on the same topics—it lends itself to the narrative form of 

storytelling that is the cornerstone of political journalism (Jamieson and Waldman 2003; 

Schudson 1996). Being able to “pit” candidates’ statements on the same issue against one 

another provides an irresistible narrative structure, which makes it more likely a 

candidate’s message will be reported by the press. For both reasons, I would expect 

candidate-media agenda convergence to be more likely when candidates choose to focus 

on the same issues. 

Just as the news is likely to be affected by candidates, so too is it constrained by 

public opinion. For example, we can also conceive of public opinion in terms of 

candidate preference—public opinion as a measure of electoral competitiveness. 

Research shows that closer elections generate more interest in campaigns. Campaign 

interest prompts people to pay more attention to the news, which in turn gives journalists 

an incentive to provide more thorough coverage of a campaign; people are more likely to 

read a story about something they are interested in (a close, intense campaign) than 

something that bores them (a lopsided contest). In a landslide race, candidate discourse 

has no bearing on a foregone conclusion, which makes candidate issue positions much 

less compelling to reporters. In a close race, however, candidate statements are 
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newsworthy because they have the potential to influence enough voters to affect the 

outcome of the election. Thus, the amount of issue convergence between candidates and 

the media should be lower in landslide races than in close ones. 

The likelihood of journalists passing along candidate messages may also vary 

with the stage of the campaign. One might expect the amount of candidate-media 

convergence to decline as the campaign wears on. Since novelty is central to journalists’ 

definition of “news,” the newsworthiness of candidate statements and messages might be 

inversely related to their proximity to Election Day. As Election Day approaches, the 

likelihood of candidates saying something that reporters have not heard before falls 

precipitously. As a result, policy statements are more likely to be newsworthy early in the 

campaign, since reporters may have not heard them before. The second, tenth, or 

hundredth time a reporter has heard the same policy utterance it is no longer of interest 

(Bruni 2002). Much in the same way that new cars immediately lose value when they are 

driven of the dealer’s lot, candidate statements rapidly lose news value once they have 

been uttered and reported. As a result, the willingness of journalists to report candidate 

messages will be higher in the early stages of the campaign. 

Candidate behavior reinforces this expectation, since campaigns may spend more 

time courting the media early in the campaign than they do later. While candidates are 

more interested in garnering favorable media coverage early in the campaign, they may 

turn their attention to mobilization later in the campaign, attempting to bring supporters 

to the polls (Patterson 1980). In addition, rather than attempting to court the media with 

radical (and newsworthy) policy statements, candidates want to stay “on message,” 

repeating the same lines day after day. Thus, the combined effects of the absence of new 

candidate statements and the waning desire of candidates to court the media predicts 

more agenda convergence early in the campaign than late. 
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To review, this discussion suggests several hypotheses about the circumstances 

under which candidate-media agenda convergence will occur. Because of the awareness 

of journalists of their role as democratic information providers and the attractiveness of 

candidates as news generators, I would expect a substantial amount of similarity between 

candidate and media issue emphases. While certainly not a mirror of candidate messages, 

the media are also unlikely to ignore what candidates choose to talk about. The amount of 

issue convergence between candidates—the concentration or diffusion of the issue 

environment—is also likely to affect media coverage. When candidates converge on the 

same topics, the media are more likely to follow suit than when candidates are focused on 

different issues. Here, a specific feature of the political environment interacts with a 

journalistic tendency for narrative storytelling, drama, and conflict to shape the news. 

 The level of agenda convergence may also vary with the competitiveness of a 

race (more convergence in a tight race) and the stage of the campaign (more convergence 

early than late). Finally, I would expect more similarity between candidate and media 

issue attention in newspaper coverage than in television coverage, given the limitations of 

the broadcast medium. These expectations will be tested in Chapter 4, using candidate 

and media data from the 1996 and 2000 presidential campaigns. 
 

MEDIA FAVORABILITY 

While the issue content of campaign news is clearly important because of its role 

in shaping the public’s perceptions of important political issues, the favorability of 

coverage has not always been seen as similarly influential. The early “minimal effects” 

studies (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet 1944; Berelson, Lazarsfeld and McPhee 1954) 

revealed little in the way of media persuasion, tempering scholars’ interest in how 

positively or negatively candidates were treated in the news. Since party identification 
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and social networks appeared to determine people’s voting behavior, the favorability of 

news coverage appeared to have little relevance. In recent years, however, this has begun 

to change as questions of media bias and a revitalization of the study of media persuasion 

has reinvigorated scholarly interest in media favorability. 

Several recent studies are worth noting. In one of the most comprehensive studies 

of newspaper coverage of a presidential campaign, Dalton, Beck, and Huckfeldt (1998) 

found that the tone of newspaper editorials toward a candidate had a significant effect on 

vote share in the 1992 election. Kahn and Kenney (2002) found that the tone of 

newspaper coverage toward Senate candidates influenced individual candidate 

evaluations and, in some cases, vote choice. And a recent analysis of newspaper coverage 

of the 2000 Minnesota Senate race revealed that the tone of coverage of candidate’s 

image affected candidate evaluations of the paper’s readers (Druckman and Parkin 2005). 

Beyond these specific studies, the entire “media bias” literature has focused on the 

potential effects of media favorability on a malleable public. 

But there have been few attempts to identify the sources of media favorability. 

Most of the work on favorability has either focused on the general negativity in the news 

toward all political actors and institutions (Patterson 1994; Robinson 1976) or an 

examination of the claims that the news favors liberal views (Coulter 2002; Farnsworth 

and Lichter 2003; Goldberg 2001; Groseclose and Milyo 2005; Rothman and Lichter 

1987; Lichter, Rothman, and Lichter 1990). A more fruitful approach, however, would be 

to identify the factors that contribute to differences in media favorability toward 

candidates in various elections, variation noted by scholars such as Farnsworth and 

Lichter (2003, 2005). I propose to do so, again focusing on both the influence of 

journalistic norms and features of the political environment. 
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Journalistic Factors 

The journalistic model provides some useful points of departure in attempting to 

explain the favorability of news coverage. If one is to believe the pronouncements of 

journalists themselves—not to mention what aspiring reporters are taught in journalism 

school—there should be no such thing as variation in favorability. The most vaunted 

concept in the practice of mainstream journalism is the pursuit of objectivity—an even-

handed treatment of issues or individuals in a news story (Tuchman 1972). As Niven 

(2005, 250) notes, “objectivity is a strategic imperative that protects reporters from the 

wrath of supervisors, subjects, and readers.” By crafting stories in ways that at least give 

the appearance of objectivity, reporters can insulate themselves from charges of bias and 

claim to simply be impassive transmitters of factual information. The drive for objectivity 

has been used to explain many features of political journalism, perhaps no more 

important than the heavy reliance on government sources and perspectives (Bennett 

1990; Sigal 1973). The implications for understanding media favorability are also 

important. If objectivity truly drives political journalism, then news coverage should not 

be any more positive or negative for one candidate or the other. Rather, each candidate in 

an election should be treated in the same, neutral fashion. For that reason, the baseline 

expectation is that the news should be neither positive nor negative. 

This expectation is of course at odds with the arguments of those who see bias in 

the news, and is also at odds with empirical work that shows candidates are frequently 

treated unevenly (see Farnsworth and Lichter 2003). One possible explanation for 

fluctuations in favorability is media bias. Since reporters tend to be more liberal and more 

Democratic than the country at large, news coverage may be tilted to the left, favoring the 

Democratic candidate over the Republican. While this seems plausible, there is very little 

evidence that this occurs systematically (see D’Alessio and Allen 2000), and it is easy to 
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find instances of Republican candidates being treated more favorably than their 

Democratic opponents. 

More plausible is the possibility that the editorial position of a newspaper may 

affect the favorability of coverage. While journalists themselves vociferously contend 

that a “wall of separation” insulates the news department from the opinions of a 

newspaper’s editorial staff, there is some doubt about that contention. Accounts of the 

business of journalism frequently indicate that the business and editorial sides of 

newspapers can affect the content of news (e.g., Auletta 2005). And more recently, work 

by Kahn and Kenney (2002) and Druckman and Parkin (2005) have shown news reports 

to be influenced by the editorial endorsements and ideological position of a newspaper. 

For example, in the 2000 Minnesota senate campaign, the Twin Cities’ more liberal 

paper, the Minneapolis Star-Tribune, treated the Democratic candidate, Mark Dayton, 

more favorably than his Republican opponent, a bias not seen in the more conservative 

St. Paul Pioneer-Press (Druckman and Parkin 2005). In short, the vaunted “wall of 

separation” may not be as impermeable as newspeople say it is, and the editorial position 

of a newspaper might affect the favorability of coverage. Thus, one might expect 

coverage to be more favorable toward a candidate in a newspaper that has gained his 

endorsement. 
 

The Political Environment 

But several features of the political environment are also likely to affect how 

positively or negatively a candidate is covered. First, a candidate’s standing in the polls 

can affect coverage. Candidates who are doing well in the polls may receive more 

favorable treatment, as journalists may seek to incorporate poll results into a coherent 

campaign narrative (Jamieson and Waldman 2003). Reporters often write stories about a 
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candidate’s campaign that reflects recent polls: candidates who do well may benefit from 

coverage that seeks to explain their success, while faltering candidates might become the 

subject of stories that focus on recent struggles (see Patterson 1994, 118-120). When a 

candidate is doing well in the polls, Patterson (118-119) writes, “he is suddenly more 

decisive, committed, inspiring, and in general a better candidate and person. He is the 

same individual he was when the bandwagon started, but his news image is more 

positive.” Here, the closeness of the horse race activates the journalistic tendency for 

narrative storytelling. 

Likewise, the occurrence of campaign events can influence the news. In 

particular, the occurrence of debates and conventions can shape the tone of coverage 

toward a candidate. Debates are the marquis events of presidential campaigns, and the 

press often treats them like athletic playoff games. A good performance can bring a 

struggling candidate’s campaign to life, while a major gaffe or underwhelming 

performance can damage a candidate’s chances. The competition for post-debate news 

coverage is fierce, with campaigns orchestrating on-the-spot public relations efforts to 

“spin” reporters’ coverage immediately following debate (Bruni 2002). As a result, 

debate coverage often reflects a stalemate, as both candidates’ interpretation gets 

reported. But in some instances, a debate performance can elicit positive or negative 

coverage, particularly when a candidate does something unexpected. For example, 

George W. Bush appeared somewhat petulant during the first debate against John Kerry 

in 2004, prompting reporters to refer to his “irritation” and “temper” as a “potential 

vulnerability” (Allen 2004, A8). The tables were turned later in the campaign when 

Kerry’s remark about Vice President Dick Cheney’s gay daughter, Mary, produced a 

barrage of coverage of the topic, which appears to have hurt the Democrat’s standing in 
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the eyes of news consumers (Fridkin et al. 2006). So while debates do not necessarily 

influence the favorability of coverage, they can. 

Conventions, however, affect favorability more predictability. Conventions 

represent the coronation of a party’s nominee, and tend to produce a unifying effect 

among party factions that will war at other times. As a result, not only does coverage of 

conventions tend to give a candidate a platform from which to spread his message 

through the media, the pomp of the event may create unusually favorable coverage. It is 

also possible that a party convention may produce a negative news effect for the 

opposition candidate, as he is subject to attacks from the party’s convention platform. 

The existing literature on election news has identified each these factors—

objectivity, ideological bias, and campaign events—as possible sources of media 

favorability, though they have not been simultaneously subjected to systematic empirical 

scrutiny. Unexplored, however, is the possibility that media favorability may vary 

depending on the issue topic in the news— that, in other words, news favorability toward 

a candidate might change depending on the issue a story is about. 

Certainly, there is good evidence that incumbent presidents benefit or are harmed 

by economic news when the economy is doing especially well or poorly (Hetherington 

1996). But other than studies of this one issue, which may or may not be particularly 

salient during a campaign, little is known about variation on other topics. I suggest that 

one feature of the political environment that may influence inter-issue variation are the 

issue-handling reputations that parties have developed and have become the cornerstone 

of Petrocik’s (1996) “issue ownership” argument. 

Why might partisan issue-handling reputations matter? As noted above, public 

opinion can exert an influence on the way reporters cover politics. The public’s beliefs 

about a political party’s ability to deal with certain political problems are well known to 
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journalists, who, by all accounts, pay close attention to poll results. Thus, journalists are 

well aware of these reputations.  

For evidence of such journalistic awareness, consider news coverage of the 2004 

presidential election. Throughout the campaign, reporters routinely made reference to 

established partisan stereotypes by noting the existence of “traditional Democratic issues” 

or “historically Republican issues” (see Drinkard 2004; Guarino 2004; Kurtz 2004). Even 

the peppy Katie Couric was schooled in the language of issue ownership. The morning 

after John Kerry’s convention speech, Couric noted on NBC’s “Today” that in discussing 

patriotism and religious faith, the Democratic nominee had touched on several 

“traditionally Republican issues, issues that the Republicans have … sort of taken as their 

own” (NBC 2004). But how might such awareness affect the way journalists cover the 

news? 

Partisan stereotypes play an important role in American politics, influencing the 

way people evaluate and perceive candidates (Hayes 2005a; Rahn 1993) and the parties 

themselves (Geer 1992). Evidence also suggests journalists may be susceptible to the use 

of the same partisan heuristics that drive citizen information processing. In particular, 

data from Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen (2003-04) suggest that party expectations 

influence journalists’ choices of which candidate statements to report and which to 

ignore. In a study of campaign advertising and speechmaking, the authors noted that 

Democratic candidates since 1952 have focused a noticeable proportion of their speeches 

and advertising on Republican issues. Yet because the media appear to be highly attuned 

to the issue handling reputations of the parties, news coverage has tended to emphasize 

Democratic issue campaigning, inaccurately representing Democrats’ actual concerns on 

the campaign trail. As Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen (2003-04, 615) argue: “Political 

reporters generally subscribe to strong notions of what is typical of the parties, they are 
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sensitive to issue differences between the candidates, and reports on campaigns are 

certainly conditioned by these images and expectations.” In other words, in a search for a 

coherent narrative that fits with the perceptions journalists have of the way partisan 

discourse typically plays out, the media report on campaigns in ways that emphasize 

expected differences between the parties. 

These same expectations could work to influence the favorability of issue news. 

Not surprised when candidates talk about their own party’s issues, the media are apt to be 

skeptical when candidates edge into opposition territory. With a demonstrated tendency 

to frame election news in terms of a strategic “game” between candidates (Bruni 2002; 

Jamieson 1992; Patterson 1994), reporters may cast such attempts to “issue trespass” 

(Norpoth and Buchanan 1992) as political gambits designed to score points with voters, 

injecting their own interpretation of the candidate’s motives in the story. The substance of 

what the candidate said on the issue might be relayed to the audience, but not without an 

emphasis on electoral consequences or motives. This interpretive style of reporting often 

produces a negative tone that implicitly—or explicitly—questions the candidate’s 

credibility on the issue at hand (Farnsworth and Lichter 2003; Patterson 1994). 

In addition to skepticism about candidates’ motives, newsgathering routines also 

are likely to influence the reporting of owned and opposition issues during a campaign. In 

what Graber (1993, 265) calls a form of “structural bias,” news stories are shaped not 

only by a reporter’s choice of words or tone but also by the mix of sources on which the 

story is constructed. While constrained by the basic norm of objectivity (Bennett 1996, 

2001; Patterson and Donsbach 1996), journalists have considerable discretion in making 

sourcing decisions. Ultimately, the content of news is heavily influenced by the people 

interviewed in the preparation of a story. 
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Since reporters work under extremely tight deadlines, especially during nomadic 

presidential campaigns, sources aren’t necessarily the best or most representative ones. 

Often, they are the ones who were available before a 6 p.m. deadline, as journalists are 

driven by a need for efficiency (Stromberg 2001). This is an aspect of the news business 

that strategic candidates understand how to exploit. A Democratic candidate who gives a 

speech on, say, prescription drugs or the environment is likely to provide reporters with 

access to sources favorable to his position. Campaign reporters working on daily 

deadlines typically have no time to independently investigate the candidate’s claims. 

They must rely on the information and sources available at the moment. 

Simply put, reporters preparing stories about a Democratic speech or campaign 

event are more likely to have Democratic sources at hand than Republican ones. While a 

phone call to the opposition’s campaign may yield a rebuttal that makes its way into the 

story—and the journalistic credo of fairness virtually makes this a necessity (Rich 1994, 

352)—the balance of sources is likely to favor the Democrat. Across the country at the 

Republican’s campaign events, the same dynamic plays out on the issue of, say, taxes. 

Partisan sources are of course likely to say positive things about their candidate’s 

position on the issue, which exposes the audience to a favorable statement. If this pattern 

holds throughout several months of a campaign, the accumulated media advantage on 

party-owned issues would be substantial. And since candidates of both parties are more 

likely to talk about their own issues (Petrocik 1996; Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen 2003-

04)—and provide reporters with sympathetic sources—the balance of news coverage on a 

party-owned issue is likely to reinforce existing advantages in the public’s perception of 

the parties’ issue handling abilities. 

To sum up, both journalistic factors and features of the political environment are 

likely to contribute to the favorability of coverage toward a candidate. Fundamentally, 
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adherence to the journalistic norm of objectivity suggests a baseline of neutral coverage 

from which to examine variations in favorability. If coverage is truly objective, coverage 

should be neutral and balanced for candidates in an election. But it is possible that 

ideological and editorial factors may influence coverage. If ideology is a factor, I would 

expect coverage to lean left, as alleged by proponents the media bias arguments. If 

editorial opinions leak into news reports, then I would expect news coverage in outlets 

that endorse a candidate to favor that candidate. 

The political environment also may contribute to variation in news media 

favorability. A candidate’s poll standing and the occurrence of campaign events—in 

particular, conventions and debates—may also influence favorability toward candidates. 

Most importantly, I have posed the hypothesis that public opinion—in the form of issue-

handling reputations associated with the theory of issue ownership—may cause variation 

in favorability. When the news is focused on an issue owned by the Democratic Party, for 

example, the Democratic candidate should receive more favorable coverage than the 

Republican. The same should occur on GOP issues. To the extent this is borne out, it 

would suggest one possible reason for the long-term perpetuation of party issue-handling 

stereotypes. These expectations will be investigated in Chapter 5, where I draw on a large 

data set of newspaper coverage from the 1992, 1996, and 2000 presidential elections. 
 

THE EFFECTS OF ISSUE NEWS 

As noted in the review above, political scientists’ primary interest in the media 

has stemmed from their ability to shape citizen attitudes and behavior. If what the media 

say is relevant, the thinking goes, then there should be identifiable effects on voters. 

Otherwise, news coverage of campaigns may simply be sound and fury signifying 

nothing. The second part of my project takes up this question, investigating one way that 
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news coverage may affect voters and potentially influence election outcomes. Stemming 

from the question about candidate-media agenda convergence, I examine the role of the 

media, in conjunction with candidate communications, in shaping the public’s issue 

agendas. 

In a political campaign, little is more fundamental to a candidate’s success than 

controlling the election’s issue agenda. Persuading skeptics and mobilizing supporters is 

key (Shaw 1999a), but those endeavors are, at some level, contingent on a candidate’s 

ability to frame the electoral choice as a decision on the issues on which he has an 

advantage. Setting the terms by which citizens make their choices is an essential part of a 

winning strategy (Carsey 2000; Iyengar and Valentino 2000; Petrocik 1996; Simon 

2002).  

A large literature in political science has argued that American political 

campaigns can be seen as contests by candidates to place the focus on certain issues 

through the processes of agenda setting, priming, and framing (Budge and Farlie 1983; 

Druckman 2004; Druckman, Jacobs, and Ostermeier 2004; Hammond and Humes 1993; 

Jacobs and Shapiro 1994; Petrocik 1996; Riker 1983, 1990). At the same time, both 

political scientists and communication scholars have devoted considerable energy to 

documenting and explaining the news media’s agenda setting power. By calling attention 

to some issues and according them prominence in print and on the air, the media subtly 

shape the public’s perceptions about the most important issues facing its country, state, or 

community (Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Iyengar, Peters, and Kinder 1982; MacKuen and 

Coombs 1981; McCombs 1993; McCombs and Reynolds 2002; McCombs and Shaw 

1972; Rogers and Dearing 1994; Weaver et al. 1981). This function appears particularly 

evident during campaigns (Ha 2004; Iyengar and Kinder 1987; McCombs and Shaw 

1972). 
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While the twin research tracks have done much to highlight the success that 

elites—candidates and journalists—have in influencing citizens’ view of salient political 

problems, little research has sought to determine the relative contribution each group 

makes to the public’s issue agenda. In other words, scholars know much less about 

whether it is candidates or journalists who are most successful in influencing perceptions 

of issue importance. Nor has there been a systematic examination of how the ability of 

candidates and media to set the public’s agenda varies in campaigns with different issue 

contexts, and whether certain individual-level characteristics, such as partisanship and 

trust in the media, make some people more susceptible to candidate or media influence. 

Yet each of these questions is critical if scholars are to understand the true nature 

of information effects in campaigns. Citizens do not receive candidate or media 

information in isolation from one another. Rather, a regular reader of a daily newspaper 

in a competitive state is likely to encounter hundreds of news stories about an election in 

its waning months, while possibly being exposed to dozens of television advertising. It is 

likely that the influence of one source of information is influenced by the content of the 

other source of information. 

This type of investigation has rarely been more important than it is today. In 2004, 

candidates for federal office spent $1.9 billion, much of which went toward advertising 

efforts designed to shape the decisions made by voters on Election Day. Meanwhile, the 

number of outlets providing political news has exploded, from cable television to the 

Internet. As a result, American citizens now face a staggering amount of campaign-

related communication, both from candidates and the media. In the end, this avalanche of 

information shapes public opinion, which determines our nation’s leadership and, 

consequently, the future of American democracy. Now more than ever, it is critical that 

scholars understand how this new information environment—and in particular, the 
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struggle for agenda control between candidates and the media—shapes what citizens 

know, and believe, about the issues facing the nation. 
 

Existing Research 

The struggle for agenda control is central to political campaigns because of the 

way human beings process information. With relatively well-established views of parties 

and candidates, people are highly resistant to persuasion, interpreting new information in 

ways consistent with their beliefs and ignoring messages that contravene what they 

already believe (see Abelson 1959; Lodge and Hamill 1986; McGuire 1968; Taylor and 

Crocker 1981; Zaller 1992). Changing minds in such a world is, to say the least, difficult. 

Making some considerations more salient than others, however, is an easier task. 

Much research has shown that voters’ perceptions of the relevance of issues are highly 

malleable (e.g., Iyengar and Kinder 1987), which means that candidates have an incentive 

to try to make some more salient than others. Multiple theories of candidate strategy, 

including “selective emphasis” (Budge and Farlie 1983), “issue ownership” (Petrocik 

1996), the art of heresthetics (Riker 1983, 1990), and others (Hammond and Humes 

1993; Simon 2002) emphasize the importance of calling attention to advantageous issues. 

By doing so, candidates can make their preferred issues “the programmatic meaning of 

the election and the criteria by which voters make their choice” (Petrocik 1996, 828). The 

argument for “priming” certain issues and characteristics rests on the same principle (e.g., 

Druckman 2004; Druckman, Jacobs, and Ostermeier 2004; Jacobs and Shapiro 1994). 

This literature on candidate strategy coincides with communication research 

focused on the news media’s role in shaping public concern with political issues. With 

Walter Lippmann’s (1922) famous “pictures in the head” formulation as inspiration, a 
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mountain of research has shown how the media can make certain issues salient in the 

public mind (Bosso 1989; Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Iyengar, Peters, and Kinder 1982; 

Iyengar and Simon 1993; MacKuen and Coombs 1981; McCombs 1993; McCombs and 

Shaw 1972; Weaver et al. 1981) and alter the ingredients people use in making political 

judgments (Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Krosnick and Brannon 1993; Krosnick and Kinder 

1990; McCombs, Lopez-Escobar, and Llamas 2000). 

While many of these studies deal separately with candidates or the media, often 

talking past one another, some scholars have examined the contributions of both 

candidates and media to political learning. In an oft-cited study of the 1972 presidential 

campaign, Patterson and McClure (1976) found that exposure to political advertising was 

associated with more knowledge of issues and candidate positions than news viewing. 

Brians and Wattenberg (1996) draw a similar conclusion from their analysis of the 1992 

American National Election Studies, an argument echoed more recently by Gilens, 

Vavreck, and Cohen (2004). Other work, however, has shown that news consumers 

actually learn a substantial amount from newspapers and TV coverage (Chaffee, Nass, 

and Yang 1990; Chaffee, Zhao, and Leshner 1994; Robinson and Davis 1990), with even 

some evidence that TV news does a better job of transmitting political information than 

candidate ads (Hofstetter, Zukin, and Buss 1978).12

So while it seems clear that both candidate communications and news coverage 

make substantial contributions to what voters know about politics, there have been very 

few efforts to compare the agenda setting influence of each, or to investigate whether 

some characteristics make voters more or less susceptible to agenda setting by the 

candidates or the media. Both questions deserve attention, though, because of what 

 
12 One should also note that many of the existing studies suffer from a reliance on self-reported exposure to 
news or candidate communications, measures that often inaccurately estimate an individual’s actual 
exposure to political information (Price and Zaller 1993; Prior 2005). 
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scholars have learned about variation in issue contexts across campaigns and the ways 

that partisanship and source credibility affect people’s acceptance of information. 
 

Hypotheses 

If the media served as a conduit for candidate communications, following the 

“campaign model” of political reporting (Graber 2002, 262), there would be no reason to 

wonder about the relative effects of candidate vs. media communications. In the 

candidate’s utopia, the press would pass along his messages, and, consequently, the 

media agenda would mirror the candidate agenda. The public’s agenda, then, would be 

set, albeit indirectly, by the candidates. But noted above, the media do not reflexively 

repeat what candidates say on the stump. Thus, it is important to understand how the 

public’s agenda is set in cases where candidates and the media settle on the same issues, 

as well in the opposite situation, where candidates and journalists are focused on different 

issues. 

It is reasonable to expect that the effect on the public will be different under 

conditions of agenda convergence or divergence. The more diffuse the issue 

environment, the less powerful the agenda setting function is likely to be. Consider the 

following scenario: If a newspaper published 20 front-page stories in a single week on 

crime in its community, it would likely have a massive influence on the community 

members’ perception of the importance of crime. Presumably, crime would shoot to the 

top of the public agenda. If, on the other hand, the newspaper published 20 front-page 

stories on 20 separate issues, the agenda setting effect would likely be much less robust. 

With more issues from which to choose, a citizen’s perception of issue salience would be 

guided not by news coverage but perhaps by other information or the issues most 

proximate to her own life (Iyengar 1990). 
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The same principle should apply to the flow of campaign information. If 

candidates and journalists are focused on the same issue, that issue should be more 

cognitively accessible to citizens, all else being equal, than when they are focused on 

different issues (Iyengar 1990). And indeed, scholars have argued that “conflicting 

evidence from … other communication channels” can reduce the media’s agenda setting 

power (Rogers and Dearing 1994, 86), although without doing much to verify that this is 

in fact true. Thus, the effect of agenda setting should be more robust when candidate 

communications and news coverage converge on the same issues than when they diverge. 

Two hypotheses emerge from this discussion: 

First, agenda setting will be strongest when candidate communications and news 

coverage focus on the same issues. Second, agenda setting will be weakest when 

candidate communications and news coverage focus on different issues. 

Individual-level factors are important to consider as well. Early research showed 

that levels of education, political involvement, and partisanship affected individual 

susceptibility to media agenda setting (Erbring et al. 1980; Iyengar and Kinder 1987; 

McCombs and Weaver 1973). More recently, political sophistication has been shown to 

have a substantial impact on agenda setting susceptibility (Ha 2004).  

But the influence of such factors should also vary, depending on whether the 

source of communication is a candidate or the media. In particular, partisanship has been 

shown to be a major influence on the way people perceive and receive political 

information (Campbell et al. 1960; Hamill, Lodge, and Blake 1985; Lodge and Hamill 

1986; Rahn 1993; Zaller 1992). And just as people favor in-group members (Tajfel 

1981), they are more likely to be influenced by communications from members of their 

own group than by out-group members. Indeed, Just, Crigler, and Wallach (1990) found 

that viewers of political advertising could more accurately recall the ads of their preferred 
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candidate than the opponent’s. One would also expect such effects to be multiplied when 

the media focus on the same issues as a candidate. Thus, another hypothesis emerges: 

Partisans will be more susceptible to agenda setting by their party’s candidate 

than will independents or opposition-party identifiers.  

Source credibility is another major factor in people’s acceptance of information. 

The more credible people perceive the source to be, the more likely they are to accept 

information (Aronson and Golden 1962; Hovland and Weiss 1951). In addition, a 

communicator’s trustworthiness and credibility increases if people perceive that the 

communicator is not attempting to influence their opinion (Walster and Festinger 1962). 

In politics, just as partisans are more amenable to information from their party’s 

candidate, independents should be less susceptible to candidate agenda setting. To the 

extent that individuals perceive the media as an objective source of information that is 

generally trustworthy, susceptibility to media agenda setting should increase (Miller and 

Krosnick 2000; Rogers and Dearing 1994).  This yields two more hypotheses: 

Independents will be more susceptible to media agenda setting than candidate 

agenda setting. And people with higher levels of trust in the media will be more 

susceptible to media agenda setting than those with lower levels of trust in the media. 

To sum up, I propose that the effects of the media’s power to set the public’s 

agenda depend on the campaign’s issue environment and individual-level characteristics. 

When candidate communications and media coverage are focused on the same issues, 

public opinion is likely to reflect this shared agenda. When reporters and candidates 

devote attention to different topics, however, the overall influence of each will be 

attenuated. These effects will, of course, be subject to individual-level factors. Partisans 

should be more likely to accept their candidate’s issue emphases, while independents 

should be more likely to reflect the media’s agenda. Finally, a person’s level of trust in 
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the media will influence their acceptance of the media’s issue agenda. These hypotheses 

are tested experimentally in Chapter 6. The next chapter describes the data and methods I 

employ for the empirical testing. 
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Chapter 3: Data and Methods 

This chapter lays out the data and methods used in the empirical investigations 

previewed in Chapter 2: the examination of candidate-media issue convergence, an 

investigation of media favorability toward candidates, and an exploration of the effects of 

issue news on voters. To do so, I first draw on a large-scale content analysis of newspaper 

and television coverage from the 1992, 1996, and 2000 presidential elections. I then 

follow up with an original experiment designed to capture the effects of issue news on 

voters during an actual election campaign. The analyses are also augmented by a study of 

candidate stump speeches and television advertising during the 1996 and 2000 elections. 

By relying on a multi-method, multi-election design that employs content analysis of 

media content and candidate communications and a laboratory experiment, I hope to 

generate generalizable findings about the nature of issue news and pinpoint the influence 

of media coverage on citizens. 

 

MEDIA DATA 

The lynchpin of the empirical work is a large-scale content analysis of 

presidential campaign coverage from the 1992, 1996, and 2000 elections. In each election 

year, trained coders analyzed campaign news coverage in a sample of national and 

regional newspapers. Following a long tradition of content analysis in media research, the 

coders recorded information about the placement of campaign news stories, the content 

of those stories, and a series of indicators that deal with the favorability of coverage 

toward candidates. In addition to the newspaper data, campaign news on the three major 
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television networks—ABC, CBS, and NBC—was analyzed in 1996 and 2000.13 The 

1992 data were collected as part of an effort by the Republican National Committee to 

understand the way journalists were treating candidates, learn which issues were 

receiving the most attention, and other aspects of the news.14 The RNC hired a 

Washington, D.C.-based firm, Computer-Aided Research and Media Analysis, 

International, to conduct the study. In 1996 and 2000 the data were collected at the 

University of Texas at Austin under the supervision of Professor Daron Shaw following a 

coding scheme similar to the 1992 study.15

The use of these data represent an improvement over some studies of election 

news that rely either on single news outlets or on single election years, both of which 

limit the generalizability of findings.16 While such data make possible in-depth analysis, 

multi-year, multi-outlet studies have the advantage of overcoming limitations of more 

narrow studies. Single-election studies allow for little or no exploration of variations in 

the political or electoral context and the ways these may effect changes in media 

coverage. In other words, there is no variation from which to derive leverage in 

 
13 Television coverage was coded in 1992 as well, but those data lack some key variables that limit their 
utility. 
14 While the data were collected as part of a partisan campaign, there is little reason to suspect their 
scientific validity. The RNC was not using the data to promote George H.W. Bush or attack Bill Clinton, 
but rather to get an accurate picture of the nature of news coverage in the campaign. Moreover, CARMA 
used rigorous content analysis procedures to collect and code the data. 
15 I am indebted to Shaw for generously sharing these data. 
16 There are, of course, good reasons why this is typically done. For one, content analysis is labor-intensive 
and expensive. Limiting the scope of research to a single election and a single news outlet is one way to 
make a formidable task more manageable. Scholars have defended these studies by arguing that 
generalizations about news coverage can be made from narrow studies. The institutionalization of 
journalistic norms is so well entrenched, the argument goes, that reporters and editors will display the same 
tendencies from election to election. That is, what goes for one election is likely to go for any other. So 
using a single case is an appropriate strategy for understanding news content more generally. Likewise, 
scholars have argued that the incentives and routines that structure journalistic behavior are largely the 
same across news outlets. The same news judgments made at the New York Times are likely to be made at 
smaller news outlets across the country, which means news content will probably look similar in those 
papers. More to the point, the New York Times, Washington Post, and other “inner ring” papers have been 
shown to set the agenda for papers around the country, which suggests the scholarly value of studying the 
elite press. 
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identifying factors that may produce differences in coverage. This is an especially critical 

issue when studying presidential elections. Political circumstances can vary dramatically 

from election to election—in terms of competitiveness, campaign intensity, and the 

occurrence of external political events (such as domestic or foreign political crises). 

Ultimately, it is difficult to say anything about variation in news coverage without 

studying multiple elections.  

Single-outlet studies are less problematic because of research that suggests 

journalists follow the same decision rules in making news judgments (Bennett 2001; 

Gans 1979). But I would argue that this is a case where a sample of more outlets, if 

available, is better. Analyzing coverage from a larger set of news outlets allows greater 

confidence in the generalizability of the findings, and allows for broader statements about 

“the media” rather than coverage in one outlet. 

To be sure, three elections do not make for a “large-N” study in terms of time 

frame. But the presence of multiple campaigns will allow me to consider the possibility 

that variations in the political environment influences the nature of news, something that 

is impossible in single-election studies. At the same time, I can create a larger number of 

observations by looking at the campaign across time and in both print and broadcast 

media, as I do in examining week-by-week levels of candidate-media agenda 

convergence in Chapter 4. And the diverse set of news outlets from which the data are 

drawn adds a measure of generalizability to my findings, both in the issue convergence 

and favorability investigations. While my own data have drawbacks of their own, an 

issue I will discuss momentarily, they do represent an improvement over many studies of 

election news. 
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Newspaper Coverage Content Analysis: 1992-2000 

In 1992, 43 newspapers were chosen for analysis. The sample is not random or 

representative, unlike the samples employed in some rare studies (Dalton, Beck, and 

Huckfeldt 1998; Dalton et al. 1998). Rather, the Republican National Committee, which 

initiated the study, wanted to sample coverage from a relatively diverse group of papers. 

This convenience sample thus has variance in the circulation size of the papers, the 

region in which they are published, and their status as national or regional papers. 

National newspapers are those which circulate beyond the region in which they 

are published and whose coverage is typically national in scope—the New York Times, 

Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, and the Los Angeles Times, for example. Much 

media research has relied on analyses of these newspapers—often referred to as “elite” 

media. They have been shown to set the agenda for smaller newspapers across the 

country (Shaw and Sparrow 1999). Regional newspapers are those with a more limited 

circulation area, usually covering a major region or city. Examples of regional papers in 

the data set are the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, The Peoria Journal Star, and the Grand 

Rapids Press. 

The value of this approach is to allow for the analysis of the content of news 

coverage as it appears not only in the East and West coast media outlets but also in 

regional newspapers that actually represent the bulk of newspaper circulation in the 

country. A list of papers and the number of campaign stories coded in each paper are 

summarized in Appendix Tables A-1 through A-3. 

The coding project focuses on news coverage published from August 1 through 

Election Day for each year.17 Following other studies of presidential campaigns, I am 

 
17 In 1992 and 2000, the coding project was actually conducted across the entire campaign, from the spring 
through the fall. But to create a comparable time period of study for all three elections, I focus only on the 
coding of news coverage for the last three months. 
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interested in news coverage in the latter stages of the race. Besides limiting my study to 

the period of time in which campaign activity, news coverage, and voter interest are most 

intense, this has the practical benefit of giving me the same periods of study across the 

three election years. All of the empirical analysis of news coverage, thus, involves stories 

that appeared no later than the last three months of the campaign. 

The content analysis in 1996 and 2000 was conducted by researchers at the 

University of Texas. The aim was to create data sets comparable to the large 1992 

compilation, though not necessarily in scope. Because full-time coders were not 

available, as they were in 1992, a reduction in the scope of the project was necessary. In 

1996, eight papers were selected for inclusion in the coding project. In 2000, 12 papers 

were coded from August 1 through Election Day.18

Whereas in 1992 the coding was done for every issue of the paper—seven days a 

week—the number of coding days was reduced for 1996 and 2000. In those years, coders 

were assigned to code three days per week for each paper. The days of each week were 

randomly selected, so that every day of the week had the same probability of being 

included in the analysis. Since the coding could not be conducted every day, this 

technique was designed to create a representative set of stories. Some scholars have 

argued that “constructed week” samples—which attempt to control for variation in the 

“news hole” for each day of the week—are superior (Jones and Carter 1959; Stemple 

1952). But given the evidence that random day-of-the-week samples produce reliable 

estimates of the population (Riffe, Aust, and Lacy 1993), this technique was chosen and 

seems adequate for the present purposes. 

 
18 Seventeen paper were initially included in the 2000 coding project but, for various reasons, did not result 
in a usable sample of stories. I have subsequently eliminated those five papers from my analysis, leaving 
the dozen newspapers listed in Appendix Table A-3. 
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To be sure, the lack of consistency among the three years—with respect to sample 

size and frequency of coding—raises legitimate questions about the comparability of the 

data. In 1992, the sample population numbers more than 45,000 stories, whereas in 1996 

and 2000 those figures are roughly 2,100 and 1,900, respectively. Given these 

discrepancies, one may wonder if it makes sense to compare media coverage between 

1992, on one hand, and 1996 and 2000, on the other. If for example, differences appear in 

the results across each year, it could be difficult to say conclusively that those results 

reflect true differences in media coverage; they could, after all, simply be due to the fact 

that the newspapers from which the data are drawn are different. Had the same 

newspapers been analyzed across the years, the true nature of coverage across the years 

might truly be consistent. At the same time, to the extent that consistency appears, this 

also could be problematic. Again, it might be difficult to determine whether the 

consistent findings are the product of true patterns across the years, and not simply a 

result of the changing sample. Perhaps coverage is inconsistent in the same newspapers 

across years, but the consistency is simply an artifact of the fact that different newspapers 

were used to analyze coverage.  

But while the samples are different across the years, the variables of interest and 

the coding procedures are the same. The same procedures used for the 1992 study were 

followed in the data collection and analysis in 1996 and 2000, with the expressed purpose 

of maximizing comparability among the data sets. That is, the analysis of media coverage 

in each year is nearly identical. In particular, the collection and creation of the primary 

variables of interest—the issue topic at hand and the favorability of coverage toward the 

candidate—are consistent across the years. Thus, there is continuity in the measurement 

of the most critical aspects of media coverage. 
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Also, even though the sample is not perfect, there are good reasons to believe that 

the existing set of newspapers constitute a valid pool from which to analyze media 

coverage. First, news coverage has been found to be similar across news outlets, because 

of the homogenizing influence of institutional norms and routines. American journalists 

tend to follow the same sorts of decision rules in deciding what to cover and how to cover 

it (Bennett 2001; Patterson and Donsbach 1996; Sigal 1973). Moreover, much of the 

national politics news that appears in regional outlets is produced by the wire services 

(AP, UPI, Reuters, etc.) in Washington, or from the wire services of the elite papers 

themselves. This means that coverage of national politics in the Newark Star-Ledger 

might look very similar to coverage in the Cleveland Plain-Dealer, even though they are 

in very different markets with different readerships. In other words, the inclusion of the 

regional papers—even though the specific publications might be different from year to 

year—provides an estimate of the way coverage looked in a particular year outside the 

elite media. And even though the samples across the years are not the same, they still 

have the effect of accounting for media coverage in both national and regional papers 

more generally. 

Whatever its shortcomings, I would argue that this set of newspapers is an 

improvement over research that relies only on one or a handful of elite outlets to 

generalize about news coverage more broadly. My focus on favorability (Chapter 5) 

makes this especially true. While the regional media do in fact take cues about the 

importance of political issues from the elite press, the favorability with which they treat 

candidates is not necessarily influenced in the same way. For example, Shaw and 

Sparrow (1999) find that the issue agendas in the regional media in fact reflect the elite 

outlets’ choices, but favorability in the national media was much less predictive of 

regional newspaper favorability. Thus, while the sample raises questions of 
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comparability, I would argue that they raise fewer doubts than if one was to rely only on 

only the few elite papers. It is a tradeoff, but one that I believe ought to be made. 

Finally, I have run some of the analyses with a subset of papers as a way of 

gauging the amount of bias induced by having different papers in different years. I will 

report these secondary analyses where appropriate. For the most part, they do not run 

counter to the conclusions based upon the larger collection.19

 

Television News Coverage Content Analysis: 1996-2000 

The television study is analogous to the newspaper study in many ways, though it 

encompasses only the 1996 and 2000 elections. In the two years, all three major network 

news broadcasts—ABC’s “World News Tonight,” CBS’s “Evening News,” and NBC’s 

“Nightly News”—were coded every evening from August 1 through Election Day. As 

with the newspaper study, undergraduate students at the University of Texas did the 

coding. The coders recorded a number of variables for each item, including the network, 

reporter, date, placement, nature of the accompanying video, topic of the news story, 

sources quoted, and tone. Again, the variables of primary interest are the topic(s) of the 

story and the favorability score. Favorability was calculated in the same manner as the 

newspaper favorability score (described below), with the exception that placement 

component of the score reflects the prominence of the story within the context of half-

hour news broadcast rather than a newspaper. The number of stories from each network 

is shown in Appendix Tables A-4 and A-5. The television data is used only in the 

analyses of candidate-media issue convergence in Chapter 4. 

 
19 Another point is that from a practical perspective, the focus on issue news demands a large set of 
newspapers, even if there are questions of comparability. Issue content does not appear in every story, so 
the unit of analysis is likely to be small if the number of papers under study is not large. To generate a large 
enough universe of stories to analyze requires a lot of newspapers. 
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MEASURING MEDIA AND CANDIDATE ATTENTION TO ISSUES (CHAPTER 4) 

In Chapter 4, I explore the circumstances under which the media are likely to 

reflect candidate issue agendas. To make such a comparison, one needs measures of the 

amount of attention journalists and candidates devoted to various issues. I rely on the 

media content analysis to generate a measure of media attention; for candidate data, I rely 

on a content analysis of candidate speeches and television advertising. I will first discuss 

the media measure before turning to the measure of candidate issue attention. It should be 

noted that because of the absence of TV data and candidate data from 1992, this chapter 

focuses only on 1996 and 2000. 

 
Media Issue Attention 

The unit of analysis in the media study is the news story itself. For each story, 

coders were trained how to code news content for a variety of variables. Basic 

information was collected for each story. Coders recorded the news outlet in which a 

story appeared, the date of publication, and the reporter’s byline.  

For the issue convergence study, the key variable is the story’s issue content. For 

each story, coders were asked to identify up to three topics of emphasis in a story—the 

primary, secondary, and tertiary focus. The emphasis could be the latest poll result, a 

candidate’s decision to shake up his staff, a campaign event, a debate, or some policy 

issue. In every case, coders made a determination about what the topics of the story was, 

using their reading of the headline and story text to make that judgment. For my 

purposes, I am most interested in those stories that had some issue content, though the 

absence of issue content is also important in identifying the amount of issue news in 

campaign news coverage. 
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If the article was an issue story, coders then noted the specific topic with which it 

dealt—taxes, Medicare, Social Security, defense, and so forth. Because coders could 

record up to three topics, a story could have been coded as dealing zero, one, two, or 

three issues. For example, a story about a candidate’s tax plan and its ramifications for 

Social Security spending and education programs, would be coded as having a primary 

focus on taxes, a secondary focus on Social Security, and a tertiary focus on education. 

Thus the data include a fairly comprehensive listing of the issue content of the news 

stories. In Chapter 4, I use these data to create an intuitive measure of media issue 

attention. 

To facilitate the comparison of media and candidate issue attention, I adopt 

Petrocik’s (1996) issue categorization scheme. As a result, each issue is placed into one 

of eight issue categories: civil and social order; defense, security, and military; taxes and 

spending; social welfare; race and social groups; economy; foreign affairs; and 

government functioning. A list of the 149 specific issues that fall into each category is 

displayed in Appendix A. While Petrocik’s scheme was developed as part of an 

examination of “issue ownership,” I take advantage of the fact that it is also useful simply 

as a way to organize political issues into a manageable typology. 

 

Candidate Issue Attention 

Measuring media attention is fairly straightforward, as described above. Using the 

data on the focus of each news story, I create a measure that quantifies the amount of 

coverage devoted to particular issues. To examine levels of candidate-media issue 

convergence, one obviously needs a measure of candidate issue attention. This requires a 

bit of thought. 
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Scholars have commonly used news reports of candidate statements as indicators 

of candidate issue attention (e.g., Dalton et al. 1998; Sigelman and Buell 2004). The 

primary reason for this seems to be convenience, since newspaper accounts of campaigns 

are easily accessible. Until recently, there were few compilations of original candidate 

communications themselves,20making journalistic dispatches often the only, and thus 

best, indicator of what candidates were talking about on the stump. 

Such a measure is problematic, however, because it demands the dubious 

assumption that news accounts faithfully reflect candidate discourse on the stump. 

Reporters and editors have discretion in deciding whether to publish accounts of 

candidate campaign speeches, press conferences, and other events. The activities that 

make it into the paper or onto the nightly news are biased toward those events and issues 

that journalists deem newsworthy. Consequently, they may reflect not the candidate 

agenda, but the portion of the candidate agenda that dovetails with the newsroom values 

of timeliness, newness, drama, conflict, and so on. Journalistic accounts of presidential 

campaigns demonstrate that reporters often are more interested in candidate mistakes or 

gaffes than in the substance of what they have to say on the stump (e.g., Bruni 2002), so 

gauging candidate agendas through media reports inappropriately inserts journalists into 

the equation. This approach also makes it more likely that the media and candidate 

agendas will look similar, since the source of the two measures come essentially from the 

same place: the media. 

Because of these nettlesome issues, I have chosen to measure the candidate issue 

attention independently from news accounts.21 I use candidate speeches and advertising 

 
20 Compilations of campaign speeches and television advertising compiled by the Annenberg/Pew Archive 
and Wisconsin Advertising Project, respectively, have done a great favor for scholars interested in the 
content of candidate communications. 
21 This is obviously necessary if one wants to probe possible differences in media and candidate issue 
attention. 
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to gauge the candidates’ issue agendas in the 1996 and 2000 campaign. This provides a 

pure measure of candidate issue attention, and one unaffected by journalistic news 

judgment. Both of these measures have been used previously to gauge candidate agendas 

(e.g., Damore 2005; Semetko et al. 1991; Sides n.d.; Vavreck 2004).  

One drawback with this approach, however, is the absence of identical data for 

the two election years. For 1996, the text of both Bill Clinton’s and Bob Dole’s campaign 

speeches are available from the Annenberg/Pew Archive for Presidential Discourse, 

which provides an excellent measure of each candidate’s issue agenda. But speech data of 

the same scope are not available from the 2000 campaign.22 For 2000, the Wisconsin 

Advertising Project has made available data on every airing of every presidential 

campaign ad, but such data are not available from 1996. Consequently, I derive my 

measures of issue attention from speeches in 1996 and television advertising in 2000. 

While using different forms of communication is not ideal, there is some evidence 

that candidates emphasize the same issues on the stump as they do in their ads. In 1996, I 

compared the issue emphases in Clinton and Dole’s speeches to a content analysis of the 

agendas of all the campaign ads collected in the Annenberg/Pew Archive. While these 

data provide no information about the frequency of the ad airings, as the 2000 CMAG 

data do, they do offer a sense of the issues that featured most prominently in the 

candidates’ ads. For Dole, the correlation between his advertising and speech agendas 

was .82, while for Clinton it was .73 (both p<.05). The strong relationship between the 

candidates’ stump speeches and their ads suggests that my approach should still yield 

comparable measures of candidate issue attention in the two election years. Since 

 
22 The Political Communication Lab at Stanford University did produce a compilation of candidate 
discourse from 2000 called “In Their Own Words.” But the CD contains only excerpts from various 
speeches, rather than the universe of all speeches, as is available for 1996. While a valuable resource for 
political communication research, those excerpts are not useful for my purposes. 
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candidates want to stay “on message,” they talk about many of the same issues on the 

stump as they do in their ads. 

 

Coding Candidate Data: 1996 Speeches and 2000 Television Ads 

The Annenberg/Pew Archive of Presidential Discourse includes the full text of 

every public speech given by Bob Dole and Bill Clinton in 1996 from September 1 

through Election Day. Appendix Table A-6 lists each speech, its location, and its length 

(in words). 

Each speech was coded at the sentence level. I coded each sentence for issue 

appeals (Geer 1998), which I define as any substantive mention of a policy issue. Many 

sentences contain no issues, and some contained multiple issues. By summing together a 

candidate’s issue appeals and categorizing each of them into issue categories, I was able 

to determine how much time a candidate spent on each issue across the course of the 

campaign. Detailed coding instructions and two examples are shown in the Appendix. 

The measure of candidate issue attention is described further in Chapter 4. 

For 2000, I applied a similar strategy using the Wisconsin Advertising Project 

data (Goldstein, Franz, and Ridout 2002). The Wisconsin group buys data on political 

advertising from the Campaign Media Analysis Group and then augments that raw data 

with their own content analysis. The dataset includes information on every airing of every 

political ad in the top 75 media markets in the United States during the 2000 election 

cycle.23 Of particular interest here, the data include information on the date an ad was 

aired, the sponsoring candidate (Gore or Bush), and the issue content (foreign policy, 

 
23 As the data documentation notes, 80% of the U.S. population lives in the country’s top 75 media 
markets. Detailed information about the Wisconsin Advertising Project and its data, which are made 
available to scholars for a nominal fee, is available at http://www.polisci.wisc.edu/tvadvertising/Index.htm. 
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education, taxes, etc.).24 Each advertisement was coded for up to four issue mentions. 

Using the issue content identified by the Wisconsin group’s coders, I create a measure of 

issue attention for both candidates analogous to the measure based on speech data from 

the 1996 campaign. 

 
MEASURING MEDIA FAVORABILITY (CHAPTER 5) 

In the second empirical chapter (Chapter 5), I examine news favorability, 

attempting to discern the factors that contribute to how positively or negatively 

candidates are covered. I rely here on the newspaper data from all three elections: 1992-

2000. Measuring media favorability is not easy, nor is there an agreed-upon standard for 

doing so, so a discussion of the merits of various approaches is warranted. 

The most common measure seems to be a subjective judgment about the tone of a 

news item toward a particular candidate. Sometimes this coding is done at the sentence or 

paragraph level, allowing researchers to determine how many positive, negative, or 

neutral statements involve a particular candidate. Much of the recent work on media 

favorability in political science has relied on tone (Dalton, Beck, and Huckfeldt 1998; 

Druckman and Parkin 2005; Kahn and Kenney 2002; Farnsworth and Lichter 2003; 

Patterson 1994).  

Tone is attractive as an indicator of favorability for at least two reasons. For one, 

it is a simple measure. There is little difficulty in asking coders to assess the tone of a 

story. Most readers of newspapers or viewers of TV broadcasts likely do the same thing, 

consciously or not (Uleman and Bargh 1989), so assessing the tone of media coverage 

toward a candidate is natural enough. Second, the tone of coverage might be influential in 

shaping individuals’ perceptions of candidates. A negative tone toward a candidate or 
 

24 There are more than 50 issue codes in the dataset. A complete list of the specific issues that fell into each 
category is available from the author. 
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institution has been shown to influence people’s evaluations of those individuals and 

institutions (Jamieson and Cappella 1997). Druckman and Parkin (2005) argue that the 

tone of a candidate’s portrayal is the most likely vehicle by which persuasion through 

newspaper coverage will occur. Kahn and Kenney (2002) find that variations in tone 

influence candidate evaluations of Senate candidates. 

Scholars have also used the volume of coverage as an indicator of media 

favoritism. If one candidate is receiving more press attention than the other, the thinking 

goes, then it must be evidence of an attempt on the part of the media to give a boost to his 

campaign (see D’Alessio and Allen 2000). The problem, though, is that such a measure 

presumes any coverage is good coverage. Most politicians, Gary Condit not the least 

among them, know that not all media exposure is a boon. Because of the media’s 

tendency to accentuate the negative (Patterson 1994), it may in fact be that the more 

coverage a candidate receives, the more likely that coverage is to be negative. Ultimately, 

that makes the amount of coverage particularly unfit as a gauge of media favorability. 

Other work relies on the mix of sources in a story as a measure of media positivity 

or negativity. Groseclose and Milyo (2005), for example, argue that the ideological 

positions of think tanks and policy groups quoted in political news stories are indicative 

of how ideologically biased a news outlet is. That is, journalists can shape the favorability 

of a story by choosing to quote people they know will be supportive or critical of a party, 

candidate, ideology, or issue position. While Groseclose and Milyo’s focus is ideological 

bias, a concept substantively different from candidate favorability, the argument is 

portable: Journalists’ choices about who to quote may reveal how positively or negatively 

disposed they are to a candidate. 

But using subjective measures of tone, the volume of coverage, or source counts 

all have shortcomings if one is interested in overall favorability. Relying exclusively on 
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one measure necessarily ignores other dimensions of coverage, which may be contribute 

to how positively or negatively a reader perceives a candidate. For example, the tone of a 

reporter’s writing could cast a candidate in a negative light, but that might be leavened by 

positive quotes from a candidate’s supporters. A coder assessing tone might well pick up 

on the negativity of a reporter’s voice in reference to the candidate without taking into 

account the positive nature of a source's quotes. In the same way, simply relying on 

source counts ignores the positivity or negativity of the tone of story toward a candidate, 

which, for the reasons stated above, can be critical in shaping an individual’s perceptions 

of a candidate. 

Finally, neither tone nor sourcing patterns capture anything about the visual 

aspects of news content. This is obviously more of a problem for analyzing TV coverage 

than newspapers, but ignoring the visual content of newspapers has its own dangers. 

Visual content is powerful in shaping perceptions and influencing recall, in many cases 

more so than words or sounds (Graber 2001). Thus, any good measure of favorability 

needs to account for the possibility that visual elements in the news—be it moving 

images in broadcast news or still images in newspaper—can be important. For example, 

in 1996, Bob Dole fell off the stage at a campaign rally in Chico, CA. The resulting 

photograph, which appeared in newspapers across the country—and four columns wide 

on the front page of the Washington Post—made it appear as if Dole was gravely injured 

(Canellos and Scales 1996). The visual may have had an impact beyond the words, 

whatever their tone or source, that accompanied the photo. 
 

A Multi-Component Measure of Media Favorability 

For these reasons, I use a measure that incorporates multiple components of news 

coverage. The measure attempts to capture favorability in as many dimensions of news 
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coverage as possible. My measure, adapted from Shaw (1999c), allows for the 

consideration of the tone, sources, visual elements, and placement of a story. As such, it 

has the advantages of not limiting the favorability measure to a single dimension of the 

news. A technical description of the measure is included in Appendix A, but I provide an 

overview here. 

For each story, each candidate was given a favorability rating based on the 

coder’s assessment of the tone of coverage toward the candidate, the source balance—the 

balance of partisan sources quoted—any visual element (e.g., a photo) accompanying the 

story, and the placement of a story (e.g., front page). The rating ranges from 0 to 100, 

with 0 representing the least favorable rating and 100 being the most favorable. A rating 

of 50 indicates neutral coverage. For each story, a candidate’s favorability rating begins 

at 50. The coder’s assessment of the tone of the story toward a candidate—whether he is 

being criticized or praised, whether he is on the offensive/defensive, the tone of the 

reporter toward the candidate, and so forth—ranges from –20 to +20, moving in 5-point 

increments. Favorability increases as the coder’s assessment of the tone of the story 

toward the candidate improves.25

Coders also counted the number of partisan sources quoted in the story, which 

creates a measure of source balance. Each source quoted is worth five points, and either 

raises or lowers a candidate’s score depending on which party the source is affiliated 

with. Independent or “man on the street” quotes are not included in the measure. Only the 

first three sources in each story were coded, so the source balance measure ranges from –

15 to +15. 

The visual element captures the positivity or negativity toward a candidate of a 

photo, graphic, or other image accompanying the story. A positive visual increases the 
 

25 As described in the Appendix, there are slight differences between the 1992 and 1996 favorability 
measures, on one hand, and the 2000 measure, on the other. 
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favorability score by five points, and a negative photo decreases it by five points. A 

neutral photo has no effect.  

Finally, the placement component of the measure accentuates the positivity or 

negativity of the three other components—for example, a negative front-page story would 

get a less favorable rating than would a negative story buried on page A25. The logic is 

that prominent placement can do more to help or hurt a candidate than a story buried 

inside the paper, where fewer readers are likely to see it. A front-page, above-the-fold26 

story moves the favorability rating up or down by 10 points, and a below-the-fold, front-

page story moves the rating 5 points. The appearance of stories on other pages does not 

affect the rating. 

To sum up, the favorability measure begins at 50, a neutral rating. The measure of 

tone (–20 to +20), the number of partisan sources (–15 to +15), the visual element (–5 to 

+5), and the placement of the story (–10 to +10) push the measure as high as 100 or as 

low as 0. The result is a measure that incorporates multiple components of news 

favorability. 

 

Intercoder Reliability 

In 1992 and 1996, 5% of all stories were double coded each week, and 

discrepancies were resolved through weekly discussions involving all coders. The articles 

subjected to double coding were selected randomly and stripped of their newspaper and 

byline identities to ensure blind coding. The average correlations for the favorability 

scores involved in the double coding were .83 for 1992 and .79 for 1996. In 2000, one 

round of reliability tests was conducted during the project, with intercoder reliability 

 
26 Above-the-fold means on the top half of the newspaper page, which can be seen through the glass of a 
newspaper vending box. 
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measuring .78. This is consistent with other studies analyzing media favorability 

(Neuendorf 2002).  

Intercoder reliability was also calculated for the television data, which is used in 

Chapter 4. Five percent of all stories were double coded each week, and discrepancies 

were resolved through weekly discussions. The stories subjected to double coding were, 

again, selected randomly and stripped of their network and reporter identities to ensure 

blind coding. The average correlations for the favorability scores involved in the double 

coding were .82 for 1996 and .78 for 2000. Again, this is consistent with other studies 

analyzing media favorability.  

 

AN EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR GAUGING THE EFFECTS OF ISSUE NEWS (CHAPTER 
6) 

In Chapter 6, I examine one potential effect of issue news: Its ability to shape 

voter perceptions of issue salience, political attitudes that have been shown to be 

influential in voting behavior and candidate evaluation. Building on the Chapter 4 

investigation of patterns of candidate-media issue convergence, I turn to discerning the 

import of those patterns, probing whether candidates and the media have different effects 

on voters, and how those effects vary under conditions of agenda convergence and 

divergence. 

Recall that I have hypothesized that the agenda-setting effect is likely to be 

stronger under conditions of candidate-media issue convergence. When candidates and 

journalists choose to focus on different topics, however, their influence may depend on 

voters’ individual attributes, such as trust in the media and partisanship. I am also 

interested in comparing the influence of the media to set the public’s agenda to that of 

candidates. 
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To explore these possibilities, I use an experimental design, following a tradition 

of research on media and campaign effects (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1994; Iyengar and 

Kinder 1987; Cappella and Jamieson 1997; Simon 2002). Because they offer complete 

control over the stimuli of interest, experiments have the benefit of yielding firm causal 

conclusions, something that is often elusive in survey research. The benefits of 

experimentation are myriad (see Kinder and Palfrey 1993), but this is particularly true in 

studying campaign and media effects, where experiments allow for complete control over 

the content of communications subjects are exposed to. This too eliminates the need to 

infer from content analysis and dubious self-reports (e.g., Brians and Wattenberg 1996; 

Patterson and McClure 1976) what respondents actually read or saw during a campaign. 

To be sure, experiments are vulnerable to problems of external validity, but I have 

attempted to maximize the generalizability of the findings in several ways. First, I do not 

rely on hypothetical or fictional candidates in the study. The experiment draws on actual 

news coverage and candidate speeches from the 2006 Texas gubernatorial campaign, 

which was in its early stages when the experiment was conducted. Instead of having to 

fabricate news reports and candidate speeches, I have relied on the real thing as much as 

possible. Since the campaign is real, subjects likely had a more powerful incentive to 

think carefully about the information they encountered than if they were presented with 

fictional candidates. 

Second, I recruited subjects from Austin and the surrounding area rather than 

relying on a convenience sample of students, as is common in social science 

experimentation. The resulting sample is more politically, socially, and demographically 

diverse (see Appendix Table C-1) than a typical group of students. This diversity is 

critical in media research, since young people tend to be less attentive to public affairs 

than the general population (Keeter et al. 2002). By relying on a sample more 
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representative of the general public than college sophomores, I have sought to reduce 

another threat to external validity. 

Finally, the experiment itself involved exposing subjects to candidate and media 

communications twice within the same week, a modified form of the Iyengar and Kinder 

(1987) “sequential” experiments. While costly and logistically difficult, the multiple 

exposure design is important. During a real campaign, citizens are confronted over a 

lengthy time frame with information from the media and candidates. Exposing subjects 

once to a media or candidate message does not very well mimic a campaign environment, 

but a multiple exposure design does a better job, though by no means a perfect one, of 

approximating the information environment of a campaign. Agenda setting occurs 

because of repeated exposure to media or campaign information, so the multi-exposure 

design is critical. The design of the experiment is detailed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4: The Dynamics of Issue Attention:  
Candidate and Media Agenda Convergence in Presidential Campaigns 

By most counts, Robert Shogan would be considered a leading authority on the 

media’s role in political campaigns. As 30-year veteran of Newsweek magazine and the 

Los Angeles Times, Shogan covered politics over the course of seven presidencies—from 

Johnson through Clinton. Like other reporters-turned-media critics, his observation of the 

evolution of American politics has left him cynical about the role of the press in 

contemporary campaigns. To Shogan, the media have in recent years abdicated their 

independence, allowing themselves be taken captive by the slick political flacks who 

assiduously manage every aspect of a candidate’s image. Journalists on the campaign 

trail, in other words, have become mere tools of the politicians: 

 

Lacking a common agenda or the will to exercise power, the press and television 
have served mainly as a conduit for events and as potent instruments in the hands 
of others. … The new reality of campaigns boils down to this: the media all too 
often have been reduced to the role of enablers. Without fully realizing it or 
intending it, they allow and sometimes abet the abuse of the political process by 
the candidates and their handlers (Shogan 2001, 6-7). 

 

Shogan’s argument, while forceful, is fundamentally at odds with the views of 

others, who in their own right might be described as astute political observers. Political 

scientists Stephen J. Farnsworth and S. Robert Lichter (2003), for example, cast the 

media in an entirely different light: Rather than behaving as captives of campaigns, 

reporters are their tormenters, ignoring policy discourse, accentuating the negative, and 

eschewing candidate interests in favor of their own. Such “media narcissism” is 
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dangerous, Farnsworth and Lichter argue, suggesting that democracy would be better 

served if the media worked for, rather than against, candidates: 

 

Perhaps as a result of high salaries and pampered lives enjoyed by network 
television political reporters, these correspondents increasingly seem to believe 
that elections are largely about themselves as reporters and interpreters of political 
events. In the eyes of reporters, their own difficulties on the campaign trail all too 
often trump the issues raised by the candidates who are actually running for office 
and who will end up shaping the country’s future (Farnsworth and Lichter 2003, 
76). 

 

So which is it? Are the media but one of many cogs in the machinery of 

candidates’ campaigns, assisting politicians and their consultants in pulling the wool over 

the eyes of the American public? Or do journalists instead constitute a self-centered, self-

interested mob with little regard for the interests of aspirants to political office and their 

democratic constituents? The answer is neither, and both. 

In this chapter, I argue that conceptualizing the media as either “conduits” for or 

“filters” of candidate messages presents a false dichotomy. Instead, I explore how the 

media’s willingness to reflect candidate discourse depends on a variety of factors, 

including journalistic norms and incentives as well as candidate behavior, public opinion, 

and electoral context. The influence of each can vary from campaign to campaign, as well 

as at different points within a single campaign. Under certain conditions, the media are 

likely to pass along candidate messages; at other times, they are more likely to ignore 

what candidates say and do. 

At times, the media do often serve as conduits of candidate messages, 

demonstrating the strong connection between candidate strategy and campaign agendas 

during presidential elections. But driven by their own incentive structure and preferences, 

the media choose carefully the issues they report, exercising journalistic independence 
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and attempting to keep candidates from unilaterally controlling the nature of campaign 

discourse. The key for political scientists interested in the dynamic dance between 

candidate and reporter is identifying the conditions under which one characterization of 

media behavior is most likely to be accurate.  

To help shed light on this phenomenon, this chapter first provides a brief 

overview of the existing perspectives on candidate-media agenda convergence. I then 

discuss the measures of media and candidate issue attention I rely on. Then, I present the 

results of a content analysis of media coverage and candidate communications in the 

1996 and 2000 campaigns, comparing the issue emphases of each group of actors. After 

looking at the levels of agenda similarity at the aggregate level, I then trace the ebb and 

flow of issue attention across the course of each campaign, using that variation to identify 

the circumstances under which issue convergence is likely to occur. 

 

CANDIDATES, THE MEDIA, AND AGENDAS 

In the summer of 2004, the chairman of the Bush-Cheney reelection committee, 

Mark Racicot, sent an e-mail to the president’s supporters, urging them to donate money 

for the campaign’s advertising campaign. With the media ignoring the president’s 

agenda, Racicot wrote, the campaign needed the redouble its efforts to buy unmediated 

communication (Racicot 2004). 

This was not an unusual plea. To the campaign consultants in charge of 

presidential campaigns, the media’s reluctance to pass along the candidates’ issue agenda 

is a truth they hold to be self-evident, and one of great import (e.g., Hart 1994). 

Journalists have their own interests, candidates and their aides frequently say, and are 

more than happy to ignore the pronouncements of candidates on the stump. Candidates 

have an agenda, the press has an agenda, and never the twain shall meet. 
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But while the divergence of candidate and media agendas appears to be dogma 

among political practitioners, no such consensus exists among political scientists and 

communication scholars. Various studies have reached widely disparate conclusions. On 

one hand, scholars have argued that candidates and journalists are likely to settle on 

similar issue concerns, since both are constrained by what can hold the public’s interest 

(Dalton et al. 1998; Just et al. 1996). Both Just et al. (1996) and Dalton et al. (1998) 

provide evidence that in the 1992 presidential campaign candidates, the media, and the 

public converged on economic and budgetary issues. This bolsters the notion that 

campaign discourse involves a “transaction process” in which the media generally reflect 

the issue emphases of the candidates. 

On the other hand, an alternative perspective suggests that because candidates and 

reporters follow vastly different incentives, such agenda convergence is rare. Indeed, 

ample evidence suggests this is the true state of affairs in campaigns. A study of 

candidate speeches, advertising, and news coverage in The New York Times during 

campaigns from 1952 through 2000 found that candidates and the media rarely agreed on 

the most important topic of debate (Vavreck 2004). While candidates often talk about 

domestic policy, for example, the media have been more interested in foreign affairs and 

candidate personalities (Vavreck 2004). Similarly, investigations of more recent 

campaigns have found that the media often pursue their own agendas while ignoring the 

candidates’ preferred topics (Farnsworth and Lichter 2003; Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen 

2003-2004; Semetko et al. 1991). 

But this dichotomy has obscured a more interesting, and more conceptually 

fruitful, question: Under what circumstances are the media likely to report candidate 

issue emphases, and when are they likely to ignore candidate agendas? Moreover, no 

work has peeled back the layers of the campaign to determine the extent to which 
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campaign agenda setting is dynamic. Each of the above studies has considered the 

amount of similarity between candidate and media agendas at the campaign-level, 

ignoring the possibility that the level of congruence fluctuates across the course of the 

campaign and across issues. Since campaign strategy and media attention are not static, 

this is a notable omission and one that provides a fertile area for inquiry. 

This chapter explores the hypotheses laid out in Chapter 2, which focus on both 

journalistic factors and features of the political environment as explanations for levels of 

candidate-media agenda convergence. To review, I have posed several possibilities. First, 

because of the awareness of journalists of their role as democratic information providers 

and the attractiveness of candidates as news generators, I would expect a substantial 

amount of similarity between candidate and media issue emphases. While certainly not a 

mirror of candidate messages, the media are also unlikely to ignore what candidates 

choose to talk about.  

Also, the amount of issue convergence between candidates—the concentration or 

diffusion of the issue environment—is also likely to affect media coverage. It is possible 

that when candidates converge on the same topics, the media are more likely to follow 

suit than when candidates are focused on different issues. The level of agenda 

convergence may also vary with the competitiveness of a race (more convergence in a 

tight race) and the stage of the campaign (more convergence early than late). Finally, I 

would expect more similarity between candidate and media issue attention in newspaper 

coverage than in television coverage, given the structural limitations of broadcast news. 

 

A MEASURE OF CANDIDATE AND MEDIA ISSUE ATTENTION 

As described in Chapter 3, I rely here on data from the 1996 and 2000 presidential 

campaigns. The media data come from the content analysis of newspaper and television 
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campaign coverage between Sept. 1 and Election Day for each year. The candidate data 

in 1996 come from a content analysis of Bob Dole and Bill Clinton’s speeches over the 

same period. In 2000, I draw on the issue content of presidential campaign ads, as 

identified by the Wisconsin Advertising Project. 
 

Candidate Data 

To measure Bill Clinton and Bob Dole’s campaign agendas in 1996, I use the 

Annenberg/Pew Archive of Presidential Discourse, which includes the text of all public 

speeches given by each candidate from September 1 through Election Day. Each speech 

was coded at the sentence level. I coded each sentence for issue appeals, which I define 

as any substantive mention of a policy issue.27 Many sentences contain no issues, and 

some contained multiple issues. By summing together a candidate’s issue appeals and 

categorizing each of them into issue categories, I was able to determine how much time a 

candidate spent on each issue across the course of the campaign. 

Specifically, my measure of issue attention is the percentage of appeals on that 

issue of all the candidate’s issue appeals. For example, if a candidate made 10,000 issue 

appeals throughout the course of a campaign, and 1,000 of them concerned social 

welfare, then we would know that 10% of his issue attention went to social welfare. The 

same calculations were made for each of nine issue categories: taxes and spending, civil 

and social order, defense and security, social welfare, race and social groups, economy, 

foreign affairs, government functioning, and other. This categorization scheme closely 

follows the one used by Petrocik (1996), and the specific issues in each category are 

shown in Appendix A.  

 
27 Detailed coding instructions and two examples are shown in Appendix A. 
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I use these nine broad categories in order to make manageable the comparisons 

between candidate and media agendas. It would be ideal to compare each specific issue 

mention, but because of the large number of specific issue items, this is very challenging. 

For example, instead of comparing the amount of issue attention in the “taxes and 

spending” category, it would be interesting to compare the focus on the budget, the estate 

tax, income tax, or deficit spending. But this sort of analysis is extremely difficult 

because the numbers that fall into each of the specific categories are very small. 

Moreover, some of the news story coding is done at a more general level, such as “taxes.” 

For those reasons, I choose the broader categorization scheme. 

Since this study is concerned not only with candidate-media issue convergence at 

the aggregate level, but also across the course of the election, I made the same 

calculations for each week of the campaign. That is, I divided the campaign into 10 one-

week segments, beginning Sept. 1 and ending Nov. 4 (the day before the election), and 

created measure of issue attention for each week. For example, if a candidate made 500 

issue appeals in the third week of the campaign, and 250 of them concerned social 

welfare, his social welfare score for the week would be 50%. This was done for each of 

the nine issue categories. 

For 2000, I applied a similar strategy using the Wisconsin Advertising Project 

data (Goldstein, Franz, and Ridout 2002). The Wisconsin group buys data on political 

advertising from the Campaign Media Analysis Group and then augments that raw data 

with their own content analysis. In short, the dataset includes information on every airing 

of every political ad in the top 75 media markets in the United States during the 2000 

election cycle.28 Of particular interest here, the data include information on the date an ad 

 
28 As the data documentation notes, 80% of the U.S. population lives in the country’s top 75 media 
markets. Detailed information about the Wisconsin Advertising Project and its data, which are made 
available to scholars for a nominal fee, is available at http://www.polisci.wisc.edu/tvadvertising/Index.htm. 
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was aired, the sponsoring candidate (Gore or Bush), and the commercial’s content. There 

are more than 50 content codes in the data set, ranging from candidate personality to 

policy issues (foreign policy, education, taxes, and so on). In the comparison of candidate 

and media agendas, I restrict the analysis only to those ads that included a mention of 

policy issues. Spots that focused exclusively on candidate characteristics, ideology, 

“personal values,” and the like are not examined.29

 Just as for 1996, my analysis here uses the ads aired between Sept. 1 and Nov. 5 

(one day before the election) to create measures of Gore and Bush’s issue agendas. Each 

advertisement was coded for up to four issue appeals. If a candidate made 50,000 issue 

appeals in his ads over the course of the campaign, and the economy was mentioned 

10,000 times, then we would know that 20% of his attention was devoted to economic 

issues. Once again, I divided the data into 10 one-week segments (based on the date of 

airing of an ad) and calculated issue attention measures for each of the nine issue 

categories for each week. 
 

Media Data 

To compare candidate issue attention with media coverage, I use data from two 

content analyses of campaign news30 in newspapers and on the nightly news broadcasts 

from Sept. 1 through Election Day in 1996 and 2000, as described in Chapter 3. The 

coding captures not only whether a story contained issue content, but also the possibility 

of multiple mentions of issues in the story, and the specific issues discussed. Thus, just as 

 
29 In fact, almost all of the ads did include some issue content, as shown in Table 4-2. 
30 Campaign stories are defined as those for which coders assigned both candidates a favorability rating. 
This means stories focused on only one candidate are not included. 
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the unit of analysis for candidates is the issue appeal, the unit of analysis for media 

coverage is the issue mention.31

The media issue attention measure is the percentage of mentions of a specific 

issue category out of all the issue mentions in the campaign. For example, if newspaper 

coverage included 1,500 issue mentions across the course of the campaign, and 500 of 

them dealt with defense and security, we would know that 33% of the media’s issue 

attention went to defense and security matters. Once again, the data were both aggregated 

across the entire campaign and divided into 10 one-week segments to match up with the 

candidate data.32 Newspaper and television issue attention measures were calculated 

separately. 

 

ISSUE CONTENT IN THE 1996 AND 2000 CAMPAIGNS 

Since my concern is with the similarity between candidate and media issue 

attention—rather than personal characteristics, horse race coverage, and non-issue related 

communication—I begin by providing an overview of the amount of issue content in the 

1996 and 2000 campaigns. If campaigns lack issue content, the relevance of this 

particular investigation would be justifiably in doubt. 

As can be seen in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, the frequent criticism of modern political 

campaigns as devoid of issue discussion is perhaps overstated. In both years, media 

coverage of the campaign contained a significant amount of issue content. And the 

candidates themselves were thoroughly concerned with policy issues. 

 
31 As a consequence, the denominator for the analyses presented here is the number/percentage of issue 
mentions, which does not include mentions topics such as candidate traits or political experience. 
32 The newspaper coverage was lagged one day to account for the print outlets’ publication schedules. For 
example, while Week 1 for the candidates and TV coverage goes from Sept. 1 through Sept. 7, the 
newspaper’s Week 1 ranges from Sept. 2 through Sept. 8. This accounts for the fact that a newspaper 
reporting a candidate’s comments on, say, Sept. 3, would have been published one day after the event, on 
Sept. 4. 
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Table 4-1 presents data for 1996. The top half of the table focuses on the 

candidates. Over the course of these final 10 weeks of the campaign (65 days), Bill 

Clinton gave an average of about a speech and a half each day, while Bob Dole delivered 

about one per day. This is a partial explanation for why Clinton spoke nearly twice as 

many words as Dole, but so is Clinton’s well-known loquacity.33 Clinton averaged about 

3,100 words per speech, while Dole’s average speech contained about 2,400 words. 

 

Table 4-1. Issue Content in Candidate Speeches and Campaign News Coverage, 
September 1-Election Day, 1996 

   
 Clinton Dole 
   
Speeches 109 76 
   
Words 335,991 183,561 
   
Issue Appeals 9,097 5,055 
   
Issue Appeals per Speech 83 67 
   
Issue Appeals per 1,000 Words 28 27 

 
   
 Newspapers TV 
   

Campaign Stories 1,220 227 
   
Total Issue Mentions 1,368 173 
   
Issue Mentions per Story 1.1 0.7 
   
% of Stories with Issue Content 73 55 
   
% of Stories with Issue as Primary Focus 33 17 

   

                                                 
33 Some of this is also due to Clinton’s tendency to speak at length about his hosts, other candidates at the 
rally, or even to hecklers in the crowd. Dole tended to deliver his prepared remarks and say little else.  
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While the two men held forth in different amounts, both had about the same 

proportion of issue content in their speeches. Clinton made more issue appeals than Dole 

in an average speech—83 to 67—but this is largely a function of Clinton’s tendency to 

say more in general. Scaled per 1,000 words spoken, the amount of issue content in the 

candidates’ speeches was nearly identical. 

Turning to the news media, the bottom half of Table 4-1 presents data on 

newspaper and television campaign coverage separately. The newspaper sample yielded a 

total of 1,220 campaign stories. Of those, nearly 400 had a policy issue as the primary 

focus—that is, the story concerned an issue, first and foremost, rather than something 

non-policy related like poll results. Nearly three-quarters of the stories dealt with at least 

one issue, either as their primary, secondary, or tertiary focus. Put another way, just 27% 

of campaign stories included no issue content whatsoever. Adding up the total number of 

issue mentions, newspaper coverage averaged slightly more than one issue per story. 

Television news was, not surprisingly, less issue-oriented than its print 

counterpart, a well-established finding in the political communication literature (cf. 

Farnsworth and Lichter 2003; Fox, Angelini, and Goble 2005). Just 17% of the 227 

campaign stories on the nightly news broadcasts were concerned primarily with issues, 

and 55% included at least some discussion of an issue. The total number of issue 

mentions in TV news coverage averaged out to less than one per story. 

In 2000, the focus on issues in candidate advertising was even more pervasive. 

Table 4-2 shows that practically every single ad aired in the last 10 weeks of the 

campaign contained a mention of at least one policy issue, according to the Wisconsin 

Advertising Project coding. Moreover, more than half of both candidates’ ads were 
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primarily concerned with issues, as opposed to personal characteristics or other matters, 

and Gore was especially issue-oriented. 

 

Table 4-2. Issue Content in Candidate Ads and Campaign News Coverage,  
September 1- Election Day, 2000 

   
 Gore Bush 
   
Ad Airings 39,833 42,920 
   
Total Issue Appeals 113,341 112,788 
   
Issue Appeals per Airing 2.8 2.6 
   
% of Airings with Issue Content 99 100 
   
% of Airings with Issue as Primary Focus 75 53 

 
   
 Newspapers TV 
   
Campaign Stories 1,222 110 
   
Total Issue Mentions 818 55 
   
Issue Mentions per Story 0.6 0.5 
   
% of Stories with Issue Content 47 34 
   
% of Stories with Issue as Primary Focus 22 27 
   
 

Just as in 1996, media coverage of the 2000 campaign contained a substantial 

amount of issue news. While less substantive than 1996—perhaps as a result of the press’ 

obsession with the Dumbo (Bush) vs. Pinocchio (Gore) storyline (Jamieson and 

Waldman 2003)—the news in 2000 was not without issue focus. Nearly half of the 
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newspaper stories and more than one-third of television stories dealt with a policy issue, 

while about one-quarter of campaign stories focused primarily on issues. 

In general, these data stand in contrast to a conventional “horse race” or 

“personality politics” account of campaign communication. All four presidential 

candidates in the two election years spent a considerable amount of time talking about 

policy issues, with candidate advertising in 2000 being especially issue-focused. 

Meanwhile, though news coverage in the two years had its share of “horse race” or 

“game” framing (Patterson 1994), issues found their way into the news on a daily basis. 

While these numbers cannot speak to the accuracy or depth of the issue discussions, they 

do suggest that the amount of issue convergence between candidates and the media is a 

relevant area of inquiry. 

 

AGGREGATE CANDIDATE AND MEDIA ISSUE ATTENTION 

Turning to the specific emphases, Tables 4-3 and 4-4 present the distribution of 

attention to each issue category in newspaper and television coverage, as well as by each 

candidate. The categories are borrowed from Petrocik’s (1996) typology of issues. 

 The tables are descriptively interesting, demonstrating the variation in the 

frequency with which each actor focused on a particular topic. For example, print 

journalists in 1996 were rather interested in government functioning, the economy, and 

civil and social order, but paid little attention to race issues or foreign affairs. The 

candidates, too, demonstrated clear preferences for certain issues over others. Some 

topics garnered considerable attention (social welfare in 2000), while others got almost 

none (race and social groups in 2000).34

 
34 As noted above, the data in Table 4-4 and Table 4-6 reflect only policy issue codes. Non-issue appeals—
such as those focused on a candidate’s political experience—are excluded from the analysis. In Table 4-6, 
for instance, 21% of Bush’s issue appeals focused on taxes and spending. 
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Table 4-3. Issue Mentions in News Stories and Candidate Speeches, 1996 

 Newspapers TV Dole Clinton 
     
Civil and Social Order 207 21 1,004 1,469 
     
Defense, Security, and Military 98 30 246 338 
     
Taxes and Spending 116 11 1,916 1,021 
     
Social Welfare 165 13 741 3,315 
     
Race and Social Groups 42 1 111 129 
     
Economy 263 23 544 1,852 
     
Foreign Affairs 60 9 61 231 
     
Government Functioning 280 51 410 124 
     
Other 137 14 22 618 
     
Total 1,368 173 5,055 9,097 
 

For comparative purposes, Tables 4-5 and 4-6 present the proportion of attention 

the candidates and media devoted to different issues in the two election years. This offers 

a sense of the similarity or dissimilarity in issue attention among the media outlets and 

Republican and Democratic candidates. The boxed cells in each column show the issue 

most frequently attended to by the candidate or news outlet. 
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Table 4-4. Issue Mentions in News Stories and Candidate Ads, 2000 

 Newspapers TV Bush Gore 
     
Civil and Social Order 79 4 4,637 5,206 
     
Defense, Security, and Military 30 1 0 126 
     
Taxes and Spending 94 5 23,841 31,960 
     
Social Welfare 218 34 76,326 56,865 
     
Race and Social Groups 65 1 24 0 
     
Economy 77 6 471 11,482 
     
Foreign Affairs 26 0 0 0 
     
Government Functioning 26 1 0 590 
     
Other 165 3 7,489 7,112 
     
Total 780 55 112,788 113,341 

 

Table 4-5 shows that 36% of Bill Clinton’s issue appeals dealt with social welfare 

problems such as health care, education, and the environment. As a sitting president in a 

period of economic growth, Clinton also had good reason to talk frequently about the 

economy, devoting one-fifth of his issue appeals to the subject. The strategy of issue 

ownership (Petrocik 1996) is apparent in the distribution of Bob Dole’s issue appeals. 

Dole made nearly 40% of his issue appeals on the traditionally Republican issues of taxes 

and spending. Combined with his emphases on civil and social order (crime, law 

enforcement, social issues, etc.) and defense and security, Dole clearly ran a campaign 

focused on Republican themes. He spent comparatively little time on “performance” 

issues (Petrocik 1996) and even less on the Democratic issues of social welfare and race. 
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Table 4-5. Media and Candidate Attention to Issues, in Percentages, 1996  

     
 Newspapers TV Dole Clinton 
     
Taxes and Spending 8% 6% 38% 11% 
     
Civil and Social Order 15 12 20 16 
     
Defense and Security 7 17 5 4 
     
Social Welfare 12 8 15 36 
     
Race and Social Groups 3 1 2 1 
     
Economy 19 13 11 20 
     
Foreign Affairs 4 5 1 3 
     
Government Functioning 20 29 8 1 
     
Other 10 8 <1 7 
     
Note: Columns may not add to 100% because of rounding. 

Both newspaper and TV news coverage, however, were focused on performance 

issues in a way the candidates were not. Government functioning—a category that 

includes political scandal, government appointments, campaign finance reform, and the 

like—was the top priority for both print and broadcast outlets, with newspapers devoting 

20% and the news shows 29% of their coverage to the issue. Not surprisingly, much of 

this attention was driven by fundraising scandals—questionable contributions to the 

Democrats from foreign sources and the (in)famous Buddhist temple fundraiser (Dwyer 

and Borrus 1996)—and the ensuing calls for campaign finance reform late in the 

campaign. While convergence did occur on the issues of race and social groups and 
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foreign affairs—all parties agreed they were not worth talking about—Table 4-5 paints a 

picture of a media establishment inclined to eschew candidate issues for its own interests. 

Table 4-6, however, tells a very different story. In 2000, each of the major 

players—Gore, Bush, print reporters, and broadcast journalists—spent more time on 

social welfare than anything else. In contrast to Bob Dole’s 1996 campaign, George W. 

Bush spent relatively little time on the Republican themes of taxes and crime. Instead, 

driven by a campaign of “compassionate conservatism,” Bush devoted nearly 70% of his 

attention to the Democratic issues of education, Social Security, health care, and the 

like—an even greater proportion than Al Gore. These patterns replicate the finding by 

Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen (2003-2004) that 2000 was an outlier with respect to the 

issue ownership framework, in addition to bolstering the assertion by others that 

candidates do in fact “issue trespass” on a regular basis (Kaplan, Park, and Ridout 2006; 

Sides n.d.; Sigelman and Buell 2004).
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Table 4-6. Media and Candidate Attention to Issues, in Percentages, 2000 
     
 Newspapers TV Bush Gore 
     
Taxes and Spending 12% 9% 21% 28% 
     
Civil and Social Order 10 7 4 5 
     
Defense and Security 4 2 0 <1 
     
Social Welfare 28 62 68 50 
     
Race and Social Groups 8 2 <1 0 
     
Economy 10 11 <1 10 
     
Foreign Affairs 3 0 0 0 
     
Government Functioning 3 2 0 <1 
     
Other 21 5 7 6 
     
Note: Columns may not add to 100% because of rounding. 

 

Media coverage followed suit. Six in 10 of the issues mentioned in campaign 

stories on the network broadcasts dealt with social welfare, with economy the only other 

issue to reach double-digit percentages. Newspaper coverage, while cleaving less closely 

to the social welfare agenda, devoted more space to that issue than anything else. And 

just like the candidates, each media outlet devoted at least a significant portion of its 

coverage to taxes and spending. 

Simple correlations between the candidate and media issue emphases shown in 

Tables 4-5 and 4-6 reveal just how different the patterns of convergence were in the two 

years. In 1996, the correlation (Pearson’s r) between Clinton’s agenda and newspaper 

coverage was 0.35, while the correlation with TV news was -0.15. The correlations for 

Dole were 0.19 with newspapers and -0.06 with TV news. (None of the relationships 
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reach statistical significance.) By contrast, the correlations in 2000 were much stronger. 

Between Gore’s agenda and newspaper coverage, the correlation was 0.79 (p<.05); the 

correlation with television coverage was 0.91 (p<.05). Bush’s agenda, meanwhile, 

correlated with newspaper coverage at 0.82 and 0.96 with television news (both p<.05). 

In 2000, then, the candidates’ agendas appear to have become the media’s agenda, while 

the same cannot be said of 1996.35

These results speak tentatively to several of the hypotheses in Chapter 2, but not 

at all clearly. For one, it does appear that substantial candidate-media convergence 

occurs, though this certainly depends on how one defines “substantial.” In 2000, the 

media—especially TV news—appeared to be on almost the same page as Gore and Bush, 

with unanimity in defining social welfare as the top issue of the campaign. And while the 

overall levels of convergence were generally low in 1996, the media did not entirely 

ignore what Clinton and Dole were talking about. While the level of media attention to 

the candidates’ top issues—social welfare for Clinton, taxes and spending for Dole—was 

not high, the media were more responsive to other issue emphases. In particular, the 

amount of attention reporters and candidates devoted to civil and social order and the 

economy were quite similar. 

In addition, there is tentative evidence of the relationship between the level of 

issue concentration—how similar the two candidates’ agendas are—and candidate-media 

convergence. With Bob Dole and Bill Clinton largely talking past one another about 

disparate topics, creating a diffuse issue environment, candidate-media convergence was 

lower. But in 2000, with Bush and Gore concentrating their ads on education, Social 

Security and prescription drug plans, the media appear to have been more responsive. It is 

 
35 Since much research on the media relies on rank-order correlations, I also calculated these relationships 
using Spearman’s rho. Doing so reveals no substantive differences—the relationships are weak in 1996, 
strong in 2000. 
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possible that the announcement of competing plans made it easier for reporters to craft an 

interesting narrative out of the candidates’ competing policy proposals. (I hasten to add, 

however, that nothing should be firmly concluded given that N=2 in this case.) 

Moreover, the interpretation is tenuous because it is impossible to disentangle the 

effects of the issue environment from the competitiveness of the election. In 1996, most 

observers considered Dole’s bid doomed by mid-summer; in 2000, by contrast, the 

outcome was in doubt right up to Election Day (and beyond). It may be that rather than 

the issue environment, the increase in candidate-media convergence in 2000 was an 

effect of electoral competitiveness: With a close campaign at hand, the media had more 

interest in what the candidates were saying, leading to higher levels of convergence. 

Also unclear from the aggregate-level data is whether print or TV coverage more 

faithfully reflects candidate discourse. Newspaper coverage in 1996 more accurately 

represents both candidates’ issue emphases, but in 2000 it is TV coverage that is slightly 

more representative. This may be somewhat misleading, however, since the convergence 

between candidate agendas and TV coverage was actually rather volatile, as I show 

below. 

With these tentative, and rather conflicting, findings presented at the campaign 

level, I turn now to investigating the dynamics of issue attention—the way issue 

emphases fluctuate across the course of the campaign, and how levels of candidate-media 

issue convergence also vary over time. Doing so may shed light on some of the 

inconclusive results presented thus far. 

 

THE DYNAMICS OF ISSUE ATTENTION 

I have proposed that journalists may be more likely to pass along candidate 

messages at certain points in a campaign—for example, when the contest is more 
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competitive and when the issue environment is more concentrated. Underlying such an 

assertion is the assumption that candidate and media attention to issues is dynamic—that 

is, issue emphases fluctuate across the course of the campaign. With little empirical work 

addressing this possibility, the assumption deserves scrutiny. 

To examine this possibility, I broke the campaign into 10 one-week segments, 

beginning with September 1-September 7.36 For each seven-day period, I calculated the 

percentage of attention each candidate or news medium devoted to an issue category. If 

attention is dynamic, then the proportion of issue attention given to an issue should 

change across the course of the campaign. If candidates’ and the media’s issue emphases 

are, on the other hand, static, then the level of attention to each topic should fluctuate 

very little. 

The plots for each issue category are shown in Appendix D, but for the sake of 

clarity I present a limited set here. First, Figures 4-1 and 4-2 chart the percentage of 

candidate and media issue attention devoted to civil and social order and government 

functioning, respectively, in 1996. To ease the reading of the graphs, the television and 

newspaper emphases have been combined into a single “media” line.37

Clearly, the amount of attention both candidates and the media devote to issues is 

not static. For example, two weeks after Labor Day, civil and social order (Figure 4-1) 

accounted for more than 70% of Dole’s issue appeals, 19% of Clinton’s, and more than 

40% of issue mentions in the news. But by the week of October 27, those figures, 

suffering from a steady decline, had dropped to 10%, 15%, and 8%, respectively. 
 

 
36 One alternative to this approach is to use time-series analysis, examining the similarity of candidate and 
media agendas for each day of the campaign. But because the media data were collected using a 3-days-
per-week sample, they do not match up well with the speech data. In other words, there are too many 
“holes” in the media data, prohibiting a time-series analysis. A time-series plot of the daily data is available 
from the author upon request. 
37 Figures displaying separate lines for newspaper and television attention are available from the author 
upon request. They are not presented here for reasons of space. 



Figure 4-1. Candidate and Media Attention to Civil and Social Order, 1996 
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As civil and social order lost relevance, government functioning gained, as shown 

in Figure 4-2. Through the first five weeks of the campaign, scandal, campaign reform, 

judicial appointments, and the like—issues included in the government functioning 

category—were of relatively little interest to the press or the candidates. There was a 

constant, but small, number of stories about Travelgate, Filegate, and the ongoing saga of 

Whitewater, but government functioning never accounted for more than 14% of the issue 

mentions in the news. Around the time when stories broke about illegal foreign donations 

to the Clinton-Gore campaign and questions about the vice president’s questionable visit 

to a Buddhist temple in Los Angeles, media attention to campaign finance reform and 

related issues skyrocketed. By October 27, government functioning accounted for 44% of 

the issue mentions in the news. When Dole sought to take advantage of the issue late in 

the campaign, his attention to the issue rose to about 22%. (Since the bulk of the attention 
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to the topic focused on allegations of Democratic fundraising improprieties, it is not 

surprising that Clinton avoided the issue altogether.)38

 

Figure 4-2. Candidate and Media Attention to Government Functioning, 1996 
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 The data show less variation in 2000, a result foreshadowed in Table 4-6 by the 

relative unanimity about the importance of social welfare in the election. But even on that 

topic, displayed in Figure 4-3, the dynamics of issue attention is evident. In early 

September, nearly all of the issue appeals in both Gore and Bush’s ads touched on a 

social welfare topic, such as education, Social Security, or Medicare. As the campaign 

wore on, other issues drew an increasing amount of attention, though the proportion of 
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38 Attention to the other issue categories, displayed in Appendix D, also show dynamism. For example, 
even the attention paid to the issues central to the candidates’ campaigns fluctuate significantly. Clinton’s 
bread and butter, social welfare, fell to a low of 15% of his issue appeals September 29 before shooting up 
to 34% the next week. Similarly, Dole’s favorite, taxes and spending, hit a high of 37% during the week of 
September 22 after garnering just 13% of the attention a week earlier. For the media, coverage of the 
economy was fairly low until it received about one-third of the media’s attention in the week of October 13 
and climbed even higher near Election Day. On two issue categories—race and social groups and foreign 
affairs—there was almost no change, as both candidates and journalists ignored them. 



the candidates’ appeals on social welfare issues remained large. Media attention to the 

issue fluctuated, too, ranging from a low of 19% (September 29) to 50%  (November 3). 

Meanwhile, variability, though less dramatic, is also evident on taxes and spending 

(Figure 4-4), where Bush, Gore, and journalists’ attention to the topic waxed and waned 

across the campaign’s final 10 weeks.39

 

Figure 4-3. Candidate and Media Attention to Social Welfare, 2000 
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39 The trends for the remaining six issue categories show relatively little movement, largely because they 
were not salient in the election at all (see Appendix D). 



Figure 4-4. Candidate and Media Attention to Taxes and Spending, 2000 
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In general, what Figures 4-1-4-4 demonstrate is that issue attention is not static—

both candidates and the media have enduring interests across a campaign, but they do not 

crowd out all other issues. Especially in 1996, issue attention fluctuated substantially 

across the campaign. And even in 2000, when social welfare topics dominated the 

campaign, attention to other issues, such as taxes and spending, did move, particularly 

late in the election. Perhaps more importantly, the data also hint at differences in the level 

of similarity between the candidates and media’s issue emphases at different points in the 

campaign. The media’s latching onto government functioning in 1996 is the best 

example, and there is evidence of the same thing on taxes and spending in 2000.40
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40 For example, in the week of October 13, 47% of Bush’s ads focused on taxes and spending. For both of 
the following two weeks, nearly 40% of Al Gore’s did. Media attention in those three weeks never rose 
higher than about 12%. 
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ISSUE CONVERGENCE WITHIN THE CAMPAIGN 

Given the apparent dynamism in issue attention, I turn now to examining whether 

candidate-media issue convergence itself is likewise dynamic. Does the amount of 

candidate-media issue convergence fluctuate across the course of the campaign, and, in 

particular, does it decline as the campaign wears on, as we might expect? 

To determine whether the candidates and media were spending time on the same 

issues from week to week, I use an “issue convergence” formula designed by Sigelman 

and Buell (2004). The measure has two benefits. First, it allows me to estimate the 

similarity between candidate and media agendas, and to compare those figures from week 

to week.41 Second, issue convergence is intuitively appealing, as it allows us to examine 

how much overlap exists between candidate and media agendas, as well as how much of 

an agenda would have to be changed in order to achieve perfect convergence. While 

originally designed to capture candidate-candidate agenda similarity, the measure is 

easily adapted to compare candidate-media agendas. It is calculated this way: 

Imagine a hypothetical campaign in which only three issues were discussed—

taxes and spending, social welfare, and foreign affairs. Let’s suppose Candidate X spent 

40% of his time on taxes and spending, 30% of his time on social welfare, and the 

remaining 30% on foreign affairs. The Media, meanwhile, spent 60% of their time on 

taxes and spending, 10% on social welfare, and 30% on foreign affairs. Thus, the issue 

profiles look like this: 

 
 

 
41 This is not, of course, the only way to compare agenda similarity over time. One could also compare 
correlations coefficients from week to week. But because the coefficient varies not only with the strength of 
the X-Y relationship, but also with the variance of X and the variance of Y, it is not appropriate to use in 
such a comparative fashion. Bivariate regressions between the candidate and media agendas are another 
alternative. But  because I am dealing with an N of 9 (issue categories), there is far too much fluctuation in 
the size of the coefficients and standard errors to make useful comparisons. For those reasons, it seems the 
Sigelman and Buell issue convergence measure is the best choice. 
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 Taxes and Spending Social Welfare Foreign Affairs 
    
Candidate X 40% 30% 30% 
The Media 60% 10% 30% 
 

To obtain an “issue convergence score,” we sum the absolute values of the 

differences between the percentage Candidate X and The Media devoted to each issue, 

like this: |40-60| + |30-10| + |30-30|= 40.42

The sum can range from 0 to 200, with higher scores representing less agenda 

similarity. In order to convert the measure to one with more intuitive appeal—that is, a 

measure of similarity rather than dissimilarity—the score is divided by 2 (to take into 

account the double counting that occurs by in the above equation) and subtracted from 

100. In this example, the resulting issue convergence score would be 80, on a scale of 0 

(complete divergence) to 100 (perfect convergence). Thus, the result indicates an 80% 

overlap between Candidate X’s and The Media’s agenda (see Sigelman and Buell 2004 

for a more detailed explanation of the measure). In order to achieve perfect convergence, 

the media or candidate would have to change their/his agenda by 20%. 

Using this method, I calculated an issue convergence score for each week of the 

campaign, using the standard nine issue categories. If the media are more willing to 

reflect candidate agendas at different points in the campaign, we would expect to see 

substantial fluctuation in the issue convergence scores. In particular, we might find that 

issue convergence scores grow smaller as Election Day nears. Finally, we would expect 

issue convergence to be greater between the candidates and newspaper coverage than 

between the candidates and television coverage. 

Tables 4-7 and 4-8 present the week-by-week issue convergence scores between 

each candidate and the media outlets for 1996 and 2000.43 The “Media” columns present 

                                                 
42 This example is adapted from the explanation provided by Sigelman and Buell (2004). 
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comparisons between the candidate’s agenda and a consolidation of newspaper and 

television coverage. The final three columns in each table—“Candidates Combined”—

compare the media coverage to an aggregation of the two candidates’ issue agendas.44

In Table 4-7, it is clear that, as foreshadowed by the earlier data, the amount of 

issue convergence was relatively low in 1996. Averaging across the weeks, the mean 

issue convergence score for any of the candidate-media relationships is never higher than 

56 (Clinton-newspaper) and falls as low as 40 (Dole-TV). This means that in the average 

week, one side or the other would have to reallocate about 50% of its issue attention in 

order to achieve complete convergence. By way of comparison, the issue convergence 

scores for the two presidential candidates in Sigelman and Buell’s (2004) analysis 

clustered around 75 for the 11 elections between 1960 and 2000.

 
43 Since the last week of the campaign (Nov. 3) contains just three days in 1996 and four days in 2000, 
there are too few TV news stories from which to make firm inferences about the levels of convergence. For 
that reason, the TV data are used for the first nine weeks of the campaign only. 
44 The two candidates’ issue agenda is simply calculated by adding the percentage of attention each spent 
on a particular issue and dividing that percentage by two, creating a measure that is not weighted by the 
number of total issue appeals a candidate made. The logic behind the unweighted measure is that the press 
corps is not more likely to reflect a candidate’s issue agenda simply because he said more. 



Table 4-7. Issue Convergence between Candidates and the Media in the 1996 Presidential Campaign 
          
 Dole Clinton Candidates Combined
    
 Newspapers TV Media Newspapers TV Media Newspapers TV Media
Week of:           
September 1           70 57 65 62 55 62 71 58 67
September 8           51 38 45 58 45 42 57 41 50
September 15           57 38 49 53 33 48 72 46 62
September 22           48 39 44 64 44 59 56 42 52
September 29           57 45 54 71 62 68 65 57 64
October 6           50 33 43 56 53 58 60 45 55
October 13           57 35 46 43 27 37 52 31 42
October 20           57 50 55 55 46 51 59 50 55
October 27           63 27 45 54 26 41 61 27 45
November 3           25 -- -- 39 -- -- 35 -- --
          
Weekly Avg.          54 40 50 56 43 52 59 44 55
          
Wk. 1-5 Avg. 57 43 51 62 48 56 64 49 59 
Wk. 6-10 
Avg. 

50         36 47 49 38 47 53 38 49

Note: Cell entries are issue convergence scores, which can range from 0 to 100, as described in the text. 
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More interestingly, there is substantial variation in the amount of convergence 

from week to week. Looking again at the Dole-Newspapers column, for example, 

convergence begins at a substantial 70 during the week of Sept. 1 but drops to 25 by the 

last week of the campaign. While that gap—45 points—is the largest between the 

maximum and minimum in any column, every column exhibits notable variation. 

This is more easily seen in Figure 4-5, which plots the issue convergence scores 

for each candidate and the media outlets as well as a combined candidate measure (taken 

from the last three columns of Table 4-7). Some amount of bumping up and down is 

apparent in every graph, with all of the lines generally following a downward trajectory. 

These descending lines indicate that journalists became less likely to pass along candidate 

issue messages as Election Day neared. Whereas the convergence scores tended to be in 

the 60s and 70s in early September, they had dropped off into the 30s and 40s by late 

October. The final two rows of Table 4-7 compare the average convergence scores for the 

first five and final five (or four, in the case of TV news) weeks of the campaign. In every 

case, there was more agenda similarity early in the contest. 



Figure 4-5. Candidate-Media Issue Convergence, 1996 
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The 2000 campaign, shown in Table 4-8, reveals even more volatility and a less 

obvious trend over the course of the campaign. While overall convergence was certainly 

higher than in 1996, as shown in Tables 4-5 and 4-6, the issue convergence scores in 

2000 were more volatile. The substantial fluctuation in the weekly issue convergence 

scores stands in contrast to the data in Table 4-6, which shows the relationships to be 

quite strong at the aggregate level. From a communication perspective, this is significant. 

A citizen who paid attention to the news on the week of Sept. 22 would have received a 

highly accurate picture of the campaign discourse, while those tuning in one week earlier 

would have been exposed to news that largely ignored the candidates’ preferred issues.45

As a result, the data in Table 4-8 and Figure 4-6 are more difficult to interpret. In 

one sense, it appears that issue convergence rose as Election Day neared, but that result 

seems mostly a product of the very low TV-candidate convergence scores during the 

week of Sept. 15. Otherwise, the trend is mostly flat, and certainly not as clear as the 

downward slope in 1996. 

While the longitudinal trend is not the same in the two years, the data do confirm 

that newspaper coverage more faithfully reflects candidate issue emphases than television 

news. In every case, across the two election years, the average weekly convergence score 

for newspaper coverage is higher than the comparable television convergence score. Not 

only is the relationship between candidate and TV agendas more unstable, it is generally 

weak. In short, the print media appear to be a more hospitable outlet for candidate 

agendas than broadcast outlets. 
 

45 Put in statistical terms, while the standard deviation of the 1996 newspaper-combined candidate issue 
convergence scores is 10.49, it is 13.13 in 2000. As for the similarity between TV coverage and the 
candidate agendas, the volatility is even more apparent: the standard deviation is 10.77 in 1996, and 21.47 
in 2000. 



Table 4-8. Issue Convergence between Candidates and the Media in the 2000 Presidential Campaign 

    
 Bush Gore Candidates Combined
    
 Newspapers TV Media Newspapers TV Media Newspapers TV Media
Week of:           
September 1           47 68 58 30 57 44 41 63 52
September 8           33 29 32 31 29 30 32 29 31
September 15           36 0 18 24 0 12 36 0 18
September 22           42 72 71 63 60 77 55 66 80
September 29           31 11 21 72 45 63 55 28 46
October 6           40 63 66 56 47 63 48 55 65
October 13           31 53 57 46 52 67 44 53 64
October 20           61 44 63 57 46 62 66 45 69
October 27           55 35 46 51 53 57 60 44 55
November 3 50 -- -- 50 -- -- 50  -- 
          
Weekly Avg.          43 42 48 48 43 53 49 43 53
          
Wk. 1-5 Avg. 38 36 40 44 38 45 44 37 45 
Wk. 6-10 
Avg. 

47         49 58 52 50 62 54 49 63

Note: Cell entries are issue convergence scores, which can range from 0 to 100, as described in the text.
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Figure 4-6. Candidate-Media Issue Convergence, 2000 
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MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

The descriptive data are useful to a point. But to get a better sense of the true 

influence of various factors, a multivariate analysis is useful. In the analysis that follows, 

I use ordinary least squares regression to measure the effect of several independent 

variables on candidate-media issue convergence. 

The dependent variable is the issue convergence score for a given week (Sept 1. 

through Nov. 3) between a given medium (newspaper or TV) and a given candidate 

(Dole, Clinton, Bush, or Gore). These are the issue convergence scores shown under the 

individual candidate “Newspapers” and “TV” columns in Tables 4-7 and 4-8. In all, there 

are 76 observations—40 issue convergence scores (four for each of 10 weeks) between 

newspaper coverage and the four candidates, and 36 scores (four for each of nine week) 

TV coverage and the four candidates. I do not use the scores from the comparisons of 

either combined media or candidate agendas shown in the tables. (In other words, I 

exclude all of the scores under the columns with the heading “Media” and the columns 

under “Candidates Combined.”) 

OLS is an appropriate technique because the issue convergence score is a 

continuous measure that can range from 0 to 100. In practice, the lowest score in the data 

is indeed 0 (between TV coverage and both Bush and Gore during the week of Sept. 15, 

2000), and the highest score is 72 (between TV coverage and Bush for Sept. 22 and 

between newspaper coverage and Gore for Sept. 29).46 The mean is 46.2 and the standard 

deviation is 15.1. Descriptive statistics for all the variables in the model are shown in 

Appendix B. 

 

 
46 The highest score when considering all the data in Tables 4-7 and 4-8 is 80, coming Sept. 22 between the 
combined candidate and media agendas. 
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Independent Variables 

I use five independent variables as predictors of candidate-media issue 

convergence. To determine whether newspaper or television coverage more accurately 

portrays candidate discourse, I include a dummy variable for the particular medium. 

Convergence scores derived from comparisons between candidates and newspaper 

coverage are coded 1, while TV coverage is coded 0. I expect the coefficient for this 

variable to be positive, meaning print journalists are more likely to report candidates’ 

issue appeals. 

A second dummy variable captures any partisan dynamic that may be at work in 

this process. Critics who argue the media exhibit a liberal bias would expect reporters to 

be more receptive to Democratic issue appeals and be less likely to devote attention to 

Republican messages. If, however, such “gatekeeping bias” does not affect candidate-

media convergence, then this variable should show no significant effects. The indicator is 

coded 1 for Clinton and Gore, and 0 for Dole and Bush. 

Third, I include a measure of the similarity of the two candidates’ agendas in a 

particular week. To create the candidate convergence score, I use the same formula I used 

to create the candidate-media convergence measure. But instead of comparing the issue 

attention of “Candidate X” and “The Media” (see example above), I compare the issue 

emphases of  “Candidate X” and “Candidate Y.” The resulting candidate-candidate issue 

convergence score runs from 0 to 100, just like the candidate-media score. The mean is 

62.9 with a standard deviation of 14.9. 

This “candidate convergence” score speaks to what I have called the 

concentration or diffuseness of the issue environment. I have hypothesized that when the 

issue environment is diffuse—that is, when the candidates are focused on different 

topics—media convergence is likely to be low. When the environment is concentrated—
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when both candidates converge on the same issue(s)—then media coverage is likely to 

follow suit. With both candidates discussing the same topics, and often challenging each 

other’s proposals, reporters may regard this as an attractive, and newsworthy, storyline. 

Thus, I expect the coefficient to be positive and significant: As candidate convergence 

increases, so should media convergence. 

The fourth variable accounts for the competitiveness of the campaign. I expect the 

media to have more incentive to report candidates’ issue appeals when the election is 

close. Thus, as the margin between the two candidates declines, candidate-media issue 

convergence should increase. 

My competitiveness measure comes from the CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking 

poll that was conducted over the last 10 weeks of each campaign.47 Because I rely on 

weekly data, the measure is somewhat tricky. To create a measure of competitiveness, I 

first took the average poll support (the percentage of respondents in a trial ballot saying 

they would vote for a candidate) for each candidate over a seven-day period, beginning 

one day before the start of each week in my data set. For example, the measure for 

Clinton’s poll standing for the week of Sept. 1 is an average of his poll support from Aug. 

31(one day before the start of the week) through Sept. 6 (one day before the end of the 

week). I do this to capture the lag between a change in a candidate’s electoral support and 

the time when such a change might affect news coverage—in this case, making it more 

likely that the media will faithfully report his issue appeals. For example, if a candidate’s 

support surges on August 31, the media will learn of the change at the earliest that 

evening, after the day’s news cycle has ended. If the candidate gives a speech the next 

day, in theory the candidate’s new standing may give the media more incentive to report 

that speech, which would make it onto the broadcast either that night (Sept. 1) or in the 

 
47 I obtained these data from CNN’s Web site (www.cnn.com). 
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next day’s (Sept. 2) newspaper. Thus, the effect on media coverage of such a shift would 

likely be registered. It should be noted that using an average across this period makes it 

impossible to capture these very specific changes, but it does give a general sense of the 

poll standing of each candidate during the week in which coverage is being analyzed. 

After calculating each candidate’s average support for a week, I take the absolute 

value of the difference between their average poll standings—this produces a measure of 

competitiveness that is indifferent to which candidate is ahead. I am trying to capture 

only closeness of the race, as this is what I expect may exert an influence on the media’s 

willingness to pass along candidate messages.48 It is not important to know who is ahead, 

only what the margin is. 

Finally, I include a variable for each week of the campaign, coded 1 to 10. The 

week of Sept. 1 (the furthest from Election Day) is coded 1, and the week of Nov. 3 

(election week) is coded 10. The expectation is that as the week number increases—i.e., 

as Election Day nears—convergence will decline, as reporters cease reporting issue 

appeals they have reported earlier in the campaign. 

 

Results 

Since there are obvious differences in the patterns of candidate-media 

convergence in 1996 and 2000, I run separate regressions for each year. The second 

column of Table 4-9 presents the results for 1996. The most substantial result is the 

difference in the levels of convergence between newspaper and television coverage. On 

average, newspaper coverage resulted in a convergence score about 14 points higher than 

 
48 I have also run these models separately for Democratic and Republican candidates, using poll standing 
as a predictor of media issue convergence. Those measures perform no better than the difference in the 
candidates’ support. 
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TV coverage, a notable difference on a 100-point scale. Bob Dole and Bill Clinton clearly 

had more success getting their messages out in print than on the air. 

 

Table 4-9. A Model of Candidate-Media Issue Convergence 

 1996 2000 
   
Newspaper 14.62*** 1.87 
 (2.85) (5.30) 
   
Democratic Candidate 2.58 3.58 
 (2.81) (5.27) 
   
Candidate Convergence 0.41** -0.45* 
 (0.20) (0.23) 
   
Polling Gap 1.37** -0.80 
 (0.61) (1.32) 
   
Week of Campaign -1.47**** 0.57 
 (0.54) (1.20) 
   
Constant 1.75 74.23*** 
 (16.31) (19.80) 
   
Observations 38 38 
Adjusted R2 0.50 0.13 
Entries are unstandardized OLS regressions coefficients. Standard errors in parentheses. 
***p<.01; **p<.05; *p<.10 (one-tailed tests) 

 

The statistically insignificant coefficient for the candidate’s party affiliation 

indicates no Democratic bias in the media’s gatekeeping process. While the coefficient is 

positive, its standard error is too large to make inferences about the media’s susceptibility 

a particular party’s candidates. Bill Clinton appears to have had no easier time getting 

attention for his appeals than did Bob Dole. 
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The candidate convergence measure indicates that, as predicted, the media were 

more likely to reflect a candidate’s issue emphases when his opponent was also talking 

about those same issues. The effect, though, is small. For a four-tenths of a point increase 

in the level of candidate convergence, media-candidate convergence increased by one 

point, controlling for other factors. This is not an especially impressive result, but it does 

suggest that media coverage may respond to the concentration or diffuseness of the issue 

environment. 

Contrary to expectations, however, candidate-media convergence did not increase 

as the race grew tighter. In fact, just the opposite occurred. When the race became less 

competitive, as indicated by an increase in the gap between the candidates, the media 

became more willing to report the candidate’s issue appeals.  

One explanation for the result is that my conceptualization of the effect of 

competitiveness is wrong. Rather than concentrating the media’s attention on the 

candidate’s issue appeals, the media may instead prefer to focus on other things beyond 

the candidates’ daily messages—perhaps the way issues that have not been addressed 

could affect a closer election. Or, it may be that competitiveness is unimportant when the 

outcome of the race is considered a foregone conclusion. The smallest gap between Dole 

and Clinton in the 10-week period is 13 points. To the media, the difference between a 

20-point and 13-point gap may immaterial; a blowout is a blowout regardless of whether 

the margin is 10 or 20 points. 

The variable for the week of the campaign conforms to expectations. For each 

week the campaign progressed, the issue convergence scores declined by about a point 

and a half. By the arrival of Election Day, the media were substantially less likely to 

report the candidate’s messages. It appears that reporters may develop “message fatigue” 
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as the campaign wears on, as journalists’ first-person accounts of presidential campaign 

suggest (e.g., Bruni 2002). 

Looking at the third column, which reports the results for 2000, the lack of 

consistency across the years is notable. The starkest difference is the size of the constants, 

which confirms the greater overall levels of convergence in 2000. The 2000 model also 

explains much less of the variance in issue convergence—with an adjusted R2 of just 0.13 

compared to 0.50 for 1996—but the independent variables also behave differently. 

There is no significant difference in the convergence levels between newspaper 

and television coverage, though the coefficient points in the expected direction. Contrary 

to expectations, issue convergence actually declined as Gore and Bush focused on the 

same topics in their ads, as indicated by the negative and nearly significant candidate 

convergence coefficient. 

And unlike in 1996, there is no significant effect of either the competitiveness of 

the race or the point in time of the campaign, though this time the sign for “polling gap” 

is in the expected direction, and the sign for the week of the campaign in not. The only 

real similarity between the results is the absence of the effect of the candidate’s party 

affiliation, and the (insignificant) coefficient is again pointed in favor of the Democrat.49 

 

CONCLUSION 

The data presented in this chapter point consistently to two conclusions. First, the 

relationship between candidate and media issue attention is dynamic. Not only do some 

issues become more interesting at different points in the campaign—as in 1996, when the 

media began to focus heavily on campaign finance late in the election—but the amount of 

 
49 Given the substantively distinct findings in the two years, there is little reason to pool the observations. 
In the interest of exhaustiveness, however, I did so. The pooled model produces a relatively low adjusted 
R2, and the results do little to add to what is shown in the regressions for the separate years. 
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convergence between candidates and the press varies throughout the course of the 

campaign. In both 1996 and 2000, the amount of agenda similarity fluctuated 

substantially from week to week. Second, TV news is less representative of candidate 

discourse than its print counterpart. Presumably because of the format and structure of the 

nightly news programs, candidates have a much harder time winning a hearing for their 

issues on the air than in the newspaper. While this is not obvious at the aggregate level in 

2000, the longitudinal data demonstrate how volatile TV coverage was, showing 

broadcast news to be an inconsistent transmitter of the Bush and Gore issue emphases. 

But the inconsistencies in the results—especially those presented in the 

multivariate analysis—deserve more attention. It is possible that the substantial 

differences in the political circumstances of the two campaigns explain the contradictory 

findings. Because the 2000 contest pitted two evenly matched candidates with strong 

party support, reporters’ view of the candidates’ issue agendas may have been different 

than in 1996, when the race was widely considered decided well before Election Day. 

The inconsistency in the data may indicate that variation in media convergence may be 

strongly related to the competitiveness of a campaign. 

But I believe the discrepancies are more likely a product not of politics, but of the 

differences in my measures of candidate agendas. While candidates do tend to focus on 

the same issues in speeches and ads, the ebb and flow of issue attention across the course 

of the campaign does not follow the same pattern in both types of communication. 

Candidates deal with many more topics in their speeches than they do in ads. One reason 

for this is that speech is costly only in terms of time; a candidate incurs very little cost by 

choosing to raise in a particular speech an issue that is may be tangential to his campaign. 

Every second of an advertisement, however, costs thousands in precious funds, meaning 

a campaign must limit the scope of the issues it addresses in an ad. Moreover, candidate 
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speeches are influenced not only by a campaign’s preferred agenda but also by the 

audience to whom the speech is delivered. Bill Clinton and Bob Dole’s speeches to the 

National Guard in early 1996 dealt more heavily with military issues than did speeches at 

the a Florida community college or the National Rifle Association. Ultimately, these 

differences mean that variation in issue attention over the course of a campaign is likely 

to look very different in speeches than in ads. 

More importantly, the media’s response to speechmaking is probably very 

different than their response to television commercials. The press corps is set up to 

respond to daily developments on the campaign trail, with candidate speeches being the 

most reliable source of news. Journalists are usually in the room when a candidate gives a 

speech, hoping to hear a newsworthy pronouncement—or gaffe—that will produce the 

“lead” of the next day’s story. If a candidate announces a new prescription drug plan or 

calls for sweeping campaign finance reform, reporters are there to write about it. In other 

words, the media response to speeches may accurately reflect my discussion in Chapter 2 

of reporters’ interaction with candidates and their campaigns, which drives the 

hypotheses about candidate-media issue convergence. 

The media’s relationship to television commercials is not the same. For one thing, 

reporters don’t necessarily know when an issue has been raised on the air, unless a 

campaign calls attention to it (in which case it is probably accompanied by a speech on 

the same topic). The ads that tend to get attention during a campaign are those that are 

especially controversial or have some other unique characteristic, such as the “rats” ad in 

2000. Unlike candidate speeches, reporters do not look to television advertising as a 

steady source of potential news. 

In addition, ads are not designed for press consumption in the same way that 

speeches are. Presidential advertising strategies are based on the electoral 
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competitiveness of a state and the cost of advertising in a particular market (Shaw 

1999d), not the prospects for generating media coverage. Thus, candidates do not run 

national advertising strategies; rather, they run different ads on different topics depending 

on the distribution of public opinion or partisanship in a particular state. Thus, expecting 

national news coverage, as reflected in the various papers I use to estimate the media 

agenda, to reflect changes in the candidate’s advertising agenda is rather unrealistic. 

The upshot is this: I would hesitate to draw conclusions about the patterns of 

candidate-media issue convergence from the 2000 results. The 1996 findings point to the 

differences between television and newspaper coverage, the importance of the issue 

environment (candidate convergence), and the point in time of the campaign as 

influences on candidate-media issue convergence. At the same time, the 2000 results 

undermine many of these findings. This is not to say that the 1996 results are necessarily 

right. But for the reasons I described, I believe they are based on a more reliable, and 

theoretically defensible, conceptualization of the relationship between candidate 

communications and media coverage. If similar speech data can be acquired for others 

years, the findings from 1996 can be put to another test. 
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Chapter 5: Party Reputations, Media Expectations:  
How Issue Ownership Influences the News 

On January 20, 2004, President George W. Bush traveled from Washington, D.C. 

to New Hampshire, the site of the nation’s first presidential primaries. Though not facing 

a challenge from within his party, Bush saw the trip as a chance to begin laying the 

groundwork for his reelection bid. In a speech in Manchester, the President held forth on 

a wide range of issues, making the case that his administration deserved another four 

years in charge of the White House. 

As presidential speeches do, the event attracted media attention. The next day, a 

454-word item appeared on page six of the Boston Herald under the headline “President 

lays the groundwork for his re-election.” In it, reporter David R. Guarino offered his 

analysis of Bush’s remarks. The story, which included an overview of the speech and a 

zinging retort from Democratic hopeful Howard Dean, was typical enough. 

But one part of the dispatch stands out. Pointing out that that much of the speech 

had focused on national security, terrorism, and the economy, Guarino (2004, 6) noted 

that Bush had also made mention of several “traditionally Democratic issues.” Their 

inclusion in the speech, Guarino suggested, had less to do with Bush’s interest in seeking 

policy solutions than in scoring political points in his bid to remain in the White House. 

Late in the story, Guarino (2004, 6) wrote: “In nodding to the race ahead, the Republican 

didn’t shy away from blue-collar, traditionally Democratic issues, trumpeting health care 

proposals, worker retraining plans and casting himself as a friend to immigrants.” 

By emphasizing the president’s (re)electoral ambitions in the introductory clause, 

Guarino’s piece framed the “Democratic” portion of the president’s speech as motivated 

by the campaign rather than sincere interest in the policies he mentioned. Health care and 
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job training, the article implied, were unusual choices for a politician aligned with a 

political party known more for cutting government services than expanding them. In a 

subtle way, and intentionally or not, Guarino managed to cast doubt on Bush’s credibility 

in dealing with these issues. 

While the story is but one of tens of thousands of political news items written 

during a presidential election season, the treatment of Bush’s discussion of the so-called 

Democratic issues raises intriguing questions. Do the media treat candidates in 

systematically different ways when the news focuses on issues historically viewed as the 

province of one party or the other? More specifically, do GOP candidates, like Bush, 

receive more favorable coverage when “Republican” issues, such as defense, are in the 

news, as opposed to “Democratic” topics, on which journalists may treat them more 

skeptically? And is the same pattern evident for Democrats? 

There is little doubt that the news media are aware of the issue-handling 

reputations of the political parties. Besides the Guarino piece, it is easy to find examples 

of journalists making reference to the parties’ long-standing advantages on different 

issues (e.g., Allison 2003; Goldstein 2003; Straub 2004). In 2004, for example, the 

language of “issue ownership” (Petrocik 1996) even worked its way into the Today show 

on NBC, when Katie Couric referred to portions of John Kerry’s Democratic National 

Convention speech as touching on “traditionally Republican issues, issues that the 

Republicans have … sort of taken as their own” (NBC 2004). 

The argument of this chapter is that the parties’ issue-handling advantages 

constitute a feature of the political environment that influences the favorability of news 

coverage toward candidates during a campaign. To be sure, professional norms and 

incentives, especially the adherence to journalistic objectivity, are also important. But I 

suggest that issue ownership has an independent effect on news favorability, benefiting 
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candidates when the campaign focuses on “owned” issues but not when “opposition” 

issues are in the news. Just as Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen (2003-04) argue that 

expectations about partisan discourse influences reporters’ choices about which candidate 

statements to cover and which to ignore, those expectations may also serve as journalistic 

heuristics that affect news favorability. 

 As described in Chapter 2, reporters may be more likely to frame as strategically 

motivated “issue trespassing” (Norpoth and Buchanan 1992)—a candidate’s attempt to 

campaign on the issues owned by his opponent’s party—than when candidates stick to 

their party’s issue turf. This may manifest itself in the tone of coverage, as suggested by 

the treatment of Bush in the Boston Herald. And it may also mean that the balance of 

sources in a news story tends to benefit the candidate who owns a particular issue. 

If so, it suggests a heretofore unidentified form of media bias that rewards 

candidates for eschewing issue trespassing in favor of topics traditionally associated with 

their party. To be sure, this is not bias in the ideological sense—that is, I am not arguing 

that coverage is slanted to benefit one ideology or party over the other. Rather, the bias 

emerges subtly, perhaps unintentionally, from journalistic expectations about candidate 

credibility on issues and the structure of newsgathering routines among the campaign 

press corps. 

This chapter finds evidence of this subtle form of partisan media bias in an 

examination of newspaper coverage of the 1992-2000 presidential elections. In each year, 

coverage for candidates was more favorable on “owned” issues than on “opposition” 

ones. The differences are small but consistent across the three election years. The effects 

appear concentrated in the media’s coverage of defense issues, taxes and spending, and 

social welfare topics. The first two, typically regarded as Republican issues, benefit GOP 
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candidates, while coverage of social welfare, traditionally the province of the Democratic 

Party, helps Democratic candidates. 

The findings suggest implications for both elite- and mass-level politics. For 

candidates, this provides one less incentive to engage in “dialogue” across a wide range 

of issues (Simon 2002), which raises questions about the quality of information 

emanating from campaign discourse.50 The media are but one consideration for 

candidates, but the behavior of journalists is no doubt of concern to their campaigns. 

Second, just as recent research has shown media coverage to influence citizen evaluations 

of Senate candidates (Kahn and Kenney 2002), the findings suggest that election news 

could shape voters’ perceptions of candidate issue credibility. In the short-term, such a 

phenomenon could affect election outcomes. And perhaps more importantly, media 

coverage may play a role in the longer-term maintenance and perpetuation of issue 

ownership. 

I begin with a discussion of the measurement of news favorability, which 

constitutes the dependent variable in all my analyses here. I then turn to a discussion of 

the categorization of issues into partisan categories before discussing the results of the 

empirical analysis. That section begins with a descriptive analysis of media favorability 

before reporting the results of a series of regression analyses that take account of other 

influences on news coverage. 

 

 
50 While Simon’s (2002) formal model predicts that candidates should never engage one another on the 
same issue, other recent research has questioned whether “dialogue” is in fact unlikely. Sigelman and Buell 
(2004) show a considerable amount of issue convergence in presidential campaigns, and Sides (n.d.) shows 
that congressional candidates also frequently talk about issues conventionally considered to be the province 
of the opposition party. 
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STUDYING MEDIA FAVORABILITY 

In many ways, the search for media bias as reflected in favorability toward 

candidates is challenging. Primarily, this is because the idea of favorability at all runs up 

against the journalistic credo of balance and objectivity, which reporters would argue 

yields utter equality in their coverage of candidates during an election. As described in 

Chapter 2, the objectivity norm is one of the most important features of American 

journalism, structuring the coverage of politics along many dimensions. As a result, the 

search for differences in favorability toward two candidates may seem doomed to failure. 

Thus, a contextualization of my expectations is in order. 

Because of the constraints of objectivity, there is little reason to expect dramatic 

differences in media favorability toward candidates on owned and non-owned issues. A 

more realistic expectation is that, if indeed traditional partisan issue-handling advantages 

influence campaign coverage, there may be small differences in the way candidates are 

covered across issue topics. To the extent that the findings are consistent across years, it 

may point to true differences in the way journalists treat candidates on owned and 

opposition issues. The question then would be whether small effects are substantially 

important. 
 

CATEGORIZING POLITICAL ISSUES 

Since the point of this chapter is to compare media favorability on Republican and 

Democratic issues, the key components of the empirical analysis are a favorability 

measure and a scheme for identifying Republican- and Democratic-owned issues. The 

favorability measure is described detail in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. 

For the issue-categorization scheme, I rely for the most part on Petrocik and his 

colleagues’ (1996, 2003-04) typology, which has guided the literature on “issue 
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ownership.” Petrocik argues that parties come to own issues by virtue of their centrality 

to one or more groups in their party coalitions. For example, environmentalists have been 

an important part of the Democratic Party’s coalition, making environmental concerns—

clean air and water, for example—a key component of Democratic politics. 

Environmentalists demand that the party take the environment seriously, and thus the 

party’s candidates become advocates for public policy solutions to the issue. Through its 

performance on the issue, the party has developed a reputation among the public as 

trustworthy on environmental matters. 

Petrocik’s categorization of issues is shown in Table 5-1. The issues civil and 

social order, defense spending and “big government” are considered owned by the GOP. 

The Democrats, meanwhile, own issues of social welfare, which include health care, 

education, and entitlement programs such as Social Security. The party also maintains 

advantages on social group relations, civil rights and liberties, women’s issues, organized 

labor, and issues related to farming and agriculture. The third category—“performance 

issues”—is not owned by either party. Rather, candidates attempt to take credit for a 

booming economy, a successful diplomatic record, and smooth government functioning 

when it behooves them to do so. When the government’s performance is less stellar, 

candidates attempt to assign blame for those failings to their opponent. In Petrocik’s 

argument, performance issues can be “leased” by a party for a short time. 
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Table 5-1. Categories and Examples of Owned and Performance Issues 

Republican Issues Democratic Issues Performance Issues 
   
Civil and Social Order 
-Crime 
-Lifestyles 
-Traditional values 
 
Defense Spending and 
Policy 
-Defense budget 
-Weapons systems 
-Military policy (not 
including military treaties 
and aid, which are foreign 
relations issues) 
 
Big Government 
-Government taxing and 
spending (not tied to a 
specific welfare policy) 
-Regulation of the economy 
 

Social Welfare 
-Government social welfare 
activity (not group-specific) 
 
Social Class and Group 
Relationships
-Middle class vs. rich, old 
vs. young, etc. 
 
Civil Rights 
-Ethnic or racial matters or 
groups 
 
Civil Liberties 
-Rights of the accused 
-Freedom of speech 
 
Women’s Issues 
-Women’s rights 
-Sexual equality 
 
Organized Labor 
-Reference to unions, labor 
 
Farmers or Agriculture 
-Farmers 
-Agriculture 
-Rural groups 

Economy 
-State of the economy 
 
Foreign Affairs 
-Relations with other 
countries (not defense 
spending or weapon 
systems) 
 
Government Functioning 
-Government corruption or 
failure 
-Workings of government 

   
Source: Petrocik 1996; Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen 2003-04 

 

There is relatively little empirical evidence to back up this categorization scheme. 

While the conceptualization fits with the conventional wisdom about the issues each 

party handles well, there have been few attempts to validate the categorization with 

systematic data. Petrocik’s original exposition of the argument cites public opinion data 
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from the late 1980s and early 1990s, showing Republican or Democratic advantages on 

many of the owned issues.51  

But noting the relatively small gaps in opinion on some of the issues in Petrocik’s 

data, Sides (n.d.) shows that the party advantages on some issues, rather than remaining 

stable, have fluctuated considerably over the last two decades. To be sure, many of the 

issue ownership categories are confirmed—Republicans hold large advantages on 

defense, Democrats on Social Security, the environment, and education—but the same is 

not true of the GOP-“owned” topics of taxes and crime. The advantage for Republicans 

on taxes and spending is minimal, Sides (n.d.) shows using polling data, and the 

conventional wisdom about the public seeing the GOP as stronger on crime also is not 

apparent. Holian (2004) bolsters the latter finding, showing how Clinton’s efforts to 

reframe the debate over crime succeeded in eroding the historic Republican advantage on 

law and order topics. In other words, there is only sparse evidence to back up Petrocik’s 

intuitive categorization scheme, and some data suggesting issue-handling reputations can 

fluctuate considerably. 

Still, I choose to rely, in large measure, on Petrocik’s definitions of Republican 

and Democratic issues. That decision rests on the assumption that journalists’ orientations 

to the parties’ credibility on issues are based on tradition—the conventional wisdom 

reflected in Petrocik’s categorizations—rather than recent fluctuations in public opinion. 

The categorization scheme reflects long-held beliefs about the issue-handling abilities of 

the political parties, which are the same reputations I argue serve as journalistic shortcuts 

in their reporting on political issues. Even if public opinion waxes and wanes, the general 

reputation of the parties is likely to remain static among elites, which includes journalists. 

To be sure, reporters pay attention to public opinion, since it provides valuable grist for 
 

51 Issue ownership has typically been measured by asking respondents which party is better at “handling” a 
particular issue, or which party “do you trust” to deal with a policy problem. 
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copy. But my assumption is that the traditional perceptions of the parties—not the short-

term fluctuations in public opinion—are what guide journalists’ framing of issue news. 

I do, however, modify Petrocik’s scheme slightly. For stylistic purposes, I change 

the term “big government” to “taxes and spending”—those two topics comprise the bulk 

of the issue attention in that category—and change the defense category to “defense, 

security, and military” to reflect its breadth. Substantively, I reduce the number of 

Democratic issue categories to two: social welfare, and race and social groups. Most of 

the Democratic categories—civil rights, civil liberties, and women’s issues—receive very 

little attention, so it makes more sense to consolidate them into a larger category. The 

resulting category, “race and social groups,” includes enough stories to allow a 

comparison of coverage for Democratic and Republican candidates. Otherwise, the small 

number of stories in those more specific categories would have made for very tenuous 

comparisons. 

In addition, I re-categorize labor unions and farmers/agriculture as economic 

issues rather than Democratic ones. To be sure, labor unions are a traditional Democratic 

constituency, and farmers have also historically supported Democrats. But a reading of 

the relative handful of news stories in my data set that dealt with either group revealed 

that rarely are these groups mentioned aside from economic issues. Stories that included 

reference to labor unions typically had more to do with unemployment, economic 

recession or trade rather than anything substantive about the unions or labor rights 

themselves. Similarly, news mentioning farmers usually was framed in terms of broader 

economic trends, not with regard to subsidies or their position as a Democratic 

constituency. As such, it seemed appropriate to code these as economic, rather than 

partisan, issues. Ultimately, any effects of my tweaking of the categories reassignment 
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are likely minimal: just one-half of 1% of campaign stories in the sample focused on 

farmers, and about 1% of stories dealt with labor unions.52

The categorization scheme will allow me to compare coverage for Republican and 

Democratic candidates on different issue categories, which should reveal whether 

journalists favor a candidate when the news focuses on his party’s issues. A complete list 

of the specific issue codes that fall into each category is shown in Appendix A. I now turn 

to a presentation of the results of the analysis of newspaper coverage from the 1992-2000 

presidential elections. 

 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF ISSUE NEWS 

The analysis in this chapter relies on the newspaper content analysis described in 

Chapter 3. Table 5-2 presents the distribution of issue news for each of the three election 

years. Each column presents the number of campaign stories that had a particular issue as 

their primary focus for each year, as determined by coders.53 The table reflects only the 

main focus of the campaign stories in my data set, not whether a story mentioned an issue 

or not. 

 

 

 
52 The results in this chapter are substantively unchanged when labor and farmers are coded as Democratic 
issues, though the labor stories—most of which came in 1992—do benefit Clinton and hurt Bush as the 
media favorability hypothesis would predict. Since Clinton received better coverage on economic issues 
more generally, it is impossible to say whether this is a reflection of labor being an economic or 
Democratic topic. 
53 Campaign stories are defined as those that include a favorability rating for both candidates. This means 
that stories about the activities of the Bush presidency in 1992, for example, are not included. If, however, 
that story included a mention of Clinton that resulted in a favorability score for the Democrat, then it would 
be included in the analysis. The strategy has the effect of not allowing for an investigation of incumbent-
only coverage during the election years, but also reduces the chances that the analysis will include stories 
that were not focused on the presidential campaign. 
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Table 5-2. Primary Focus of Newspaper Campaign Stories, August 1-Election Day, 1992-
2000  

 1992 1996 2000 
    
Republican Issues 5,819 (12.8%) 255 (12.1%) 135 (6.8%) 
    

Civil and Social Order 1,861 154 59 
    
Defense, Security, and Military 1,229 52 30 
    
Taxes and Spending 2,729 49 46 

    
    
Democratic Issues 3,115 (6.9%) 120 (5.7%) 159 (8.0%) 
    

Social Welfare 2,642 86 131 
    
Race and Social Groups 473 34 28 

    
    
Performance Issues 4,253 (9.4%) 276 (13.1%) 78 (3.9%) 
    

Economy 2,792 104 29 
    
Foreign Affairs 1,073 64 16 
    
Government Functioning 388 108 33 

    
Other topics 32,254 (70.9%) 1,463 (69.2%) 1,620 (81.1%) 
    
Total 45,441 (100%) 2,114 (100%) 1,999 (100%) 
    

 

For example, in 1992, issues were the primary focus of about 30% of campaign 

stories between August 1 and Election Day. About 13% of the news was devoted to 

Republican issues, 7% to Democratic topics, and slightly more than 9% to matters of 

government performance. The remaining 70% of news items focused on everything from 

poll results to candidate personality to topics not covered in Petrocik’s scheme, such as 
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media coverage of the campaign itself. The distribution of issue news reflects the political 

environment in 1992. With the economy at the top of public concern, economic news 

received the most coverage of any issue, followed by taxes and spending news, much of 

which focused on the budget and national deficit. 

Four years later, issues again accounted for about 30% of campaign news, with 

performance news again at the top of the list.54 Rather than economic stories, however, 

the focus in 1996 was on the various campaign finance and fundraising scandals, 

identified as government functioning stories, that cropped up late in the campaign. As in 

1992, Republican issues—especially those related to Bob Dole’s promises of a stepped-

up war on drugs (civil and social order)—outpaced Democratic ones, despite Bill 

Clinton’s heavy emphasis on education and the environment. 

In 2000, the media’s focus shifted substantially. The more competitive Bush-Gore 

race, neck-and-neck throughout most of the summer and fall (Ceaser and Busch 2001), 

spawned relatively more stories about the horse race and campaign strategy, leaving 

slightly less than 20% to issues. Unlike the two previous elections, the media’s policy 

interests lay primarily with Democratic issues. With Bush and Gore devoting much of 

their campaign rhetoric to social welfare—education, prescription drugs, Social Security, 

and the like—those topics became central to the news media’s account of the campaign. 

Republican and performance issues received less attention than they had in previous 

years. 

Table 5-2 reveals that the amount of issue news varies from campaign to 

campaign. In some years, electoral circumstances produce more policy coverage; in 

others, less. The focus of issue news also varies, from Republican and performance issues 

in 1992 and 1996, to Democratic topics in 2000. The next question is whether 
 

54 While issues accounted for the primary focus of about one-third of 1996 news coverage, more than 70% 
of stories had some issue content, as noted in Chapter 4. The figure is about 55% for 2000. 
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favorability toward the candidates in those issue stories varies in ways that reflect the 

parties’ issue-handling reputations. 
 

OVERALL MEDIA FAVORABILITY 

Table 5-3 presents media favorability ratings on all campaign coverage for each 

candidate in each election year, as well as the comparative favorability ratings on issue 

stories only. These data are useful for getting a sense of what media coverage looks like 

overall, before turning to an analysis of Republican and Democratic issue coverage. 
 

Table 5-3. Mean Favorability of Coverage, 1992-2000 

 1992 1996 2000 
 Bush Clinton Dole Clinton Bush Gore
       
All Campaign Stories 48.0 

(26.0) 
51.5 

(22.1) 
47.1 

(14.6) 
47.5 

(15.7) 
50.5 

(12.2) 
51.0 

(12.0)
       
All Issue Stories 47.3 

(26.9) 
51.4 

(23.1) 
44.9 

(15.3) 
43.5 

(17.0) 
51.3 

(13.0) 
50.8 

(13.2)
       
Shaded areas indicate statistically significant differences between candidates for 
category. Bold numbers are significant at p<.05; italicized numbers are significant at 
p<.10 (two-tailed). 
 

Recall that the favorability scale ranges from 0 to 100, with higher scores 

indicating more favorable coverage and the midpoint of the scale, 50, representing neutral 

coverage. For the most part, news coverage in the three elections is notable for its 

neutrality. Each average favorability rating is close to 50, with the most extreme the 43.5 

rating on issue news55 for Clinton in 1996. Given the journalistic credo of fairness, it is 

not surprising to see neutral coverage appear to be the norm. 

                                                 
55 Issue news comprises all stories that had as their primary focus one of the eight issue categories shown 
in Table 5-2. “Other topics” are not included.  
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Coverage is also not dramatically different between candidates. Only in 1992 is 

the difference in coverage between the Republican and Democratic candidates 

statistically significant on campaign stories and when the data are restricted to issue 

stories. Given Bush’s anemic approval ratings and the perceptions of a faltering 

economy, Clinton’s advantage in the press is not surprising.56 In 1996 and 2000, coverage 

is basically the same for both candidates (though the difference does reach statistical 

significance on issue news in 1996). One side note is that Gore’s coverage might have 

turned out more positively had the media not been so apt to pick up on stories challenging 

the Vice President’s honesty following a series of questionable statements on the 

campaign trail (Johnston, Hagen, and Jamieson 2004). 

The standard deviations suggest, however, that while perhaps neutral and 

balanced in the aggregate, the reporting on the campaign is not uniformly even-handed. 

The standard deviations are substantial, indicating volatility in the favorability scores. 

This means that coverage for each candidate may have been dramatically different from 

story to story, even if in the aggregate those fluctuations cancel out, leading to overall 

patterns of neutrality. One possible source of variation is the issue topic of the news 

story, to which I turn now. 
  

FAVORABILITY ON REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC ISSUES 

If journalistic expectations about partisan credibility affect the way candidates are 

treated in the news, favorability ratings should be higher in stories about owned than 

about opposition issues. In other words, Democratic candidates should receive more 

favorable coverage on Democratic issue stories than on Republican issue stories, and 

vice-versa. 

 
56 The statistically significant differences are also due to the large sample size. 



Figures 5-1 and 5-2 present the mean favorability scores on party-owned issues 

for Republican and Democratic candidates, respectively. In each comparison of 

favorability on Republican (gray bars) and Democratic (white bars) issue stories, the 

basic issue ownership hypothesis is confirmed. Candidates receive more favorable 

coverage when the news focuses on their party’s issues than when the topic is their 

opponent’s issues. 

 

Figure 5-1. Media Favorability toward Republican Candidates, by Issue Ownership 
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For example, Figure 5-1 shows that in 1992, George H.W. Bush’s average 

favorability on Republican issue stories was 48.2, while the corresponding rating on 

Democratic issues was 46.7, a difference that is statistically significant, as indicated by 

the p-value in parentheses.57 The same pattern is evident for 1996 and 2000. Though the 
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57 The p-values shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 are based on one-tailed t-tests. A table showing the means 
and standard deviations is displayed in Appendix Table D-1. 
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differences are not statistically significant, the favorability ratings for Dole and Bush 

were higher on GOP stories than on Democratic stories. 

Figure 5-2 shows the same pattern holds for Democrats. In each year, Democrats 

were treated more positively when their issues were in the news than when GOP issues 

were. While the 1992 and 1996 differences are not large (and not significant in 1996), the 

gap in 2000 is substantial. Al Gore received, on average, more than 6 points more 

favorable treatment on Democratic issues than on Republican ones. Six points, 

considered in isolation, may not seem like a lot. But in the context of the neutrality and 

balance of overall coverage in Table 5-3—where no candidate held an advantage of more 

than about 4 points—the difference is notable. Taken together, Figures 5-1 and 5-2 

indicate some differences, however small, in the way candidates are treated on stories 

about different issues. Setting statistical significance aside, candidates in every case 

received more positive coverage on their own issues than on opposition issues.58

 

 

 

 

 

 
58 I also examined the mean favorability ratings on the eight specific categories shown in Table 5-2. These 
data are presented in Appendix Table D-2. In general, the data on the specific issues fit the patterns 
described when Republican and Democratic issue stories are aggregated together. In five of the six cases, a 
candidate’s most favorable coverage occurs when the news focuses on one of his party’s specific issue 
categories. (In 1996, Bill Clinton’s highest favorability rating of 50.7 in 1996 comes in stories about 
defense, security, and military.) Also, in five of six cases a candidate’s lowest favorability rating comes on 
an opposition category. (George W. Bush in 2000 received his lowest score on civil and social order news.) 
Overall, the data are supportive of my broader argument. 



Figure 5-2. Media Favorability toward Democratic Candidates, by Issue Ownership 
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As another way of probing the possible differences across issue categories, I 

calculated the percentage of each candidate’s coverage on partisan issues that was 

negative, neutral, and positive. Any favorability rating less than 50 is considered 

negative; ratings of 50 were considered neutral; and any rating higher than 50 was 

considered positive. If the issue ownership hypothesis is correct, then Democratic 

candidates should have a larger proportion of positive ratings in Democratic issue stories 

than in Republican ones, and a larger proportion of negative ratings in Republican stories 

compared to Democratic stories. The converse should be true for Republican candidates. 

Table 5-4 shows the proportion of each candidate’s coverage in Republican and 

Democratic issue stories that is negative, neutral, and positive, and a z-score for a 

difference of proportions test between the two issue categories. For example, looking at 

George H.W. Bush’s coverage in 1992, 52.7% of his favorability ratings in Republican 

stories were negative, compared to 55.2% in Democratic stories. The z-score of 2.28 is 
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statistically significant. Likewise, Bush received a higher proportion of positive coverage 

in Republican issue stories (41.7%) than in Democratic ones (38.4%) (z = 3.02). 

Table 5-4. Percentage of Negative, Neutral, and Positive Stories for Each Candidate, by 
Issue Ownership, 1992-2000 

   
1992   
 George H.W. Bush Bill Clinton 
 Neg. (%) Neut. (%) Pos. (%) Neg. (%) Neut. (%) Pos. (%)
       
Rep. Issues 52.7 5.6 41.7 42.9 13.0 44.1 
       
Dem. Issues 55.2 6.4 38.4 42.8 9.3 48.0 
       
z-score 2.28** 1.47 3.02*** 0.09 5.32*** 3.53*** 
 
 
1996   
 Bob Dole Bill Clinton 
 Neg. (%) Neut. (%) Pos. (%) Neg. (%) Neut. (%) Pos. (%)
       
Rep. Issues 40.4 35.7 23.9 42.8 26.3 31.0 
       
Dem. Issues 47.5 37.5 15.0 40.8 28.3 30.8 
       
z-score 1.30* 0.34 1.98** 0.35 0.42 0.03 
 
 
2000   
 George W. Bush Al Gore 
 Neg. (%) Neut. (%) Pos. (%) Neg. (%) Neut. (%) Pos. (%)
       
Rep. Issues 34.8 23.7 41.5 51.1 23.7 25.2 
       
Dem. Issues 44.7 19.5 35.9 35.9 19.5 44.7 
       
z-score 1.72** 0.88 0.99 2.64*** 0.88 3.47*** 
       
***p<.01; **p<.05; *p<.10 (one-tailed for positive and negative categories; two-tailed 
for neutral). Note: Negative stories are those in which a candidate received a favorability 
rating of less than 50. Positive stories are those with a favorability rating of more than 50. 
Neutral stories had a rating of 50 for the candidate. 
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In all, there are 12 possible comparisons. Of those, 11 are in the expected 

direction—the proportion of positive or negative stories is as hypothesized—and eight 

are statistically significant. More compelling, in no case do the data contradict the 

hypothesis. Only in 1996, when Bill Clinton received a few more positive stories on 

Republican issues than on Democratic ones, does the comparison run in the “wrong” 

direction. And here, the difference is nowhere near statistical significance. 

The story emerging from Figures 5-1 and 5-2 and Table 5-4 is that differences 

appear to exist in the way journalists treat candidates on stories about owned and 

opposition issues. When a candidate’s owned issues are in the news, his favorability 

rating tends to be higher, and more stories tend to be positive, than when his opponent’s 

issues are the focus of the news story. To be sure, the differences are not large in either 

case—a few favorability points with the means, a few percentage points difference in the 

proportion of positive and negative stories. But the consistency of the pattern across 

years, and the fact that in no case do the data contradict the hypothesis, suggest the 

existence of real differences in the way journalists treat candidates on party-owned 

issues. Moreover, the pattern of differences is notable in light of the overall balance of 

coverage evident in Table 5-3. 

 

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS: A MODEL OF MEDIA FAVORABILITY 

Since the differences presented so far are small, it is necessary to explore whether 

the results persist in a more rigorous multivariate analysis. That is, I need to rule out the 

possibility that other factors, such as electoral competitiveness, campaign events, or the 

favoritism of the newspapers in my sample are responsible for the differences that I have 

attributed to journalists’ differential treatment of owned and opposition issues. To do so, I 
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specified a series of ordinary least squares regression analyses that allow me to control 

for other factors besides a story’s issue topic. 

 

Variables 

The unit of analysis in the model is the news story. The dependent variable in 

each model is the favorability rating for each candidate in a news story, which runs from 

0 to 100. The independent variables of interest are the primary topic of each story. Each 

news story is coded as having one of four foci: Republican, Democratic, performance, or 

other topics. The Republican, Democratic, and performance categories are represented in 

the regression by dummy variables, coded 1 if the story fell into that issue category, 0 if 

not. Stories coded “other topics” are the baseline. Since each story is coded only for a 

primary issue focus, no story can receive more than one issue code. 

 

Editorial Endorsements 

The model also includes a variable indicating whether the newspaper in which a 

story appeared endorsed the Republican, the Democrat, or neither candidate. A 

Republican endorsement is coded 1, a Democratic endorsement is coded –1, and no 

endorsement is coded 0. The editorial endorsement of the newspaper is likely to affect 

overall favorability in two ways. First, a newspaper that endorses a Republican, for 

example, is likely to publish editorials and op-ed pieces that praise the GOP candidate 

and criticize his Democratic opponent. Second, recent research suggests that a 

newspaper’s editorial position can leak through the “wall of separation” that journalists 

typically argue insulates the news department from the editorial section (Kahn and 

Kenney 2002). As a consequence, even ostensibly objective news stories could reflect the 
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political orientation of the editorial page, leading to coverage that favors one candidate. 

Information about the collection of the endorsement data is shown in Appendix B. 

 

Poll Standing 

Candidates who are doing well in the polls may receive more favorable coverage, 

as journalists may seek to incorporate poll results into a coherent campaign narrative 

(Jamieson and Waldman 2003). Reporters often write stories about a candidate’s 

campaign that reflects recent polls: Candidates who do well may benefit from coverage 

that seeks to explain their success, while faltering candidates might become the subject of 

stories that focus on recent struggles (see Patterson 1994, 118-120). Thus, I include in the 

model the difference in the polls between the Republican and Democratic candidates, 

with the variable increasing in value as the Republican lead grows. The measure for each 

day represents a three-day average—using the results from three days prior to the 

publication of the story—in order to smooth out day-to-day fluctuations in the polls. The 

data from 1992 are drawn from the Battleground Tracking Poll, while the 1996 and 2000 

data come from the CNN/USA Today/Gallup polls. Detail is provided in Appendix B. 

 

Days until Election 

I also include a variable for each story indicating the number of days until the 

election, since news coverage toward a candidate may change as the campaign wears on. 

If the race is a landslide, such as in 1996, news favorability toward the trailing candidate 

may deteriorate as his defeat grows imminent. At the same time, reporters might be more 

likely to treat more favorably the leading candidate, even if his lead in the polls (as 

captured by the poll standing variable) does not grow. Alternatively, the positivity of 
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coverage for both candidates could decline as Election Day grows closer. The results in 

Chapter 4 show that journalists are less likely to pass along candidates’ policy statements 

as the campaign wears on, and coverage may also become less charitable as reporters 

grow weary of hearing candidates give the same stump speech day after day. If that is the 

case, the favorability of coverage might decline as a linear function of time. 

The measure is scaled from high to low—for example, August 10, 1996 is coded 

as 85 days from Election Day, while November 4 is coded 1. If coverage becomes less 

favorable toward a candidate during a campaign, the coefficient should be positive, 

indicating better coverage early in the race. If the “expected winner” effect occurs, then 

coverage toward Bill Clinton should grow more favorable as the 1996 campaign wears 

on, whereas Dole’s coverage should suffer. I have no a priori hypotheses about the 

direction of the effect of the variable in the other  two elections. 

 

Campaign Events 

Finally, the model also includes dummy variables to capture the occurrence of 

campaign events: conventions, presidential debates, and vice presidential debates. 

Conventions are expected to benefit the candidate whose party is holding the event, while 

perhaps also hurting the other party’s candidate through a stream of attacks by 

convention participants. Each story published the day before, during, or the day after a 

convention is coded 1, while all others are coded 0. The debate variables are coded 1 if 

the story is published the day after the debate to account for the possibility of positive or 

negative coverage for one candidate, perhaps due to a gaffe or other notable event. The 

dates for each campaign event are shown in Appendix B. 
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Results  

The results of the regressions are presented in Table 5-5. For the most part, the 

control variables reveal no major surprises. Other than in 1992, a newspaper’s 

endorsement does not seem to do much for the favored candidate, but it does produce 

negative coverage for his opponent on the order of three points. For example, Bill Clinton 

in 1996 received 3.4 points less favorable coverage in newspapers that endorsed Bob 

Dole than in papers that did not favor the Republican, and the effect on Gore’s 

favorability in 2000 is almost three points. The effect of the poll standing variable, which 

indicates the Republican candidate’s lead on the Democrat, suggests variations in public 

support during the last few months of the campaign may not be as influential as is 

commonly supposed, at least when controlling for other factors. While four of the six 

coefficients are significant, only two are pointed in the expected direction. In 1992, 

Bush’s favorability scores declined as he approached Clinton in the polls, and in 2000, 

Gore received better coverage as Bush’s lead grew.59

A candidate’s coverage improves considerably during his party convention. As 

shown by the 16.5-point boost for Bush in 1992 during his convention, the effects can be 

substantial. The role of debates in shaping favorability is minimal, as only two of the 12 

debate coefficients are statistically significant. Interestingly, in two of the three elections, 

coverage becomes more favorable to the winning candidate and less favorable to the loser 

as Election Day nears. That did not happen in the landslide contest of 1996,  though, 

precisely the campaign where I expected it might. Rather, both Clinton and Dole’s 

coverage grew more negative as the campaign wore on. It is possible that the breaking of 

 
59 To be sure, a time-series model would better capture the relationship between favorability and a 
candidate’s changing position in the polls. So the confusing results of the poll standing variable may be a 
methodological artifact. 
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the campaign finance scandal late in 1996 soured the press on both candidates, resulting 

in increasingly unfavorable stories as the uncompetitive contest sputtered to a conclusion. 

It is the effects of the owned-issue variables—dummies indicating whether the 

primary focus of a story was a Republican or Democratic issue—that are of keenest 

interest. As with the differences displayed in the earlier tables and figures, the effects of 

issue content on favorability are not enormous, but they are again present. None of the 

coefficients run counter to my hypotheses (i.e., significant and signed in the opposite 

direction), and eight of the 12 owned-issue variables are confirmatory, statistically 

significant and signed in the expected direction. The effects range from about one to 2.7 

points. For example, George W. Bush’s coverage in 2000 in news stories that dealt with a 

Republican issue was 2.2 points higher than in stories about other topics. Al Gore saw a 

similar boost of 2.6 points in Democratic issue stories.60

Though they are not central to the analysis, it is worth noting that performance 

issues had a substantial effect in 1992 and 1996, hurting both incumbents as well as Bob 

Dole. Bush’s economic troubles and the various Clinton White House scandals likely 

contributed to the negative effects of performance news. Interestingly, the absence of an 

 
60 The sample of stories in the models presents some estimation concerns. While the sample was drawn 
with a goal of maximizing generalizability—especially with regard to geography and political orientation—
the stories in the analysis are ultimately the result of a convenience sample. This is potential problem if the 
stories from any single newspaper share characteristics—perhaps because of paper's editorial orientation or 
simply because the same reporter is writing many of the campaign stories. If there are high levels of intra-
class correlation on the favorability measures—that is, correlation within stories from individual news 
outlets—then the models in Tables 5-5, 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8 may be underestimating the standard errors, 
which could result in a too-generous interpretation of statistical significance. In fact, the levels of intra-
class correlation within the news outlets are quite low, ranging from .03 to .12 on Republican and 
Democratic candidate favorability for all three years. Still, to be sure the regression models are not biased, I 
re-ran them, clustering the standard errors by the newspaper. In large measure, the results are the same as in 
the original tables, though in a couple of cases the statistical significance of the issue-content variables 
drops out. For example, the coefficient for Republican issues (primary focus) in the Gore model, significant 
in Table 5-5, narrowly misses statistical significance when the standard errors are clustered. Overall, 
however, the models do nothing to undermine the substantive conclusions drawn from the original 
analyses. Even when estimating the models with robust standard errors, the owned-issue content of a story 
affects favorability in the anticipated ways. The results of the supplemental analyses are available from the 
author upon request. 
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effect in 2000, not to mention the negative sign, would probably have been a 

disappointment from Al Gore. As the vice president during a period of prosperity, his 

campaign would have hoped to receive favorable coverage on economic issues.61

 

 Table 5-5. The Effect on Candidate Favorability of the Primary Issue Focus in a Story, 
1992-2000 

    
 1992 1996 2000 
       
 Bush Clinton Dole Clinton Bush Gore
Republican 
Issue 

-0.388 
(0.403) 

-0.802*** 
(0.345) 

-1.017 
(0.929) 

-3.228*** 
(1.007) 

2.153** 
(1.197) 

-2.364** 
(1.168) 

       
Democratic 
Issue 

-1.110** 
(0.523) 

0.892** 
(0.448) 

-2.762** 
(1.285) 

-1.961 
(1.392) 

1.105 
(1.046) 

2.597*** 
(1.021) 

       
Performance 
Issue 

-1.305*** 
(0.458) 

0.471 
(0.392) 

-3.487*** 
(0.908) 

-9.549*** 
(0.984) 

1.233 
(1.534) 

-0.132 
(1.497) 

       
       
Editorial 
Endorsement 

1.420*** 
(0.166) 

-0.398*** 
(0.142) 

0.096 
(0.497) 

-3.440*** 
(0.539) 

0.522** 
(0.307) 

-2.871*** 
(0.299) 

       
Poll Standing -0.089** -0.333*** -0.039 -0.305*** 0.017 0.169*** 
 (0.035) (0.030) (0.083) (0.090) (0.058) (0.056) 
       
Debate 0.310 3.365*** 1.139 -0.699 -1.314 0.177 
 (0.593) (0.508) (1.941) (2.103) (1.139) (1.112) 
       
VP Debate 6.730*** 0.753 4.239 2.130 -3.231 1.461 
 (1.190) (1.020) (2.825) (3.061) (2.562) (2.501) 
       
Republican 
Convention 

16.505*** 
(0.545) 

-12.288*** 
(0.467) 

9.297*** 
(1.009) 

-4.307*** 
(1.093) 

--- --- 

       
Democratic 
Convention 

--- --- -3.203*** 
(1.029) 

2.122** 
(1.115) 

-4.315*** 
(1.165) 

0.101 
(1.137) 

       

                                                 
61 It is possible that the Gore campaign’s attempts to distance itself from Clinton’s personal foibles also 
hindered its ability to ride the coattails of the administration’s economic record, at least with the press 
corps. 
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Days until 
Election 

0.042*** 
(0.007) 

-0.048*** 
(0.006) 

0.067*** 
(0.016) 

0.110*** 
(0.017) 

-0.023** 
(0.012) 

0.054*** 
(0.012) 

       
Constant 43.742*** 50.436*** 42.980*** 39.752*** 51.750*** 48.768*** 
 (0.399) (0.342) (1.645) (1.783) (0.631) (0.616) 
       
Observations 37,467 37,467 2,052 2,052 1,757 1,757 
Adjusted R2 0.04 0.03 0.11 0.09 0.02 0.06 
Standard errors in parentheses.       
***p<.01; **p<.05; *p<.10 (one-tailed tests, except performance issue and debate variables) 
 

To get a better sense of which partisan issues influenced the favorability ratings, I 

ran the same regression analysis with dummy variables for each of the eight specific issue 

categories shown in Table 5-2: civil and social order; defense, security, and military; 

taxes and spending; social welfare; race and social groups; economy; foreign affairs; and 

government functioning. The baseline category again is stories about other topics. The 

independent variables are the same as in Table 5-5. 

Table 5-6 presents the results of the specific category model. Overall, 23 of the 30 

coefficients for the five owned-issue categories are signed in the expected direction, and 

only one coefficient runs contradictory to the hypothesis. (Dole received significantly 

more negative coverage on civil and social order issues.) Fourteen of the “correctly” 

signed coefficients reach statistical significance. Again, the effects are small. 

Three issue categories had a significant impact on at least one candidate’s 

favorability ratings in each election: taxes and spending; defense, security, and military; 

and social welfare. Taxes and spending coverage hurt Clinton in both of his campaigns 

and boosted Bush in 2000, while defense news hurt Clinton in 1992 and helped Dole and 

Bush (2000). Social welfare helped Clinton and Gore in 1992 and 2000, respectively, and 

hurt Dole. Notably, civil and social order coverage seems to have been more damaging 

than beneficial for most candidates regardless of their party affiliation. Race and social 

groups had the anticipated effects in 1992 and 2000, but no influence in 1996. 
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Table 5-6. The Effect on Candidate Favorability of the Specific Focus of a Story, Primary 
Issue Only, 1992-2000 

  1992 1996 2000 
 Bush Clinton Dole Clinton Bush Gore
Civil and Social 
Order 

-0.329 
(0.673) 

0.320 
(0.577) 

-2.994*** 
(1.146) 

-3.666*** 
(1.236) 

-2.376 
(1.904) 

-2.531* 
(1.862) 

       
Taxes and Spending -0.621 -1.424*** 2.014 -4.389** 4.054** -2.051 
 (0.563) (0.483) (1.933) (2.085) (1.802) (1.762) 
       
Defense, Security, 
and Military 

0.035 
(0.819) 

-1.114* 
(0.702) 

2.244* 
(1.700) 

-0.340 
(2.044) 

6.516*** 
(2.526) 

-2.747 
(2.471) 

       
Social Welfare -0.682 0.702* -3.486*** -2.311 1.733 2.245** 
 (0.564) (0.483) (1.490) (1.608) (1.154) (1.129) 
       
Race and Social 
Groups 

-3.516*** 
(1.289) 

1.965** 
(1.105) 

-0.805 
(2.316) 

-0.556 
(2.498) 

-1.310 
(2.242) 

3.969** 
(2.193) 

       
Economy -2.161*** 0.873* -9.117*** -8.510*** 1.527 2.807 
 (0.553) (0.474) (1.474) (1.590) (2.235) (2.186) 
       
Foreign Affairs 1.140 0.724 -1.419 -0.055 2.895 -1.271 
 (0.873) (0.748) (1.714) (1.849) (3.267) (3.195) 
       
Government 
Functioning 

-1.855 
(1.436) 

-3.157** 
(1.231) 

-0.130 
(1.338) 

-16.053*** 
(1.443) 

-0.229 
(2.641) 

-3.519 
(2.583) 

       
Editorial 
Endorsement 

1.415*** 
(0.166) 

-0.399*** 
(0.142) 

0.065 
(0.495) 

-3.418*** 
(0.534) 

0.519** 
(0.307) 

-2.867*** 
(0.301) 

       
Polling Gap -0.082*** -0.335*** -0.011 -0.323*** 0.023 0.167*** 
 (0.035) (0.030) (0.083) (0.090) (0.058) (0.057) 
       
Debate 0.308 3.349*** 1.796 -1.034 -1.321 0.176 
 (0.593) (0.509) (1.931) (2.083) (1.138) (1.113) 
       
VP Debate 6.664*** 0.788 3.319 3.407 -3.181 1.453 
 (1.190) (1.020) (2.813) (3.035) (2.557) (2.501) 
       
Republican 
Convention 

16.532*** 
(0.546) 

-12.312*** 
(0.468) 

9.321*** 
(1.007) 

-4.396*** 
(1.086) 

--- --- 

       
Democratic 
Convention 

--- --- -3.070*** 
(1.027) 

2.798*** 
(1.108) 

-4.235*** 
(1.165) 

0.050 
(1.139) 

       
Days until Election 0.042*** -0.049*** 0.063*** 0.100*** -0.024* 0.055*** 
 (0.007) (0.006) (0.016) (0.017) (0.012) (0.012) 
       
Constant 43.817*** 50.465*** 43.590*** 39.903*** 51.759*** 48.735*** 
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 (0.400) (0.343) (1.639) (1.768) (0.630) (0.616) 
       
Observations 37,467 37,467 2,052 2,052 1,757 1,757 
Adjusted R2 0.04 0.03 0.12 0.11 0.02 0.06 
Standard errors in parentheses       
***p<.01; **p<.05; *p<.10 (one-tailed except performance issue and debate variables) 
 

As with the more general issue category model, performance issues were 

important influences on favorability. Foreign affairs had effects in none of the three 

elections. But economic news had an effect in 1992 and 1996, and the damage done by 

the various White House scandals is evident in the enormous coefficient for government 

functioning for Clinton in 1996. 

In general, Table 5-6 shows that the effects of the party-ownership status of an 

issue were not limited to just one category of issues. Each of the five partisan issue 

categories had effects on media favorability in at least one year, and three—taxes and 

spending, defense, security and military, and social welfare—were significant in all 

three.62

 

The Effects of an Increase in Partisan Content 

While these data are useful for showing the variations in coverage as a result of 

the primary focus of a news story, they do not tell us much in the way of the cumulative 

effect of the changing agenda of a campaign. In other words, it would be interesting to 

know if coverage for a candidate becomes more favorable if a news story includes a 

higher number of partisan issues. Does a story that discusses three GOP issues, for 
                                                 
62 I also ran the models in Tables 5-5 and 5-6 with dummy variables for each of the newspapers in my 
sample to gauge whether coverage in certain newspapers was accounting for the effects. Doing so does not 
change the substantive results of the models—the partisan issue variables remain significant. The biggest 
difference in the two sets of models is the absence of significance on the editorial endorsement variable 
when the newspaper dummies are included. This, of course, makes sense. In the Tables 5-5 and 5-6 models, 
the editorial endorsement variable is picking up variation among the different newspapers, depending on 
which candidate they endorsed. The dummies for each paper do the same thing. The results of these models 
are shown in Appendix Tables D-3 and D-4. 
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example, produce a higher Republican favorability score than a story that deals with one? 

Fortunately, the data from 1996 and 2000 allow me to examine this possibility. 

Each story in those years was coded for up to three issue mentions—a primary, 

secondary, and tertiary focus. (In the previous analyses, only the primary issue code was 

used.) For example, a story could include a discussion of Social Security, prescription 

drugs, and education, in which case it would be coded as having three Democratic issues. 

If there is a cumulative effect of issue ownership on media favorability, then stories with 

a heavier dose of one party’s issue agenda should generate a higher favorability rating for 

that party’s candidate. 

To test for this possibility, I ran the same regression analysis as in Table 5-5, but 

the issue topic variables now range from 0 to 3, instead of being dummy variables. That 

is, the variables now represent how many Democratic, Republican, or performance issues 

were included in a particular story. The distribution of the issue content variables is 

shown in Appendix Tables B-6 and B-7. 

Table 5-7 presents the results of the model. In every case, the coefficients point in 

the expected direction: News coverage is more favorable as the number of owned issues 

in a story increases, and less favorable the more opposition issues appear in a story. Six 

of the eight coefficients are statistically significant. More specifically, every coefficient 

representing the effect of a candidate’s party’s owned issue in a story is significant. As 

the number of a candidate’s owned issues in a story increases, so does the story’s 

favorability toward him. 
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Table 5-7. The Effect on Candidate Favorability of the Number of Issues in a Story, 
1996-2000 

 1996 2000 
   
 Dole Clinton Bush Gore
N of Republican Issues 1.074** -0.353 0.807* -1.345** 
 (0.517) (0.566) (0.598) (0.582) 
     
N of Democratic Issues -0.278 2.333*** -0.897* 1.822*** 
 (0.705) (0.772) (0.595) (0.579) 
     
N of Performance Issues -2.166*** -3.757*** 0.172 -1.423** 
 (0.492) (0.539) (0.657) (0.639) 
     
Editorial Endorsement 0.370 -3.114*** 0.503* -2.828*** 
 (0.500) (0.547) (0.307) (0.299) 
     
Poll Standing -0.023 -0.302*** 0.003 0.163*** 
 (0.083) (0.091) (0.058) (0.056) 
     
Debate 1.739 -0.533 -1.478 0.117 
 (1.939) (2.122) (1.137) (1.107) 
     
VP Debate 4.102 1.865 -3.734 1.447 
 (2.817) (3.083) (2.557) (2.489) 
     
Republican Convention 9.837*** -3.653*** --- --- 
 (1.004) (1.099)   
     
Democratic Convention -2.719*** 2.667*** -4.483*** 0.343 
 (1.023) (1.120) (1.166) (1.135) 
     
Days until Election 0.046*** 0.081*** -0.024* 0.055*** 
 (0.015) (0.017) (0.012) (0.012) 
     
Constant 43.951*** 40.629*** 52.143*** 48.809*** 
 (1.691) (1.850) (0.644) (0.627) 
     
Observations 2,052 2,052 1,757 1,757 
Adjusted R2 0.11 0.08 0.02 0.07 
Standard errors in parentheses       
***p<.01; **p<.05; *p<.10 (one-tailed tests, except performance issue and debate 
variables) 
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To gauge the magnitude of the effects across the range of possibilities—one to 

three partisan issues—I calculated the shifts in favorability for an increase in the partisan 

content of a story. While the size of the coefficients once again is not dramatic, the 

cumulative result of an increase in the partisan agenda of a story can have substantial 

effect on favorability. For Clinton in 1996, for example, the inclusion of three 

Democratic issues in a story produced a 7-point increase in favorability. For Gore, the 

increase associated with the appearance of three Democratic issues in a story was slightly 

more than five points.63 The corresponding increases for the Republican candidates are 

smaller—3.6 points for Dole, 2.2 for Bush—an interesting partisan difference. One 

possibility is that the smaller shifts for GOP issues are a product of the differences in the 

baseline favorability for the candidates. 64 Dole and Bush’s coverage on other topics was 

more favorable than Clinton and Gore’s so the effects of “changing the subject” to owned 

issues would have proved more beneficial to the Democrats than the Republicans.65

Just as with the analysis relying on the primary focus of each news story, I also 

ran the same model to gauge the cumulative effects of an increase in specific issues in a 

story. Again, the issue variables range from 0 to 3, depending on how many issues in 

each category were coded for each story. The distribution of the variables is shown in the 

Appendix B. 

Table 5-8 shows that, just as with the primary issue focus in Table 5-6, taxes and 

spending, defense, and social welfare had significant effects on media favorability. An 
 

63 These numbers assume the stories appear in a newspaper that did not endorse either candidate. When a 
newspaper gives a candidate its endorsement, the effects grow larger, from one-half of a point to about 
three points. The effects decrease, though less sharply, when a newspaper endorses the candidate’s 
opponent. 
64 As is evident in the distribution of the issue content variables in Appendix B, few stories included three 
mentions of a single party’s issue. As a result, the uppermost effects of the partisan content variables are 
based on only a handful of cases and should be taken with the requisite grain of salt.  
65 A second possibility is that the GOP effects are smaller because of the relatively lower salience of 
Republican issues in 1996 and 2000, compared to performance and Democratic issues (see Table 5-2). 
Being less important, GOP-owned issues generated less media favorability. 
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increase in the number of issues related to taxes and spending boosted the favorability of 

news coverage for Dole and Bush, and decreased Gore’s favorability. The same is true 

for defense, security, and military issues. On the Democratic side, the model shows 

significant increases in favorability for Clinton and Gore when social welfare was in the 

news, and a decrease in favorability for Bush. In all, 17 of the 20 partisan-issue 

coefficients are signed in the expected direction, and none are contradictory. 

 

Table 5-8. The Effect on Candidate Favorability of the Number of Specific Issues in a 
Story, 1996-2000 

 1996 2000 
 Dole Clinton Bush Gore
     
N of Civil and Social Order Issues -0.338 -1.021* -1.058 -0.297 
 (0.708) (0.772) (0.898) (0.876) 
     
N of Taxes and Spending Issues 3.217*** -0.340 1.917** -2.233*** 
 (0.856) (0.934) (0.985) (0.960) 
     
N of Def., Security, and Military Issues 2.366** -0.297 2.378** -2.090** 
 (1.025) (1.118) (1.192) (1.162) 
     
N of Social Welfare Issues -0.525 2.716*** -1.068* 2.037*** 
 (0.843) (0.919) (0.675) (0.658) 
     
N of Race and Social Groups Issues 1.760 0.460 -0.578 1.090 
 (1.234) (1.347) (1.229) (1.198) 
     
N of Economy Issues -5.159*** -1.930*** 1.368 -0.778 
 (0.664) (0.724) (1.001) (0.975) 
     
N of Foreign Affairs Issues 0.421 1.193 -0.164 0.104 
 (1.113) (1.215) (1.752) (1.708) 
     
N of Government Functioning Issues 0.182 -8.029*** -1.046 -2.443** 
 (0.708) (0.772) (0.989) (0.964) 
     
Editorial Endorsement 0.388 -3.226*** 0.472* -2.795*** 
 (0.497) (0.542) (0.308) (0.300) 
     
Polling Gap -0.024 -0.293*** 0.014 0.158*** 
 (0.083) (0.090) (0.058) (0.057) 
     
Debate 2.696 -1.486 -1.420 0.096 
 (1.923) (2.098) (1.136) (1.107) 
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VP Debate 3.064 2.966 -3.578 1.311 
 (2.793) (3.048) (2.554) (2.489) 
     
Republican Convention 9.622*** -3.406*** 0.000 0.000 
 (0.997) (1.088) (0.000) (0.000) 
     
Democratic Convention -2.209** 2.949*** -4.279*** 0.278 
 (1.017) (1.110) (1.169) (1.140) 
     
Days until Election 0.052*** 0.061*** -0.024* 0.056*** 
 (0.015) (0.017) (0.012) (0.012) 
     
Constant 43.441*** 41.942*** 52.089*** 48.808*** 
 (1.683) (1.836) (0.644) (0.627) 
     
Observations 2,052 2,052 1,757 1,757 
R-squared 0.13 0.11 0.02 0.07 
Standard errors in parentheses 
***p<.01; **p<.05; *p<.10 (one-tailed except performance issue and debate variables) 

 

AIDING AND ABETTING ISSUE TRESPASSING? GEORGE W. BUSH AND THE 
EDUCATION ISSUE 

While the data presented above reveal journalists’ tendency to treat candidates 

more favorably on owned than on opposition issues, there are exceptions. In some cases, 

the media may aid and abet candidates trying to “issue trespass,” or campaign on their 

opponent’s policy territory. This is a potentially important phenomenon, candidates do 

frequently talk about their opponents' issues in speeches and television advertisements 

(Holian 2004; Norpoth and Buchanan 1992; Sides n.d.; Sigelman and Buell 2004; Simon 

2002). 

In the three elections for which I have data, this is best illustrated by George W. 

Bush's seizure of the education issue in the 2000 campaign, and his ensuing news 

coverage. As part of a broader strategy of “compassionate conservatism”—an effort to 

soften the GOP's image among moderate voters—Bush made the traditionally 

Democratic issue his primary focus. According to data collected by the Wisconsin 



Advertising Project, Bush mentioned education in his TV ads more than any other topic, 

many of which promoted the reforms encompassed in his “No Child Left Behind” plan. 

Rather than being punished by the press for plunging into opposition territory, Bush’s 

favorability ratings on education stories were remarkably positive. 

Figure 5-3 presents mean favorability ratings on stories that focused primarily on 

education for both Republican and Democratic candidates for each election. In 1992 and 

1996, the data look the way the issue-ownership hypothesis would suppose: Coverage for 

Clinton was significantly more positive than his Republican counterparts’, with a sizeable 

eight-point lead on Bush in 1992. But in contrast, George W. Bush in 2000 neutralized 

what should have been an advantage for Gore. Not only did Bush and Gore tie on 

education stories, but the Republican's average favorability score is significantly higher 

than his fellow partisans’ (p=.03 between son and father, p=.01 between Bush and Dole). 

Figure 5-3. Mean Favorability toward Republicans and Democrats on Education Stories, 
1992-2000 
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Table 5-9 slices the data another way, showing the proportion of positive, 

negative, and neutral education stories for Republican candidates. Again, Bush's coverage 

is significantly more favorable and less negative than his 1992 and 1996 counterparts (as 

shown by the z-scores for difference of proportions tests). 

 

Table 5-9. Percentage of Positive, Negative, and Neutral Education Stories for 
Republican Candidates, 1992-2000 

    
 Negative (%) Neutral (%) Positive (%) 
    
1992 42.4 4.8 37.5 
    
1996 50.0 33.3 16.7 
    
2000 31.8 20.5 47.7 
    
z-score (1992  vs. 2000 ) 3.34** 4.28** 1.35* 
    
z-score (1996 vs. 2000) 1.47* 1.17 2.54* 
    
*p<.10; **p<.05 

 

Though the education data are intriguing, it is possible that they have less to do 

with Bush’s issue trespassing on education but with a tendency for the press to cover him 

favorably on social welfare issues in general. After all, in the multivariate analysis, social 

welfare news did not seem to hurt Bush as consistently as it did the previous GOP 

candidates (see Table 5-6).66 To probe this possibility, I calculated Bush’s average 

favorability scores on five other Democratic issue categories, data presented in Table 5-

10. 

                                                 
66 An increase in the number of social welfare issues in a single story does, as shown in Table 5-8, hurt 
Bush in the predicted way. 
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Table 5-10. Mean Favorability for Bush and Gore on Democratic Issue Stories, 2000 

 Bush Gore 
Education 53.2 

(14.7) 
53.9 

(16.9) 
   
Environment 48.3 

(13.9) 
51.7 

(13.1) 
   
Health care 51.4 

(14.1) 
54.7 

(14.4) 
   
Other social welfare issues (e.g., Social Security) 49.4 

(13.0) 
52.7 

(13.6) 
   
Race and civil rights 45.0 

(6.4) 
55.6 

(12.8) 
   
Other social groups 58.5 

(17.5) 
48.5 

(10.8) 
   
Standard deviations in parentheses. 
 
 

In every case but one, the mean favorability rating for Bush on education stories 

is higher than on other Democratic issue stories. (Also, in every case but one, Gore's 

advantage is larger than on education.) Because of the small number of stories, most of 

the differences are not statistically significant, though several are close. For example, the 

t-tests between Bush’s education coverage and both environment and other social welfare 

issue stories have p-values of .12. Notably, the favorability scores on other topics Bush 

made a large part of his campaign, such as Social Security and Medicare (included in 

other social welfare), were lower than on education.67 Again, the differences between 

                                                 
67 The anomalous favorability score for other social groups is somewhat perplexing. Nine of the 10 stories 
in that category focused on women's issues, so it is unclear why Bush's coverage was so favorable and 
Gore's so poor. 
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education and other topics are not enormous, but this in line with the larger story of issue 

coverage in these three elections.68

Why then, was Bush able to overcome his party’s disadvantage on education, but 

not other Democratic topics? I speculate that the difference came from Bush’s experience 

working on education issues as governor of Texas. The partisan biases evident in this 

chapter, I have argued, stem from journalists’ expectations about candidate credibility on 

certain issues. When candidates talk about issues their party does not own, reporters are 

apt to treat them more skeptically than when owned issues are in the news. In other 

words, by virtue of their party affiliation, candidates have built-in credibility on certain 

issues, but deficits on others. 

This was the difference with Bush and education in 2000.Throughout the 2000 

campaign, Bush touted his success in Texas in reforming the state’s education system. He 

pointed to legislation he supported that increased teacher accountability and implemented 

a testing system to improve the measurement of student performance. Bolstering Bush’s 

arguments were testimonials from Texas Democrats who said the former governor had 

done much to help the state’s schools. It is conceivable that this was an objective 

indicator of credibility that served as a shortcut for journalists in framing their coverage 

of education during the campaign. While Bush had inherited a party-based disadvantage 

on the issue, his record helped him overcome that credibility deficit. If this is what 

happened, it makes sense that news coverage on Social Security, Medicare, the 

environment, and other Democratic issues was not similarly buoyed. Those were not 

matters on which Bush had an independent record of success, which meant coverage on 

those topics was likely to reflect the GOP’s traditional issue-handling disadvantages. In 

 
68 If the analysis is run on stories that were coded as mentioning education—rather than having the issue as 
the story’s primary focus, as is shown in Table 5-10—the differences between education and environment 
and other social welfare are significant (p<.05). 
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some ways, this may be similar to why press coverage of crime during the Clinton 

administration began to favor the Democrats (Holian 2004). Clinton’s efforts to pass a 

high-profile crime bill that put more police on the streets—part of a broader attempt to 

change the frame of the crime debate from “punishment” to “prevention”—may have 

given him a shot of credibility on crime with the press corps. To be sure, this explanation 

is speculative. But if nothing else, it yields testable hypotheses with which to test the 

relationship between trespassing and media favorability on other issues and in other 

elections. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The data presented in this chapter have offered a number of ways to explore the 

argument I set forth about the relationship between issue ownership and news media 

favorability. In several different analyses—the examination of mean favorability ratings, 

the percentage of positive and negative stories across issue topics, and in the multivariate 

models—small but measurable effects emerged. Candidates receive better coverage when 

the story is about an issue their party is conventionally considered to own. The evidence 

of this sort of bias in the news is subtle, but it is also consistent. In certain cases, 

especially when candidates are able to develop credibility on an issue independent of 

their party affiliation, the media may serve as an accomplice to issue trespassing. 

Still, the data here are not unequivocal. For technical reasons, there may be reason 

to be skeptical of the results. Most obviously, the fit of the regression models is not good, 

with adjusted R2 statistics ranging from .02 to .13. The models leave unexplained much 

of the variance in the favorability scale measure. Were the effects of the issue content 

variables large, this might be of lesser concern. But since the effects are modest at best, it 

is possible that a more fully specified model might erase their effects. At the very least, 
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the unexplained variance suggests future research should try to identify factors that could 

add to the explanatory power of similar favorability models. 

The second methodological issue is the differences in the newspaper samples for 

the three election years, as described in Chapter 3. On one hand, the consistency of the 

findings is comforting: Even with samples of differing size and different publications, the 

results of the analysis in three distinct elections are similar. But it does raise the question 

of whether the results would persist if the sample were held constant across the years. 

To probe this possibility, I ran the main analyses presented above with the four 

newspapers common to all three years’ samples. These are the Chicago Tribune, Dallas 

Morning News, Los Angeles Times, and the New York Times. The Tribune and Morning 

News are regional publications, and the New York Times and Los Angeles Times are 

typically considered “elite” papers. The four papers have diversity in their geography—

Midwest, Southwest, West Coast, and East Coast—and their politics; the Tribune and 

Morning News are typically conservative, while the two Times’ editorial pages tend to 

lean left. In short, the four comprise a useful set of papers to compare with the full 

sample. To the extent that the results are similar, I can be more confident in the findings 

presented above. 

In broad strokes, the reduced-sample analysis supports the initial findings, though 

they are not universally confirmatory. I began by comparing the mean favorability ratings 

for Republican candidates on Republican and Democratic issues, and then did likewise 

for Democratic candidates (analogous to the data presented in Figures 5-1 and 5-2). In 

five of the six cases, candidates received significantly higher ratings on owned than on 

opposition issues. In fact, while only three of the differences in Figure 5-1 and 5-2 reach 

conventional levels of significance, all of the differences in the reduced-sample analysis 
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do. (Only with Clinton in 1996, whose Republican-issue coverage was very favorable, 

were the findings contradictory.) 

I also re-ran the models in Tables 5-5 and 5-7 with the four-paper sample. Again, 

the results look similar to the full-sample models. Because of the reduction in the number 

of stories—from thousands to hundreds—there are fewer statistically significant 

coefficients, but the effects of the issue-content variables, for the most part, run in the 

expected direction. In the primary-issue model, nine of the 12 owned-issue coefficients 

points in the expected direction. And in the cumulative-issue model, five of the eight 

coefficients are signed correctly.69 Overall, the reduced-sample analysis supports the 

earlier findings, indicating the results were not simply a product of the differences in the 

samples. 

Given the consistency of the effects, the question is whether or not they are 

important. The effects range from one to seven points on a 100-point scale, a magnitude 

that some might describe as “minimal” and others might argue is substantively 

meaningless. To be sure, it is unclear at this point how important these differences may 

be in determining electoral outcomes or shaping public opinion. 

 What is notable, however, is the appearance of a pattern across the three election 

years. Journalists tend to be assiduous in their pursuit of objectivity, seeking to insulate 

their coverage from charges of bias by giving time to “all” sides of a story. Still, the 

evidence here suggests that reporters do not treat candidates equally across all issues. On 

matters where parties have established credibility, their candidates tend to receive more 

favorable coverage than on issues that are the domain of the opposition party. While 

social science has found little evidence of systematic partisan media bias (D’Alessio and 
 

69 Across the two sets of models—one primary issue content, and one for the cumulative issue content—
there are 20 coefficients that test the effects of owned-issue content on favorability. Of those, 14 were 
signed in the expected direction, and only one—a negative effect for Clinton of Democratic issue news in 
1996—was contradictory.  
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Allen 2000), these data indicate that party reputations are instrumental in shaping news 

coverage during presidential campaigns. More generally, political context appears to 

interact with journalistic norms to affect the content of issue news. 

Whence might these differences come? I have argued that journalists may be 

more skeptical when candidates talk about opposition issues, and that the sources on 

which they build stories may produce the differences in coverage. A preliminary analysis 

of data from 2000 suggests that the effects of issue ownership may arise more from an 

imbalance in sourcing than from tone. Simple difference of means tests revealed no 

statistically significant differences in tone toward Al Gore and George W. Bush across 

issue categories. There are, however, small differences in the number of partisan sources 

that appear in issue stories—more Democratic sources are quoted in reports about 

Democratic issues, while GOP sources are more numerous on Republican issue stories. In 

line with the other findings presented here, the differences are small, representing just a 

fraction of a source across issues. But although preliminary, the examination suggests 

that source bias might be accounting for some of the effects of issue ownership on news 

coverage. More work, of course, is needed to know for sure. 

Regardless of the origins, the existence of identifiable effects on media 

favorability is important because of the potential influence on candidate strategy and 

public opinion. Candidates already have powerful incentives to try to shape the campaign 

agenda in ways that highlight the issues on which they have an advantage. The data here 

suggest the media may give them one more reason to pursue a strategy of issue 

ownership. If candidates consistently receive more favorable coverage on owned issues, 

and journalists are willing to place more sympathetic sources in those stories, then 

candidates have an additional incentive to stick to their turf, eschewing dialogue for 

monologue (Simon 2002).  
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The effect of favorable media coverage on candidates certainly has its limits, 

though. Many other factors influence the issues candidates talk about during campaigns 

(e.g., Sides n.d.). And candidates should pursue good press only on issues the public 

actually cares about. A Democrat, for example, might get excellent coverage in stories 

about air pollution and water quality. But unless the environment is a salient political 

problem, it is unlikely to affect voters’ evaluations. Favorable coverage is valuable only 

if it is relevant. 

The potential implications for public opinion are also intriguing, since the media 

have been shown in some circumstances to affect public attitudes toward issues (e.g., 

Page, Shapiro, and Dempsey 1987). The magnitude of the effects uncovered here are not 

huge, and I do not suggest that unfavorable news coverage on partisan issues could 

rapidly turn voters against a candidate. But a steady drumbeat of positive or negative 

coverage over the course of a lengthy campaign could create a credibility gap for 

candidates on certain issues, just as the tone of coverage has been shown to influence 

evaluations of Senate candidates (Kahn and Kenney 2002). To the extent that those issues 

become central to voter decision-making, news coverage could have electoral 

implications. In the longer term, the findings here also hint that the media may play a role 

in the perpetuation of issue ownership. Issue-handling reputations are derived from the 

groups that form the parties’ base support (Petrocik 1996), but such coalitional inertia 

might not be all that maintains those advantages. By offering a flow of information that 

reminds the public of party stereotypes, news coverage could serve to solidify issue-

handling reputations.  

Finding the answers to these questions will require more study. But one sure 

result of the present investigation is to underscore that political parties remain relevant in 

American politics. After the near-sounding of the death knell by scholars in the 1970s 
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and 1980s (e.g., Broder 1972; Wattenberg 1998), more recent research has focused on the 

revival of parties for the understanding of elections and policymaking (e.g., Bartels 2000; 

Cox and McCubbins 1993). This chapter, in showing how issue ownership can drive the 

news, points to another way in which parties remain instrumental in shaping politics in 

the United States. 
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Chapter 6: Whose Agenda Wins Out? 
The Effects on Voters of Candidate and Media Issue Attention 

In the fall of 1996, the American electorate was faced with a choice. On one hand, 

they could give a second four-year term to the Democratic incumbent, a president who 

was presiding over a period of peace and economic prosperity but whose party had been 

repudiated in the previous mid-term elections. On the other, they had the opportunity to 

replace him with the former majority leader of the U.S. Senate, a Republican promising a 

15% tax cut and a more muscular drug war. Guided by party identification and an 

assessment of the previous four years, the choice for many was easy. But some citizens, 

those for whom the difference between Bill Clinton and Bob Dole was not so clear-cut, 

probably wanted to hear from the candidates themselves before making a decision. And 

so, as do millions of voters every election cycle, they would have turned to the news 

media to tell them what the candidates were saying on the campaign trail. 

As I showed in Chapter 4, voters tuning into the campaign at different points in 

the autumn of 1996 would have encountered a very different portrait of the electoral 

debate. News viewers and readers in early September were rather likely to hear Clinton’s 

pronouncements about education programs and economic expansion, as well as Dole’s 

promotion of his tax cut and promises to beef up the nation’s defenses. At that point, the 

media’s agenda was relatively similar to the candidates’, and news outlets were serving 

as a not unreliable conduit of Clinton and Dole’s messages. 

But weeks later, as Election Day closed in, the news was much less reflective of 

Clinton and Dole’s issue priorities. While the two candidates remained focused on the 

same topics they had been talking about for months, the media had turned their attention 

to other matters, most prominently campaign finance reform and the alleged White House 
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fundraising improprieties. As a result, news consumers were unlikely to hear about the 

issues the president and his challenger were talking about. Clinton and Dole continued to 

run television advertising in an effort to get their issue agendas directly to the American 

people, but there is little evidence late in the campaign that the media were helpful in 

passing those messages along. By the approach of Election Day, the candidates’ agendas 

had been supplanted by what journalists considered a more newsworthy one. 

The patterns of candidate-media issue convergence and divergence in 1996 not 

only shine light on the professional and political factors that affect journalists’ 

willingness to pass along candidate messages. They also raise several questions about 

elite influence in political campaigns. Which group of actors is more powerful in shaping 

the public’s issue agenda? Does that influence vary depending on whether candidates and 

the media converge on the same issue agenda, on one hand, or focus on different topics, 

on the other? And are certain individuals more likely than others to be influenced by 

candidates or the media? 

As noted in Chapter 2, scholars have not provided definitive answers to these 

questions. The purpose of this chapter is to make progress in that area, reporting the 

results of a laboratory experiment designed to compare the influence of candidates and 

the media under conditions of agenda convergence and divergence. Using a design that 

takes advantage of the occurrence of the 2006 Texas gubernatorial election, I find the 

media to be more influential agenda setters than candidates. Not surprisingly, the 

strongest effects emerge when news reports and campaign communications converge on 

the same topic, suggesting the benefit to candidates when the media reflect their issue 

priorities. More politically knowledgeable individuals are less likely to be influenced by 

candidate or media issue attention. Those with higher levels of trust in the media are 
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slightly more susceptible to news effects, and Democrats appear somewhat more 

receptive to their candidate’s preferred issue agenda. 

I begin the chapter by describing the design of the experiment and the efforts to 

recruit a diverse pool of participants. I then present a number of descriptive and 

multivariate analyses, concluding the chapter with a discussion of the findings. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The use of experimental methods in political science and communications 

research has grown in recent years (see Kinder and Palfrey 1993; Iyengar and Simon 

2000). In large part, this is because experiments give researchers complete control over 

the content of media reports or candidate advertising and over subjects’ exposure to those 

communications. In the end, this makes it easier to draw firm causal conclusions about 

the effects of political information on individuals, something frequently elusive in survey 

research. For those reasons, I have chosen to use an experiment here. To be sure, 

experiments are not without their shortcomings, the most important of which are 

questions of external validity. As discussed in Chapter 3, however, my design has sought 

to minimize those concerns as much as possible, relying on a relatively diverse 

participant pool and embedding the experiment during an actual political campaign. 
 

Design 

The study required a design that would allow me to examine individuals’ 

susceptibility to agenda setting by the media, by candidates, and under conditions of 

candidate-media issue convergence and divergence. To accomplish that, I created a 

multiple-exposure experiment in which subjects read through news articles and candidate 

speeches from the 2006 Texas gubernatorial campaign without knowing that I was 
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interested in gauging how their perception of issue salience changed between a pre- and 

post-exposure survey. 

Subjects were recruited in early March 2006 through a series of advertisements 

placed in Austin newspapers and on online message boards.70 The ads promised $40 in 

compensation for completion of the study. When the volunteers called a phone number 

listed in the ad, they spoke with the author, who described the study further. The subjects 

were told they would be reading news articles and speeches and that the study was 

interested in “the relationship between people’s political attitudes and how easy or 

difficult they find it to read the texts.”71 The subjects were not told initially of the study’s 

focus on agenda setting, though they were fully debriefed after their participation. In the 

initial phone call, several pieces of information were collected: the subject’s name, 

contact information, age, and zip code. 

A pre-exposure measure of issue salience also was taken during the call, with 

subjects being asked to place a series of political issues “currently facing the state of 

Texas” on an issue-importance scale, ranging from 0 to 100. (Higher scores represented 

more importance.) The eight issues were the environment, the economy, crime, health 
 

70 The ads were published over a three-week period in March in newspapers and on the Internet. Two days 
following the March 7 party primaries, ads were placed in the region’s largest newspaper, the Austin 
American-Statesmen, the online version of Austin’s alternative weekly, the Austin Chronicle, and on the 
online message board craigslist.org. One week later, a second ad appeared in the Austin American-
Statesman, and one week after that, an advertisement appeared in the University of Texas newspaper, The 
Daily Texan. The text of the ad was slightly different in the various publications, but they all communicated 
the same basic information: “UT researcher looking for volunteers for a study of the readability of various 
texts (news articles, speeches, etc.). Participants will come to the University for two 1-hour visits (on 
consecutive weekday evenings) to read texts and answer follow-up questions. Participants will be paid $40 
upon completion of the study. Must be 18 years old to participate. For information, call xxx-xxxx.” 
71 The use of the cover story—the focus on the readability of the texts—was necessary to in order to 
achieve a clear estimate of agenda setting, since it would be impossible to accurately gauge the effects if 
the subjects knew the purpose of the study. The frame was approved by the University of Texas’ 
Institutional Review Board, which oversees research using human subjects. Also, the ad did not mention 
the study’s political nature out of a concern of drawing a sample of highly politically interested subjects—
and perhaps keeping away people who dislike politics. As far as I can tell, the strategy was successful. As 
is shown in Appendix Table A-1, the sample is hardly homogenous in its level of interest in politics—the 
mode is “somewhat interested”—and no subjects declined to participate once they learned it involved 
politics. 
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care, social issues, education, immigration, and taxes.72 After each issue was read aloud, 

the subject assigned it a score. To eliminate question-ordering effects, the sequence of the 

issues was randomized for each subject. The scores served as a measure of pre-exposure 

issue salience, to be compared to their responses to the same question after their 

participation in the experiment. 

Subjects were then scheduled to come to a classroom at the University of Texas 

on two consecutive weekday nights, necessary for the multiple-exposure design. They 

were told they would be paid at the end of their participation, but would not be paid if 

they did not complete both sessions. Detailed directions to the campus classroom were 

sent via e-mail, and a reminder was sent one day before their first session.73

The efforts to attract as diverse a subject pool as possible succeeded in part, 

yielding a sample more heterogeneous in age, levels of education, and income than a 

typical class of students. Appendix Table C-1 displays descriptive statistics for my 

sample next to the nationally representative 2004 NES draw. On some counts, the 

samples are similar. For example, the racial group distributions and TV and newspaper 

consumption variables are similar, as are the levels of trust in the media, a key variable. 

But in several ways, the comparisons are not so favorable. My sample is 

somewhat younger, less male, more educated, more politically knowledgeable, and less 

politically interested than the American public.74 The most glaring problem, though, is 

 
72 The wording of the question was as follows: “I’m going to read you a list of issues currently facing the 
state of Texas. What I’d like you to do is to tell me, on a scale from 0 to 100, how important you think each 
issue is. A score of 0 would mean you think the issue is not important at all, and a score of 100 means you 
think issue is of the utmost importance. You are free to give each issue any number in between 0 and 100. 
Does that make sense?” Once the subjects indicated they understood, they were read the list of issues, one 
at a time. 
73 In all, the advertisements generated roughly 215 queries. Over three weeks, 194 participants were 
scheduled to participate. Of those, 159 showed up at their scheduled first session, for an 81% participation 
rate. Only two of the subjects who participated in the first session failed to come back the second night, 
making for a 99% return rate. 
74 In terms of political knowledge, this is not unlike a student sample, where subjects typically know much 
more about politics than the general public. Concern about this may be somewhat ameliorated by the 
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the distribution of partisanship and ideology. Whereas 29% of Americans call themselves 

Republicans, just 13% of my sample did. As a result, 43% of my sample is Democratic, 

compared to 32% for the general public. (The proportion of independents and other party 

identifiers are in line with the national sample.) The leftward skew also appears in the 

ideology variable, where the proportions of moderates and liberals (45% and 40%, 

respectively) are too large, and the percentage of conservatives (15%) too small. Because 

the sample contains so few Republicans (19) and conservatives (23), it will be difficult to 

draw solid conclusions about the effects of partisanship or ideology on agenda-setting 

susceptibility.75

 

Exposure 1 

When the subjects arrived for the first night of the experiment, they were checked 

in by the researcher and asked to fill out a questionnaire that included a series of 

demographic and political items, such as race, income, education, party identification, 

ideology, trust in the media, and interest in politics. Subjects also answered a series of 

questions designed to tap their level of political knowledge, the five-item index 

recommended by Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996). These data allow for the testing of 

individual-level hypotheses discussed in Chapter 2. I am especially interested in the 

relationship between two characteristics—an individual’s partisanship and levels of trust 

in the media—and susceptibility to agenda setting. 

 
effects of the political knowledge variable (see Table 6-5), which are in line with what previous research 
has found. Even if the distribution of knowledge in the sample is not representative, that does not seem to 
affect the findings in a worrisome way. 
75 The left-leaning the sample is partially a result of location. Austin, where the study was conducted, is a 
liberal city, and Democrats certainly outnumber Republicans. The city’s political orientation is not as 
skewed as in my sample, but it does help explain why it was difficult to recruit GOP identifiers. 
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After completing the questionnaire, the subjects were given a packet of 12 news 

articles and speeches. They were asked to read through and rate the readability of each 

item at the bottom of the page, instructions that disguised the purpose of the experiment 

but encouraged the subjects to read through the materials. They were told they did not 

have to scrutinize each item but that the researchers were interested in their “general 

impression” of their readability.76 Once they had finished the task, they were dismissed, 

with the promise that they would return the following night.77  

 

Exposure 2 

On the second night, the subjects read through and rated the readability of a 

second 12-page packet, again including news articles and speeches. When they were 

done, they were given a follow-up questionnaire. The post-exposure survey included 

several items asking about the subjects’ perceptions of the readability of the texts, as well 

as the same issue-salience questions they had answered in their initial telephone 

 
76 This set of instructions was designed to counter two potential problems. First, the instructions were 
written in a way that I hoped would keep the participations from scrutinizing each line in the articles and 
speeches, as a copy editor might. Since most people do not read news articles or candidate materials in this 
fashion, such intensive reading would have created a situation very unlike the real world; few people read 
the newspaper with such attention to detail. If they read too carefully, it is possible that any effects of the 
treatments might be attributable to the subjects’ overzealous completion of the assignment, not necessarily 
the way most people encounter political news on a daily basis. The emphasis on the reader’s “general 
impression” was designed to deal with this particular problem. On the other hand, I was also worried the 
subjects might not read the materials at all. Nothing prevented someone from giving a cursory review to 
each news article and speech, writing a number on the “readability rating” line, and never actually 
absorbing anything about the particular item. To minimize this possibility, the subjects were told there 
would be some “follow-up” questions at the end of the study. I said nothing about the content of those 
questions but hoped the prospect might encourage the subjects to, at least, skim the materials. It should of 
course be noted that skimming is precisely what many people do with the news, be it in the newspaper or 
on television. So if that occurred with any frequency, one might surmise that these were the very people 
who might read a newspaper in the same way.  For that reason, each item was designed to quickly and 
clearly indicate the topic at hand, both with headlines and lead paragraphs in the news stories, and with 
introductory remarks in the speeches. Even if a subject was giving a cursory look at each item, its topic 
should have been obvious. 
77 On average, it took the subjects about 25 minutes to read through the items—coincidentally, about the 
same amount of time as a nightly newscast. Their times ranged from 15 to 50 minutes. Since people read at 
different speeds, it is not surprising that some subjects finished more quickly than others. 
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interview.78 The changes in the importance subjects ascribe to the issues constitute the 

primary focus of this study.  

Once they were finished, they were paid $40 for their participation and debriefed 

about the actual purpose of the study. At that point, four of the 157 subjects indicated 

they suspected the actual purpose of the experiment and were eliminated from the 

subsequent data analysis. 

 

Experimental Treatments 

The experimental manipulation occurred in the content of each packet. I designed 

five treatments that exposed subjects to information about issues in the 2006 Texas 

gubernatorial campaign, varying the news articles and speeches in the packets. In each 

treatment, the amount, source, and topic of issue information were varied, which allowed 

for a comparison of the influence of candidates and the media on people’s perceptions of 

issue importance. The governor’s race made for a natural forum, as the campaign 

between Republican Rick Perry, the incumbent, and his Democratic challenger, former 

Congressman Chris Bell, had just begun. Subjects were likely familiar with the race 

without yet having been saturated with campaign information.79

Each packet contained a series of news articles identified as being published 

within the previous two weeks in the Dallas Morning News, the state’s largest 

 
78 Just as in the phone survey, the sequence of the issues in the questionnaire was randomized for each 
subject. 
79 Some background on the election is in order. Perry was nominated virtually without opposition. Bell 
won the Democratic primary in a landslide, defeating his opponent with 62% of the vote. Neither candidate 
conducted a high-profile primary campaign. Consequently, there was very little media coverage of either 
candidate. The election news that was published tended to focus on the possibility of independent 
gubernatorial bids by the Republican comptroller, Carole Keeton Strayhorn, and author and self-described 
Jewish cowboy, Kinky Friedman. To the extent that issues were raised, the state’s system of financing 
public school education drew the most attention. Texas is currently under a court order to revise what the 
state Supreme Court has ruled an unconstitutional scheme, and the matter has been at the center of state 
politics for years. 
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newspaper.80 The text of most of the articles indeed came from actual news items, though 

some of them had appeared in other papers, and all required editing.81 Because 

authenticity was key, I took several steps to make them seem as similar to actual articles 

as possible. At the top of each article, I included the Morning News logo, and the page 

was laid out in two-column newspaper format. I also used a font for headlines and text 

very similar to that of the Morning News. An effort was made to choose articles with 

headlines and lead paragraphs that clearly communicated the topic of the article, though 

some of them required editing to achieve this effect. Just like articles in an actual 

newspaper, a reader skimming the headlines and first few paragraphs would have no 

trouble identifying the focus of the story. An example of one of the news stories is shown 

in Appendix C. 

Each page containing a speech began with an identification of the speaker, a brief 

description of the source of the speech, and a small “head shot” photograph of the 

speaker. The speeches were all by prominent people, including rock singer Bono, author 

Toni Morrison, and Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates. The candidate speeches were 

identified as coming from their Web sites, and also included a small photograph of the 

candidate.82 The candidates’ speeches were edited so that its issue focus was immediately 

 
80 I chose not to use the Austin American-Statesman as the newspaper in the experiment since some 
subjects were probably regular readers. In several cases, I needed to edit and alter the news stories, and I 
was concerned subjects would recognize differences between articles they had seen in the actual paper and 
the ones they encountered in the experiment. The Dallas Morning News has the reputation of being the 
state’s best newspaper, giving it legitimacy in the public’s eyes, and also is a publication few of the 
subjects likely read on a daily basis. 
81 For purposes of authenticity and external validity, it would have been ideal to use exclusively articles 
from the Morning News. But there simply were not enough articles on the issue of interest—taxes—to do 
so. Nor could the articles be placed in the experiment unedited. Because I had to be concerned about 
overwhelming the subjects with too much information, the articles were edited down to 400-500 words 
each. Articles were also taken from the Houston Chronicle and other newspapers, and edited to place the 
focus on the necessary issue. 
82 The candidate speeches came from three sources. Most of the speeches did in fact come from speeches 
or statements on the candidates’ Web sites (www.rickperry.org, www.chrisbell.com), as did the candidate 
photos. But I also took two Perry speeches from his gubernatorial Web site and created two of the Bell 
speeches from statements he had made in published interviews. In all cases, the materials subjects were 
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clear to the reader. For the most part, this involved removing introductory remarks about 

the host of the event, or material that dealt with an issue I did not want subjects exposed 

to.83 Just as with the news articles, an attempt was made to make sure the subjects would 

quickly be able to pick up on the focus of the speech. Two examples—one Perry speech, 

one Bell speech—are included in the Appendix C.84

In designing the experiment, I chose taxes as the issue that would be central to the 

treatments, a decision I made for two reasons. First, Perry and Bell, while not centering 

their campaigns on the issue, had taken positions on taxes, which meant I was able to 

draw on actual candidate speeches and statements in creating the materials. For other 

issues, such as the environment or crime, that was not possible. The same was true for 

news coverage—enough material on taxes existed that would allow me to put together 

articles as part of the treatments. Second, taxes was not so important in the campaign that 

it was already of paramount concern for voters. Education, for example, has been at the 

top of Texans’ list of state priorities for years and would have proved a poor issue on 

which to expect a change in issue salience. Taxes represented an issue that was plausibly 

important but not so salient that public concern had reached a ceiling. In theory, 

perceptions of its importance could be moved. 

Each subject was randomly assigned into one of five treatments that varied in 

terms of the source of political issue information (news media, candidates, or both) and in 

the specific issues discussed. In all of the treatments, six of the 12 items in the packets 

were identical—four news articles and two speeches. None of those six items contained 

political content, as they served to cover the actual purpose of the experiment, which was 

 
presented with were actual campaign statements, though they had been edited for space, continuity, and 
issue focus. 
83 Put another way, the speeches were edited so that the candidates quickly got to the point. 
84 The full text of all the news articles and speeches used in each of the treatments is available from the 
author upon request. 
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to investigate the effects of the remaining six items.85 The six remaining items—which I 

will refer to as “stimulus items”—were varied in the five experimental treatments. The 

treatments are shown in Table 6-1, and the specific topics of the stimulus items are 

displayed in Appendix Table C-2 (exposure 1) and C-3 (exposure 2). The order of the 

materials in every packet was randomized with a random number generator to ensure that 

any effects could not be attributed to the order of the articles and speeches. 

 

Table 6-1. Description of Issue Emphasis of Stimulus Items, by Treatment Group 

 News Coverage Perry (R) Bell (D) 
    
Control None None None 
    
Media 6 taxes articles None None 
    
Candidates None 3 taxes speeches 3 taxes speeches 
    
Convergence 2 taxes articles 2 taxes speeches 2 taxes speeches 
    
Divergence 2 immigration articles 2 taxes speeches 2 health care speeches
    
 
  

Control: In the control, the stimulus items were non-political. I used news articles 

from what might be referred to as the “soft news” sections of the Dallas Morning News: a 

“kids page,” a section about pets, the food section, the technology section, and the 

automotive section. Again, subjects in the control group were not exposed to political 

information. 

                                                 
85 The non-political news articles in the packet for the first exposure were about (1) a non-profit that trains 
guide dogs, (2) the most recent definition of “whole grain” foods (3) the development of high-definition 
radio, and (4) a Texas woman’s recent trip to Egypt with her son. The two non-political speeches were 
excerpted from author Toni Morrison’s commencement address at Wellesley College and Microsoft 
founder Bill Gates’ speech to a recent technology conference. Each item was chosen because it lacked 
political content. 
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Media Treatment: This treatment was designed to gauge the influence of news 

coverage in the absence of candidate communications. Subjects received six news articles 

about the issue of taxes and the gubernatorial election. No candidate speeches appeared in 

this treatment. 

Candidate Treatment: This treatment was designed to gauge the influence of 

candidate communications in the absence of news coverage. Subjects read six speeches—

three each by Perry and Bell—about the issue of taxes. No news articles appeared in this 

treatment 

Convergence Treatment: The treatment was designed to measure the effect when 

both candidates and the news media converged on the same issue agenda. Subjects read 

two news stories about taxes, two Perry speeches about taxes, and two Bell speeches 

about taxes. 

Divergence Treatment: The treatment was designed to measure the effect when 

the news media and each candidate focused on different issues. Subjects read two news 

stories about immigration, two Perry speeches about taxes, and two Bell speeches about 

health care. 

On their return for the second night of the session, subjects were given another 

packet of 12 pages, very similar to the one they received the night before. Again, six of 

the items had no over political content,86 and the remaining items were varied according 

to the treatments. Each subject’s packet coincided with the treatment into which they had 

been assigned on their first visit. For example, a subject in the convergence treatment 

received, once again, a packet with two news stories, two Republican speeches, and two 
 

86 The four non-political news items in exposure 2 were about (1) the death of Dana Reeve, widow of actor 
Christopher Reeve, (2) wildflowers in Texas, (3) candy makers’ attempts to cater to the health conscious, 
and (4) the use of GPS technology to create the activity “geocaching.” The speeches were by rock singer 
Bono at the University of Pennsylvania commencement (which was edited to eliminate political material 
about worldwide poverty and AIDS) and by author David Foster Wallace at Kenyon College’s 
commencement. 
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Democratic speeches on the issue of taxes. The stories and speeches were, of course, 

different in their particulars, but the source and issue topic were the same. When the 

subjects finished reading through all of the texts, they were given the post-exposure 

questionnaire and finally debriefed. 

 

RESULTS 

Recall that the experiment was designed to compare the agenda setting effects of 

(1) candidates vs. the media, (2) under conditions of candidate-media convergence vs. 

divergence, and (3) individual-level variation in agenda-setting susceptibility. The 

primary focus is the difference in the importance subjects ascribed to taxes between the 

pre-exposure survey and the post-exposure questionnaire. 

 

Comparing the Effects of the Media, Candidates, Convergence, and Divergence 

The first question is whether there are differences across the treatments in the 

change in the subjects’ perceived importance of taxes. Recall that the subjects were asked 

to place taxes, among other issues, on an issue-importance scale ranging from 0 to 100.  

If news coverage and candidate communications during a campaign influence public 

issue salience, then the importance subjects in the treatments ascribed to taxes should 

have increased. Table 6-2 displays the mean levels of tax salience in the pre- and post-

exposure surveys, the difference between the two, and the t-scores and p-values for a 

difference of means test. For comparative purposes, the differences are displayed 

graphically in Figure 6-1.
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Table 6-2. Mean Salience of Taxes before and after Exposure, by Treatment Group 

      
 Pre-exposure Post-exposure Difference t-score p-value 
      
Control 
(n=30) 

69.1 
(18.0) 

73.3 
(24.0) 

+4.2 
(14.9) 

1.5 .14 

      
Media 
(n=31) 

66.9 
(23.9) 

81.0 
(18.9) 

+14.1* 
(18.3) 

4.3 .00 

      
Candidates 
(n=30) 

64.6 
(25.2) 

74.0 
(17.0) 

+9.4 
(21.6) 

2.4 .02 

      
Convergence 
(n=31) 

66.4 
(17.5) 

82.0 
(19.0) 

+15.6* 
(16.6) 

5.2 .00 

      
Divergence 
(n=31) 

69.9 
(17.0) 

77.2 
(16.5) 

+7.3 
(15.2) 

2.7 .01 

      
All Subjects 
(n=153) 

67.4 
(20.4) 

77.5 
(19.3) 

+10.2 
(17.8) 

7.1 .00 

      
Standard deviations are in parentheses. 
*Indicates difference is statistically different from control group difference at p<.05 
 

Despite the small number of subjects in each cell, the perceived importance of 

taxes increased for each of the four treatment groups: media, candidates, convergence, 

and divergence. The statistically significant changes are expected, given that subjects in 

each group encountered information about taxes and the gubernatorial campaign. This is 

the fundamental premise of agenda setting: Increased attention to an issue causes an 

increase in the public’s perception of its importance. The increase of 4.2 points in the 

control group is the only change that falls short of statistical significance. The non-

significant result makes sense, since those subjects were not exposed to any information 

about taxes or other political issues. 



 

Figure 6-1. Mean Increase in Tax Salience from Pre- to Post-Survey, by Treatment Group 
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The magnitude of the increases among the treatment groups is my main concern, 

and I focus first on the comparison between the media and candidates groups. The 

average increase in tax salience for subjects in the media condition was 14.1 points, while 

the increase in the candidates treatment was 9.4. The difference between the two is not 

statistically significant (p=.36, two-tailed test), though the media group mean is 

significantly different from the control group (p=.01, one-tailed test), while the 

candidates group’s is not (p=.14, one-tailed test). 

As expected, the increase in the importance of taxes was largest in the 

convergence treatment—a condition in which Perry, Bell, and the news media all focused 

on taxes. Notably, the increase of 15.6 points is significantly larger than the 7.3-point 

increase in the divergence treatment (p=.02, one-tailed test). And it is among the 

divergence group—where Perry alone focused on taxes, Bell spoke about health care, and 

the news articles dealt with immigration—that the increase in tax salience is the smallest 

(and not different from the control group). It appears from these data that agenda setting 
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may be weakest when one candidate’s preferred issue agenda is competing with his 

opponent and journalists’ interpretation of a campaign’s most important topics. 

Table 6-2 also shows that the increases are not simply a function of differences in 

the subjects’ pre-exposure perceptions of the importance of taxes across the different 

treatments. If that was so, then we might expect the groups with the lowest levels of tax 

salience to see the largest increases in the post-exposure survey, since they would simply 

have more room to climb. But that does not appear to be the case. The pre-exposure mean 

for the media group is actually higher than the candidates group’s. And the difference 

between the convergence and divergence pre-exposure means is a non-significant 5.5 

points. From the descriptive data, then, the media appear to be slightly more influential 

than candidates, and agenda setting is strongest when both candidates and media are 

focused on the same topic. 

 

Partisanship and Agenda-Setting Susceptibility 

The aggregate-level patterns, of course, obscure potential variation at the 

individual level. As described in Chapter 2, research shows that some people are more 

likely than others to accept elite cues about issue importance. Weaver and McCombs 

(1973) argue that individuals with more of a “need for orientation”—those with less 

political information, and those for whom a topic is less salient—are more likely to be 

influenced by elite emphasis of an issue. More recent research has confirmed that 

contention (see Yoo and Lee 2003). 

 But beyond these differences, which affect agenda-setting susceptibility in 

general, it is possible that partisanship and trust in the news media may make people 

more susceptible to agenda setting by candidates and the media, respectively. In brief, 

partisans should be more likely to reflect their party’s candidate’s assessment of issue 
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importance, and those with more favorable views of the media should be likely to accept 

the news media’s interpretation of what issues are important. Party identification serves 

as a filter that makes individuals more receptive to information from elites from their own 

party (Campbell et al. 1960; Zaller 1992), and trust in the media has been shown to 

facilitate media priming (Miller and Krosnick 2000).  

I first explore the potential differences between partisans and independents. To do 

so, I broke the sample into three groups: Republicans, Democrats, and 

independents/third-party identifiers.87 If partisanship influences agenda setting by 

candidates, I would expect differences in the increase in tax salience among these groups, 

depending on the treatment to which they had been assigned. If partisanship facilitates 

candidate agenda setting, the largest increases for Republicans and Democrats should 

occur in the candidates and convergence treatments. In both, Perry and Bell emphasized 

taxes in their speeches, a signal to their fellow partisans about the importance of the 

issue. For Republicans, I also expect the increases should also be large in the divergence 

condition, where Perry’s speeches dealt with taxes. (Bell’s focused on health care.) At the 

same time, the increases among independents should be smaller in the treatments in 

which only the candidates talked about taxes—candidates and divergence—than in the 

conditions (media, convergence) where the media were focused on taxes. With little 

allegiance to a party, independents’ issue agendas should have been less affected by 

candidates than the media. 

Table 6-3 displays the mean increases in tax salience for partisans and 

independents in the different treatment groups. The small number of Republicans in the 

sample makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions, but there is little evidence that they 

were more receptive to Perry’s issue emphases than the media’s. The largest increase in 
 

87 People who did not answer the party identification question in the pre-exposure questionnaire are 
excluded from the analysis. 
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salience comes in the media treatment, though, again, this is based on just two 

respondents. Likewise, the smallest increase comes in the candidates condition—even 

smaller than in the control group, where subjects were exposed to no information about 

taxes whatsoever. To be sure, the paltry sample of GOP supporters is not sufficient to 

draw conclusions from, but the data are not remotely supportive of the hypothesis. 

 

Table 6-3. Mean Change in Tax Salience, by Party Identification and Treatment Group 

 Republican Democrat Independent/Other
    
Control 7.2 

(14.7) 
[n=6] 

-0.9 
(12.2) 
[n=11] 

8.8 
(16.2) 
[n=11] 

    
Media Treatment 35.0 

(21.2) 
[n=2] 

4.3 
(12.6) 
[n=12] 

16.7 
(17.3) 
[n=16] 

    
Candidates Treatment 1.5 

(9.2) 
[n=2] 

11.6 
(17.2) 
[n=12] 

9.3 
(26.5) 
[n=15] 

    
Convergence Treatment 33.3 

(11.5) 
[n=3] 

12.9 
(17.0) 
[n=11] 

13.8 
(15.6) 
[n=13] 

    
Divergence Treatment 10.0 

(11.0) 
[n=6] 

3.7 
(16.5) 
[n=15] 

11.3 
(15.2) 
[n=10] 

    
All Subjects 
 

14.5 
(16.9) 
[n=19] 

6.2 
(15.7) 
[n=61] 

12.3 
(18.8) 
[n=65] 

Standard deviations are in parentheses. 

 

Sixty-one subjects identified as Democrats, which allows for a more useful 

examination of the relationship between partisanship and agenda-setting susceptibility. 
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While a one-way ANOVA analysis reveals narrowly non-significant differences in tax 

salience among all the treatment groups (F=1.62, p=0.18), most of the differences run in 

the hypothesized direction.  

For example, the increases in tax salience among Democrats in the media and the 

divergence conditions are not statistically different than the (negative) change in the 

control group. But the 12.5-point difference between the control and candidates 

treatment is significant (p=.03, one-tailed), as is the 13.8-point gap between the control 

and convergence groups (p=.03, one-tailed). The increase in the convergence treatment is 

significantly larger than in the media and divergence conditions (both p=.09, one-tailed), 

and the differences between the candidates and media and divergence groups are nearly 

so (both p=.12, one-tailed). Among Democrats, the hypothesized relationships between 

partisanship and agenda-setting susceptibility do emerge.88

Table 6-3 also shows the increases in tax salience among independents and other 

party identifiers to be largest in the media treatment, as expected. But the mean increase 

of 16.7 is not statistically different than in any of the other treatments.89 All else being 

equal, independents appear no more likely to have accepted the media’s interpretation of 

the major issues facing the state than the candidates’. 

In sum, the evidence for the proposed relationship between party affiliation and 

agenda-setting susceptibility is mixed. On the one hand, the data for Democrats confirm 

the hypothesis—partisans are more subject to influence by their party’s candidate than 

the media or the opposition candidate. But because of the dearth of GOP identifiers in the 
 

88 I found similar evidence when I examined the change in importance Democrats ascribed to health care, 
the issue that was the focus of Chris Bell’s speeches in the divergence treatment. If party loyalty makes 
voters more open to influence from their own candidates, then Democrats in the that condition should have 
seen the largest changes in the salience of health care. Indeed, the largest increase from the pre- to post-
survey was in the divergence group (mean=11.2, s.d.=16.9), significantly larger than compared to the 
media (p=.06, one-tailed) and candidates treatments (p=.09, one-tailed). It was not significantly larger than 
the control and convergence increases. 
89 It is nearly significantly different than the control group mean (p=.12, one-tailed). 
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sample, it is impossible to say whether the same is true for Republicans. And while the 

media appear to have the largest influence on independents and third-party identifiers, the 

differences are minimal. 

 

Media Trust and Agenda-Setting Susceptibility 

Just as attitudes toward the parties can be important in conditioning agenda-

setting susceptibility, the work of Miller and Krosnick (2000) has pointed to trust in the 

media as another potentially important factor. The more fairly and objectively people 

believe the media are, the more likely it is that news coverage will influence their 

political attitudes. For the present purposes, this suggests that people with higher levels of 

trust in the media should see larger increases in tax salience, ceteris paribus, when 

exposed to news stories about taxes. At the same time, there is no reason to expect a 

positive relationship between media trust and issue salience in the candidate treatments. 

Trust in the media was measured in the pre-exposure survey by a question that 

asked, “How much of the time do you think you can trust the media to report the news 

fairly?”90 The distribution of the four possible responses is shown in Appendix Table A-

1. Just as in the national sample, the subjects do not have what would be called soaring 

confidence in the news media. Less that 2% said the media report the news fairly “just 

about always.” On the opposite extreme, more than 13% said the media “almost never” 

do so. Most of the responses fall into in the more moderate options. Because so few 

individuals gave the most positive response—three people, in all—I collapsed the two 

generally favorable categories to create a three-category index. 

 
90 Miller and Krosnick (2000) use a three-item index to create their trust variable, but my single measure 
should be sufficient to capture general attitudes about the accuracy and fairness of the news media. 
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Table 6-4 presents the change in tax salience by levels of trust in the media, for 

the five treatment groups. As expected, there is a monotonic relationship between media 

trust and the increase in tax salience in the two treatments where news coverage focused 

on taxes: media and convergence. To test the significance of the relationship, I regressed 

the increase in salience for each individual in the two treatment groups on the three-

category trust variable. The unstandardized regression coefficient for trust is significant 

(p=.05, one-tailed). 

  

Table 6-4. Mean Change in Tax Salience, by Levels of Trust in Media and Treatment 
Group 

 Never Sometimes Most/Always 
    
Control 10.6 

(27.6) 
[n=5] 

3.5 
(12.5) 
[n=15] 

1.9 
(10.3) 
[n=10] 

    
Media Treatment -2.5 

(3.5) 
[n=2] 

12.5 
(14.5) 
[n=15] 

18.4 
(22.0) 
[n=14] 

    
Candidates Treatment 15.8 

(8.1) 
[n=4] 

11.0 
(25.1) 
[n=14] 

5.4 
(20.7) 
[n=12] 

    
Convergence Treatment 10.6 

(15.9) 
[n=5] 

14.5 
(20.2) 
[n=13] 

18.7 
(13.2) 
[n=13] 

    
Divergence Treatment 12.0 

(17.5) 
[n=5] 

7.5 
(16.1) 
[n=13] 

5.4 
(14.2) 
[n=13] 

    
All Subjects 10.7 

(17.2) 
[n=21] 

9.7 
(18.0) 
[n=70] 

10.5 
(17.9) 
[n=62] 

Standard deviations are in parentheses. 
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In the remaining groups, where news coverage was either absent or focused on 

another topic, there is no positive relationship between media trust and changes in tax 

salience. In fact, the relationship is actually negative for the control, candidate, and 

divergence groups, though not significantly so. It is possible that people with high trust in 

the media are skeptical of candidate issue emphases when they are not confirmed by 

accompanying media coverage.91 In general, though, levels of trust do indeed seem to 

mediate agenda-setting susceptibility.92

 

Multivariate Analysis 

The descriptive data thus far have suggested the news media are more influential 

in shaping perceptions of issue importance than candidates, that agenda setting is 

strongest when both groups converge on the same issue agenda, and that individuals with 

higher levels of media trust are more likely to be influenced by news coverage. There is 

also some evidence that party affiliation makes individuals more receptive to the issue 

emphases of their party’s candidate. 

To subject the conclusions about the relative influence of candidates and the 

media to a more rigorous test, I specified a regression model predicting change in a 

subject’s perception of the importance of taxes between the pre- and post-exposure 

surveys. The variable ranges from –40 to +60. It has a mean of 10.2 and a standard 

deviation of 17.8. 

 
91 Admittedly, this is somewhat unsatisfactory, since it does not explain why the effect of trust would be 
negative in the control group. 
92 I also examined mean changes in the salience of immigration among subjects in the divergence group, 
where the issue was the focus of the news stories. There was no relationship between immigration salience 
and media trust in the treatment.  
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I included in the model dummy variables for the four experimental treatments, 

which capture the effects of each treatment while holding constant the individual-level 

factors. The baseline category, to which the treatment coefficients can be compared, is 

the control group. If the findings from Figure 6-1 are robust, I would expect the effects of 

the media and convergence treatments to be larger than the candidate and divergence 

treatments. 

Also included are variables for the subject’s level of political knowledge, which is 

likely to suppress the agenda-setting effect. People who know more about politics are less 

likely to have a “need for orientation” (McCombs and Weaver 1973) that makes them 

susceptible to agenda setting. The knowledge variable is constructed from five factual 

questions about politics recommended by Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996). It ranges from 

0 to 5, with a mean of 4.2 and a standard deviation of 0.9. 

I include a variable indicating whether a subject is a homeowner. Much of the tax 

debate in Texas has to do with property tax rates, a topic raised in several of the news 

items and speeches. Property taxes, which have a direct effect on homeowners, are likely 

to be more salient for those individuals than for renters. Presumably, that should make 

homeowners more susceptible to agenda setting on taxes. In my sample, 27.5% of the 

subjects own homes. 

Variables for partisanship control for the possibility of differential effects between 

partisans and independents, as well as between Republicans and Democrats. The 

dummies represent self-identified Republicans and Democrats, and the omitted category 

consists of independents and third-party supporters. I also include a variable for trust in 

the media, as a way of controlling for the small differences displayed in Table 6-3. 

The model contains a variable for the subject’s pre-exposure tax salience. People 

who gave taxes a high score initially are likely to see smaller increases after exposure 
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than those who saw it as less important. In other words, there is a ceiling effect to 

contend with. I expect the coefficient for the variable to be negative, indicating that the 

higher the initial tax score, the smaller any increase is likely to be. The variable ranges 

from 20 to 100, with a mean of 67.4 and a standard deviation of 20.4. 

Finally, I add a variable to capture a subject’s general propensity to give higher 

post-exposure scores to all issues. The post-exposure means for five of the seven other 

issues also increased from the pre- to post- surveys, indicating a tendency for individuals 

to inflate the salience of many issues after the experiment. The variable represents the 

average change in the salience measures for the seven other issues.93 Its range runs from 

–55.7 to +29. The mean is 2.1 and the standard deviation is 9.5. I expect the variable’s 

coefficient to be positive: The more likely a subject is to ascribe greater importance to the 

other issues after exposure, the more likely her tax score is also to increase. The variable 

is important in ensuring that the data in Table 6-2 are not just the products of post-

exposure salience inflation. If that were the case, it would undermine the conclusions 

about the effects of the experimental treatments.94

Table 6-5 presents the results of the ordinary least squares regression. Most of the 

control variables behave as expected. The pre-exposure tax salience measure and the 

subject’s tendency to inflate their issue importance scores in the post-exposure survey are 

significant and in the expected direction. People with lower initial tax salience and people 

 
93 In other words, I added together the increases in salience for the environment, the economy, crime, 
health care, education, social issues, and immigration. I then divided the sum by seven. 
94 This represents only a fraction of the individual-level data collected in the pre-exposure questionnaire, as 
shown in Appendix Table A-1. I also specified a number of alternative models predicting changes in tax 
salience, using as independent variables age, education, income, race, marital status, number of children in 
the household, ideology, self-reported media exposure, and interest in politics. For the most part, these 
variables did little to improve the fit of the model, and none seemed theoretically justified to include in the 
final model in Table 6-5. The results of the alternative specifications are available from the author upon 
request. One odd finding of note was that higher levels of education made people more susceptible to 
agenda-setting influence, a result that seems to be at odds with the behavior of the political knowledge 
variable in Table 6-5. It may be that that upward skew in the sample—the median participant in the sample 
had some college education—produced the counterintuitive result. 
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who gave higher post-exposure scores to the other seven issues saw larger increases in 

tax salience as well. Individuals with higher levels of political knowledge saw smaller 

increases in tax salience, and Democratic identifiers were less likely to move than 

independents. There was no significant difference between Republicans and 

independents. Homeowners, as predicted, were more susceptible to agenda setting. 

 

Table 6-5. Predicting Change in Tax Salience between Pre- and Post-Exposure Surveys 

 Baseline Model Trust Interactions PID Interactions 
    
Media Treatment 7.606** -7.020 3.274 
 (3.626) (13.507) (5.332) 
    
Candidates Treatment 2.961 -1.640 -6.501 
 (3.618) (12.625) (5.376) 
    
Convergence Treatment 10.791*** -6.300 2.053 
 (3.717) (12.631) (5.525) 
    
Divergence Treatment 3.069 -5.840 -1.036 
 (3.594) (12.084) (5.927) 
    
Political Knowledge -3.399*** -3.212** -3.741*** 
 (1.305) (1.380) (1.332) 
    
Homeowner 5.918** 5.340** 5.286** 
 (2.599) (2.662) (2.673) 
    
Republican 3.171 2.672 -5.032 
 (3.601) (3.734) (6.789) 
    
Democrat -7.241*** -7.342*** -17.872*** 
 (2.485) (2.503) (5.747) 
    
Trust in Media -0.031 -3.986 -0.717 
 (1.687) (3.856) (1.757) 
    
Pre-exposure Tax Salience -0.488*** -0.486*** -0.483*** 
 (0.056) (0.057) (0.058) 
    
Average Change on Other Issues 0.309*** 0.313*** 0.392*** 
 (0.124) (0.126) (0.129) 
    
Media Treatment *Trust --- 6.449 --- 
  (5.704)  
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Candidates Treatment*Trust --- 2.096 --- 
  (5.435)  
    
Convergence Treatment*Trust --- 7.677* --- 
  (5.420)  
    
Divergence Treatment*Trust --- 4.083 --- 
  (5.228)  
    
Media Treatment*Republican --- --- 5.850 
   (12.358) 
    
Media Treatment*Democrat --- --- 8.007 
   (7.735) 
    
Candidates Treatment*Republican --- --- 8.180 
   (12.384) 
    
Candidates Treatment*Democrat --- --- 19.455*** 
   (7.774) 
    
Convergence Treatment*Republican --- --- 26.182** 
   (11.325) 
    
Convergence Treatment*Democrat --- --- 13.703** 
   (7.895) 
    
Divergence Treatment*Republican --- --- 3.314 
   (9.716) 
    
Divergence Treatment*Democrat --- --- 9.484 
   (7.999) 
    
Constant 52.972*** 61.033*** 61.343*** 
 (8.246) (11.493) (9.007) 
    
Observations 144 144 144 
Adjusted R2 0.42 0.41 0.43 
Entries are unstandardized OLS regression coefficients 
***p<.01; **p<.05; *p<.10 (one-tailed tests, except for Democrat and Republican dummies) 

 

The dummy variables for the treatments are of primary interest. Confirming the 

comparisons of means in Table 6-2, subjects in the media group saw larger increases (by 

about 7.6 points) in tax salience than did those in the control group, the baseline category. 

Likewise, controlling for other factors, subjects in the convergence treatment saw a 

sizeable 10.8-point increase over the control group. Neither the increases in the candidate 
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nor the divergence treatments were significant. Once partisanship, media trust, political 

knowledge, the pre-exposure tax measures, and the other issue scores were taken into 

account, candidates appear to have had little independent influence on the subjects’ 

perceptions of the importance of taxes. 

In each case, Wald tests show that the effects of the media and convergence 

treatments were statistically different from the candidate and divergence effects. In each 

case, they were. The media group coefficient was significantly larger than the candidate 

and divergence coefficients (both p<.10, one-tailed), as was the convergence coefficient 

(both p<.05, one-tailed). The convergence effect was not quite statistically larger than the 

media coefficient (p=.18, one-tailed). 

Admittedly, the baseline model does not capture the interactive relationships 

between the experimental conditions, on one hand, and partisanship and media trust, on 

the other, that are evident in Tables 6-3 and 6-4. To do so, I ran a model (not shown) that 

included interactions between each of the four treatment dummies and media trust, as 

well as interactions between treatment condition and the Republican and Democrat 

dummies.95 Because of the relatively small sample, there are high levels of 

multicollinearity in the model, rendering most of the interactions statistically 

insignificant.96 As an alternative, I ran models to separately measure the interactive 

effects. 

The third column of Table 6-5 adds to the baseline model only the interactions 

between treatment group and media trust. As expected, the coefficients are largest for the 

interactions between media trust and the media and convergence treatments. The 

convergence-trust interaction is statistically significant (p=.08, one-tailed), and the 

 
95 The results of the model are available from the author upon request. 
96 The variance inflation factors for the treatment dummies and trust interactions in the model range from 
20 to 25. 
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media-trust interaction is nearly so (p=.13, one-tailed). The coefficients for the remaining 

two interactions are also positive but do not approach statistical significance. The trust 

interaction model suggests that for subjects who encountered news coverage about taxes, 

media trust was an important mediator of agenda-setting susceptibility. 

In the fourth column, I model the interactions between treatment condition and 

partisanship. As presaged by the descriptive data in Table 6-3, partisanship exerted its 

strongest effects when subjects were presented with speeches about taxes from 

candidates, not the media. The interactions for Republican and Democratic identifiers and 

the convergence treatment are significant, as is the interaction for Democrats in the 

candidates treatment. As noted earlier, the results ought to be interpreted cautiously given 

the Democratic skew in the sample. 

In sum, the regression analyses provide support to the story told by the descriptive 

data. Even controlling for a number of individual-level factors, the strongest agenda-

setting effects occurred when subjects were exposed to a heavy dose of media coverage 

about taxes and when both candidates and the media converged on the issue. The news 

effects were strongest among people with high levels of trust in the media; the candidate 

effects were strongest among Democrats.  While the small sample sizes in each treatment 

urge caution in drawing sweeping conclusions about the relative strength of each group’s 

agenda-setting power, the results suggest the centrality of the media in the agenda-setting 

process and the importance of accounting for individual-level variation in discerning 

whose agenda—candidates’ or journalists’—is likely to win out. 

  

CONCLUSION 

In the introduction to this chapter, I described the media’s turning a deaf ear to the 

issue emphases of Bill Clinton and Bob Dole in the latter stages of the 1996 presidential 
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campaign. The data presented in the pages since suggest that such divergence in the 

agendas of candidates and journalists can have major consequences—for the public’s 

view of the importance of political issues, as well as candidates’ success in influencing 

the criteria voters use in choosing between candidates. When the media reflect a 

campaign’s agenda—when candidates and journalists converge on the same topic—the 

influence on the public can be considerable. Agenda-setting effects are also robust when 

voters are exposed to a heavy dose of news coverage about an issue, but they are 

relatively weak or non-existent when voters are exposed to candidate communications 

alone. 

The greater influence of media coverage could stem from the fact that news 

coverage signals not only what journalists believe is important, but also implies that 

candidates agree. A news story about the tax issue in the Texas gubernatorial campaign is 

unlikely to go to print without quotes from the candidates or their campaign aides. Even 

if the candidates have no interest in promoting the issue, their views are likely to make 

their way into the news. Citizens who encounter such a news story may infer, however 

subconsciously, not only that journalists view the issue as important, but that the quoted 

candidates do as well. Indeed, several of the tax articles in the experiment focused on 

Perry and Bell’s tax plans, and all of them at least mentioned the candidates. In the news 

articles, taxes as an issue received a double stamp of importance. The speeches, by 

contrast, indicated only that the authoring candidate believed taxes to be a major issue. 

This reasoning dovetails with the experiment’s finding of the strongest effects on 

public opinion came when both candidates and the media converged on the same topic. 

When both the media and candidates agree on the issue of importance in the campaign, 

uncertainty about the importance of the issue is reduced for voters. The pictures in their 

heads of the world around them, Lippmann might have said, become more clearly drawn. 
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Under conditions of issue divergence, uncertainty is not reduced. It may even be 

increased. 

Even in an era of unprecedented direct campaign communication (West 2005), 

candidates, it seems, have reason to remain concerned about journalists’ willingness to 

pass along their messages. The key strategy of priming rests on a candidate’s ability to 

affect the weight citizens give to certain issues or personal characteristics (McCombs, 

Escobar, and Llamas 2000; Druckman 2004; Krosnick and Kinder 1990; Jacobs, Shapiro, 

and Ostermeier 2004). Candidates who succeed in priming voters to weight heavily 

issues or traits on which they hold an advantage are likely to do well on Election Day. 

But my findings indicate that those attempts will fall short if the media do not reflect 

those emphases. Without the complicity of journalists, the impact of priming as a strategy 

is likely to be attenuated. 

This may be most true among the coveted independent voters. While both the 

descriptive and multivariate analyses showed partisans to be somewhat more likely to 

accept their candidate’s interpretation of issue importance, independents were slightly 

more accepting of the media’s issue agenda. Since priming is most valuable to a 

candidate as a means to win over otherwise skeptical voters, not partisans, it is among 

independents where its effects are most important. The more similar the media’s agenda 

is to a candidate’s, the more likely that candidate’s agenda is likely to resonate with 

independents. 

To be sure, the findings ought to be treated with a degree of caution. All 

laboratory experiments are open to challenges of external validity, and this one is no 

different. While the multiple exposure design during an actual campaign is an 

improvement over “single-shot” experimental studies using fictional candidates, it 

certainly does not replicate the information flow in an actual campaign environment. 
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Moreover, despite the efforts made to ensure that subjects took the materials seriously, 

there is no guarantee that their reading of the materials approximates the people’s day-to-

day consumption of political information. 

Perhaps most importantly, the weakness of the candidate effects could be 

attributable to the type of communications to which the subjects were exposed. It would 

have been more realistic, and a more useful gauge of the effect of contemporary 

campaign efforts, to present the subjects with TV ads rather than speeches.97 While 

newspapers do sometimes publish transcripts of speeches, and candidates regularly post 

them on their Web sites, few voters are likely to take the time to read through a political 

speech, as they were asked to do in the experiment. Furthermore, the effect of a candidate 

ad can be amplified by the use of compelling visuals, which, candidate snapshots 

notwithstanding, were not part of the experiment. It is probably the case that the 

combination of words, pictures, and music that comprise most political ads—and the ease 

with which information can be gleaned from such productions—is a more powerful 

influence on citizen opinion than a printed text. 

As usual, there is more to be done. The aim of the experiment was to compare the 

influence of candidate communications and media coverage on voters’ perceptions of 

issue importance, and under conditions of agenda convergence and divergence. But the 

analysis stops short of examining the effect of issue salience on candidate evaluation and 

vote choice.98 That, of course, is critical. Issue salience is important during a campaign 

 
97 Obviously, the technological requirements for doing this are considerable. 
98 This was a deliberate choice. I could have designed the experiment to examine change in candidate 
evaluation or preference as a result of changes in the importance voters ascribed to certain issues. But doing 
so likely would have alerted the subjects to the purpose of the experiment before the exposures took place, 
which would have threatened the validity of the issue-salience responses. Not wanting to tip my hand, I 
decided to focus on changes in issue salience alone in this project, saving the exploration of its 
consequences for candidate evaluation and vote choice for a later study. Moreover, the timing of the 
experiment—coming as it did in March, more than seven months before Election Day—would have made 
vote choice questions somewhat suspect. 
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because of its ability to influence the ingredients of voters’ political choices (Druckman 

2004; Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Miller and Krosnick 2000). Future work should consider 

not only the influence of candidates and journalists on issue importance, but also the 

ways in which those attitudes shape the directly relevant ballot-box decisions. 
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Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions 

In a recent review essay, Shanto Iyengar, among the most respected political 

communication scholars writing today, commented that news coverage of the horse race 

and hoopla “drowns out” coverage of nearly all other topics, especially issues and policy 

(Iyengar 2005). The remark reflects the sentiments of scholars and some journalists, 

noted in the introduction to this dissertation, that election coverage is so vacuous as to 

make the study of issue news a misguided pursuit. As a result, relatively little academic 

work has considered journalists’ treatment of policy coverage. My hope is that this 

dissertation has provided an alternative view, making the case that issue news is prevalent 

enough, and sufficiently relevant to campaigns, that it merits scholarly scrutiny. 

My consideration of the content and consequence of issue news has pursued two 

arguments. First, I have suggested that the prevailing “journalistic model” of election 

news can be usefully augmented by an explicit consideration of political factors. By 

examining both candidate communications and public opinion, the argument goes, 

scholars can develop more thorough explanations for the nature of news content, both in 

terms of issue content and favorability toward candidates. Second, I argued that the true 

influence of issue news on votes—specifically, agenda-setting effects—can best be 

understood by simultaneously accounting for candidate communications and 

characteristics of the individual. In Chapters 4-6, I have found support for both 

contentions. 

I began Chapter 4 by demonstrating that issues are hardly absent from campaign 

coverage. In the last two months 1996 presidential election, for example, issues made 

their way into more than 70% of  newspaper stories about the campaign, and that figure 

was about 55% in 2000. Not surprisingly, television coverage was less issue-oriented, a 
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finding that confirms previous research, but policy discussion did make its way onto the 

nightly news shows as well. Consistent with the journalistic model of news content, the 

media’s attention to issues fluctuated across the course of both campaigns, as reporters’ 

interest in certain topics waxed and waned in concert with their apparent newsworthiness. 

That variation, however, was partially the product of candidate behavior in 1996. The 

issue convergence calculations, and the subsequent multivariate analysis, revealed that 

the extent to which Bob Dole and Bill Clinton converged on the same topics affected 

journalists’ likelihood of reporting on the candidates’ issue priorities. When the 

candidates engaged on an issue, the media were likely to do the same, a pattern that 

existing theories, such as Bennett’s (1990) indexing model, cannot fully account for. 

Though I did not find the same effects in 2000, the null results are most likely a result of 

discrepancies in the candidate communications data. In both years, however, the structure 

of television news made the nightly news a less hospitable forum for candidate messages 

when compared to newspaper coverage.  

While Chapter 4 focused on the influence of candidate communications on news 

coverage, I operationalize the political environment in Chapter 5 as the traditional issue-

handling reputations of the political parties. The journalistic model alone would likely 

predict coverage to look similar for candidates, regardless of the issue topic, given the 

constraining force of the objectivity norm. But confirming the “issue ownership” 

hypothesis, I found that reporters treated candidates more favorably when their party’s 

owned issues were at the center of the news. When their opponent’s issues were the focus 

of a news story, coverage was more negative. To be sure, the differences in favorability 

were not enormous, but the consistency of their magnitude across three very different 

elections suggests the generalizability of the findings. The effects of issue ownership 
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were concentrated in the Republican areas of defense and taxes, while Democrats 

benefited from coverage on their core social welfare topics. 

What is perhaps just as interesting is the evidence from the 2000 campaign that 

George W. Bush was able to overcome his party’s long-standing disadvantage on the 

issue of education. Whereas other GOP candidates had suffered when education was in 

the news, Bush successfully neutralized what should have been an advantage for Al Gore. 

This was especially useful for the former Texas governor, since he had made education 

one of the central issues of his presidential campaign. The results have two potential 

implications. First, the finding suggests candidates may occasionally find a willing 

accomplice in their efforts to “issue trespass”—the media. More broadly, Bush’s 

education coverage points to the importance of candidates and their backgrounds as 

political influences on journalists’ coverage. 

Finally, in Chapter 6 I find that the consequences of issue news can be 

profound—and even more so than candidates’ issue emphases. Confirming my argument, 

it is also the case that those effects are mediated by candidate discourse and the 

characteristics of individual voters. When exposed to a heavy dose of news coverage on 

an issue—in this case, taxes—subjects in my experiment moved, on average, 15 points on 

a 101-point issue salience scale. This was larger than the comparable agenda-setting 

effects of candidates, but the strongest influence emerged when both candidates and the 

media devoted attention to the same topic. While the message and its source were 

important, the characteristics of the audience were no less so. Individuals with high trust 

in the media were more likely to be influenced by the news than those who viewed 

journalists more critically. And partisans were more open to the issue emphases of their 

party’s candidates than independents and third-party supporters. Ultimately, issue news 

had substantial effects on public opinion, influence that varied with the content of 
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candidate communications and individual attitudes. Perhaps most importantly, the 

experimental findings suggest that the patterns of candidate-media convergence and 

divergence identified in Chapter 4 can have real consequences for the electorate’s 

interpretation of a campaign’s most pressing issues. 

 

AVENUES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

As most research projects do, this dissertation raises more questions than it 

answers. In general, future avenues of research could extend the analyses presented here 

to other election years, as well as sub-presidential contests. And the impact of the 

favorability of coverage certainly deserves more attention, as do the effects on vote 

choice of the movements in issue salience demonstrated in Chapter 6. 

The simplest place to begin is to extend the analyses of candidate-media issue 

convergence in Chapter 4 to other presidential elections. In particular, the 1992 and 2004 

campaigns are convenient bookends to the 1996 and 2000 data, and would present a 

useful forum in which to do additional hypothesis testing. If existing accounts of the 1992 

race are accurate, one would expect to find high levels of convergence between the 

candidates—George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton—and the news media (Dalton et al. 

1998; Hetherington 1996; Just et al. 1996). As social welfare topics dominated the 2000 

campaign, so economic issues did eight years earlier. But it would be interesting to see if 

the ebbing of media interest as the campaign wore on—evident in the latter stages of the 

1996 Clinton landslide—appeared in 1992. It is possible that in a tight race, the media’s 

interest in the candidates’ policy statements, even if somewhat repetitious, may not decay 

so quickly. The same possibility could be explored in 2004, where the outcome of the 

George W. Bush-John Kerry election was in doubt throughout the fall. Both campaigns 

would also allow for a wider exploration of the effect of candidate convergence on 
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journalists’ willingness to reflect on their issue emphases, another finding from the 1996 

race. 

Chapter 4 also raises important questions for candidate strategy and the influence 

on issue convergence of events external to the campaign. Since the media’s attention to 

issues waxes and wanes over time, what are a candidate’s best options for attracting press 

coverage of his major policy announcements? In 2004, Kerry tried rolling out major 

policy proposals one or two weeks at a time, for instance designating a week in May 

“health care week” (Nagourney 2004) and one in early June “national security week” 

(Bendetto 2004). During those times, the Democrat spent most of his public appearances 

giving speeches and promoting his policies on the specific topic. Presumably, Kerry 

hoped to keep reporters from being bored by the same policy pronouncements day after 

day and tried to hold their attention by compartmentalizing his issue focus. To my 

knowledge, there is no research on whether this periodization strategy worked, and this is 

another reason to extend the candidate-media convergence analysis to 2004.  

Finally, it would be useful to explore the effect on the media’s issue attention of 

events external to the campaign. In 1996, the number of stories on the Middle East 

exploded in mid-September, not because Clinton and Dole decided to engage one another 

on the topic, but because of the approach of a peace summit in Washington. Though not a 

campaign story, per se, journalists used the event to write and air a number of stories on 

each candidate’s stance toward Israel and other Middle East issues. Similar disruptions 

occur in almost every campaign, from the Suez Canal crisis in 1956 to Elian Gonzalez in 

2000, surely affecting the prevailing patterns of issue attention. How those events are 

integrated into campaign coverage and their effect on candidate-media convergence is a 

puzzle that merits solving. 
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The Chapter 5 analysis of media favorability on Republican- and Democratic-

owned would benefit from an examination of television coverage. Though not reported in 

the chapter, I have done some analysis of news stories on the nightly news programs in 

the three campaigns. Rather than confirming the issue-ownership hypotheses, however, 

only in two cases—Clinton in 1992, Gore in 2000—does the “owning” candidate receive 

more favorable coverage on his party’s issues. This is a notable contrast to the newspaper 

data, which showed the expected pattern in every case. There are at least two 

explanations for the null findings. The first is that TV reporters do not exhibit the same 

tendencies toward candidates on partisan issues as do their print counterparts. But given 

the similarity of the professional norms and reporting practices across media outlets, that 

seems unlikely. A more realistic culprit is the relatively small number of stories on 

Republican and Democratic issues. Whereas the newspaper sample produced at least 

several hundred owned-issue stories for each year, there were roughly 100 Republican 

and Democratic issue stories on the nightly news in 1996 and 2000, fewer than are 

needed for reliable statistical inference. As a consequence, it would probably be more 

fruitful to analyze issue coverage on TV at the level of the sentence or paragraph rather 

than the story. That approach would yield a larger number of cases for analysis, in 

addition to more precisely measuring favorability at a lower level of aggregation. 

The most important question to emerge from Chapter 5, however, is, so what? Do 

the patterns of media favorability affect citizen attitudes, or is news coverage that seems 

to reward issue-ownership campaigning merely reflecting public opinion? Though 

Petrocik’s argument provides an explanation for the origin of issue ownership, it is less 

clear why issue-handling reputations persist. If media coverage influences public 

opinion—and there is ample evidence to support this view (e.g. Page, Shapiro, and 

Dempsey 1987)—Chapter 5 raises the possibility the media may be perpetuating party 
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advantages on owned issues. By covering candidates in ways that reinforce those 

stereotypes, the press may be helping hold in place public opinion on which party more 

adeptly handles, say, defense and national security. At the same time, it might be the case 

that the media’s complicity in certain instances of issue trespassing facilitates one party’s 

erosion of their opponent’s traditional issue advantage. Beyond George W. Bush’s 

education coverage in 2000, the current politicking over the Medicare prescription drug 

plan, ostensibly Democratic issue territory, may provide a useful forum for discerning the 

press’ involvement in a party’s success or failure in such endeavors. 

Finally, Chapter 6 deserves an extension beyond the laboratory. It is one thing to 

produce effects and draw causal conclusions in an experimental setting, but it is quite 

another to find the same phenomenon during the hurly-burly of a campaign in real time.  

Though my findings suggest the preeminence of the media in setting the public’s agenda, 

they do so in part because I eliminated the “exposure barrier”: Subjects in my experiment 

were unable to ignore the communications with which they were presented, something 

many people do in their daily lives. Thus, even if media coverage is more influential than 

candidate communications, it is not clear that one or the other is more likely to reach 

voters. If a candidate relentlessly saturates a media market with ads on a specific topic, 

might he be more successful in affecting the public’s issue priorities than a news 

environment that is less uniform in its emphasis than the one I thrust my subjects into? 

These puzzles, and others, remain unsolved, but this dissertation has provided a 

window into issue news and its potential influence in campaigns. News coverage of 

issues is clearly affected by journalistic norms and incentives, but it is also subject to the 

decisions of candidates and the long-standing public views of the parties. These findings 

suggest that rather than being neutral conduits of political information, journalists are 

more accurately conceived as political actors in their own right, their behavior influenced 
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by institutional constraints as well as the broader political environment. Their decisions 

about which topics get attention, and which do not, have meaningful consequence, 

affecting citizens’ beliefs about the importance of issues, and perhaps their votes on 

Election Day. While there is little doubt that horse race and hoopla are the media’s 

favorite topics during election season, the evidence here indicates that issues matter as 

well. In American political campaigns, issue news remains prevalent, and relevant. 
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Appendix A: Data and Coding Information 

OVERVIEW OF NEWSPAPER AND CANDIDATE SPEECH DATA, CHAPTERS 4-5 

Table A-1. Newspapers and Story Counts, August 1-Election Day, 1992 

Newspaper N of Stories % of Sample Cumulative % 
Birmingham News 540 1.19 1.19 
Los Angeles Times 4,477 9.86 11.05 
Orange County Register 748 1.65 12.70 
Sacramento Bee 715 1.57 14.27 
Hartford Courant 585 1.29 15.56 
Washington Post 4,114 9.06 24.62 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution 764 1.68 26.31 
Chicago Tribune 2,365 5.21 31.51 
Peoria Journal Star 363 0.80 32.31 
Lexington Herald Ledger 643 1.42 33.73 
Louisville Courier Journal 1,281 2.82 36.55 
Baton Rouge Advocate 1,319 2.91 39.46 
New Orleans Times-Picayune 461 1.02 40.47 
Portland Herald 674 1.48 41.96 
Detroit Free Press 972 2.14 44.10 
Detroit News 585 1.29 45.39 
Grand Rapids Press 57 0.13 45.51 
Jackson Clarion-Ledger 583 1.28 46.80 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 662 1.46 48.25 
Bergen Record 824 1.81 50.07 
Newark Star-Ledger 353 0.78 50.85 
New York Times 4,099 9.03 59.87 
Cincinnati Enquirer 422 0.93 60.80 
Cleveland Plain Dealer 1,259 2.77 63.58 
Columbus Dispatch 281 0.62 64.20 
Columbia State 621 1.37 65.56 
Rock hill Evening Herald 111 0.24 65.81 
Austin American-Statesman 919 2.02 67.83 
Dallas Morning News 1,364 3.00 70.84 
Ft. Worth Star-Telegram 949 2.09 72.93 
Houston Chronicle 1,438 3.17 76.09 
San Antonio Light 363 0.80 76.89 
Burlington Free Press 513 1.13 78.02 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer 1,412 3.11 81.13 
Seattle Times 650 1.43 82.56 
Wisconsin State Journal 333 0.73 83.30 
Milwaukee Journal 135 0.30 83.60 
San Francisco Chronicle 950 2.09 85.69 
Wilmington Journal 1,005 2.21 87.90 
Kansas City Star 1,785 3.93 91.83 
Charlotte Observer 715 1.57 93.41 
Raleigh News & Observer 1,707 3.76 97.17 
Dayton Daily News 464 1.02 98.19 
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San Diego Union-Tribune 822 1.81 100.00 
Total 45,402 100.00  
    

Table A-2. Newspapers and Story Counts, August 1-Election Day, 1996  

Newspaper N of Stories % of Sample Cumulative % 
Boston Globe 38 1.80 1.80 
Wall St. Journal 209 9.89 11.68 
USA Today 1,116 52.79 64.47 
Los Angeles times 219 10.36 74.83 
Chicago Tribune 24 1.14 75.97 
New York Times 261 12.35 88.32 
Dallas Morning News 160 7.57 95.88 
San Francisco Chronicle 87 4.12 100.00 
Total 2,114 100.00  
 

Table A-3. Newspapers and Story Counts, August 1-Election Day, 2000 

Newspaper N of Stories % of Sample Cumulative % 
Boston Globe 77 4.03 4.03 
Wall St. Journal 157 8.21 12.23 
Los Angeles Times 206 10.77 23.00 
Washington Post 129 6.74 29.74 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution 107 5.59 35.34 
Chicago Tribune 215 11.24 46.58 
Louisville Courier Journal 56 2.93 49.50 
Detroit Free Press 45 2.35 51.86 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 60 3.14 54.99 
New York Times 358 18.71 73.71 
Cleveland Plain Dealer 241 12.60 86.30 
Dallas Morning News 262 13.70 100.00 
Total 1,913 100.00  
   

Table A-4. Television Network and Story Counts, August 1-Election Day, 1996 

Network N of Stories % of Sample Cumulative % 
ABC 82 31.78 31.78 
CBS 100 38.76 70.54 
NBC 76 29.46 100.00 
Total 258 100.00  
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Table A-5. Television Network and Story Counts, August 1-Election Day, 2000   

Network N of Stories % of Sample Cumulative % 
ABC 104 34.32 34.32 
CBS 107 35.31 69.64 
NBC 92 30.36 100.00 
Total 303 100.00  
 

Table A-6. Candidate Speeches in 1996 Presidential Election 

Candidate Date Week Event/Location City State Words
Dole 1-Sep 1 National Guard Association Washington, D.C.  4382 
Dole 1-Sep 1 B'Nai B'Rith Washington, D.C.  2550 
Dole 2-Sep 1 Rally St. Louis MO 3279 
Dole 3-Sep 1 American Legion Convention Salt Lake City UT 4517 
Dole 7-Sep 1 Radio Address   1099 
Dole 10-Sep 2 Stump Baker LA 3603 
Dole 11-Sep 2 Senate-House Republican Mtg. Washington, D.C.  2907 
Dole 13-Sep 2 Stump Saginaw MI 398 
Dole 14-Sep 2 Radio Address   504 
Dole 14-Sep 2 Christian Coalition Mtg. Washington, D.C.  1806 
Dole 16-Sep 3 Stump Villanova PA 5877 
Dole 17-Sep 3 Stump San Diego CA 2041 
Dole 18-Sep 3 Chaminade Preparatory High School West Hills CA 2443 
Dole 19-Sep 3 Associate Press Managing Editors 

Association 
Denver CO 2265 

Dole 21-Sep 3 Radio Address   721 
Dole 23-Sep 4 Listening to America Discussion Springfield VA 2918 
Dole 24-Sep 4 Economic Club of Detroit Detroit MI 4193 
Dole 24-Sep 4 Stump Shelby OH 1979 
Dole 25-Sep 4 St. Louis University St. Louis MO 3619 
Dole 26-Sep 4 Stump West Palm Beach FL 2708 
Dole 28-Sep 4 Radio Address   935 
Dole 1-Oct 5 Stump Cleveland OH 3348 
Dole 2-Oct 5 Elizabethtown College Elizabethtown PA 3556 
Dole 3-Oct 5 Tri-City Business Group Luncheon/East 

Tennessee State University 
 TN 1471 

Dole 5-Oct 5 Radio Address   756 
Dole 7-Oct 6 Toms River High School  NJ 1777 
Dole 7-Oct 6 Stump Milltown NJ 1883 
Dole 7-Oct 6 Stump Redbank NJ 1182 
Dole 7-Oct 6 Rally with Al D'Amato and George Pataki New York NY 1153 
Dole 8-Oct 6 Stump Morristown NJ 650 
Dole 10-Oct 6 Ohio Bus Tour Kick-Off  OH 2095 
Dole 11-Oct 6 Stump Kettering OH 3335 
Dole 13-Oct 7 Stump Hamilton NJ 1866 
Dole 14-Oct 7 Kansas City Airport Kansas City MO 219 
Dole 15-Oct 7 Stump San Diego CA 4654 
Dole 15-Oct 7 Electronic Industries Association National

Convention 
 Coronado CA 2469 
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Dole 15-Oct 7 Stump San Diego CA 2387 
Dole 17-Oct 7 Stump Riverside CA 4469 
Dole 18-Oct 7 Stump Albuquerque NM 3166 
Dole 19-Oct 7 Radio Address   780 
Dole 20-Oct 8 Stump Nashua NH 543 
Dole 21-Oct 8 Economic Conference of Republican 

Governors Association 
Detroit MI 2487 

Dole 21-Oct 8 Stump Jackson MI 2278 
Dole 21-Oct 8 Stump Kalamazoo MI 2770 
Dole 22-Oct 8 Stump Grand Blanc MI 2750 
Dole 22-Oct 8 Stump Westerville OH 2836 
Dole 22-Oct 8 Stump Frankenmuth MI 1345 
Dole 22-Oct 8 Stump Chelsea MI 1015 
Dole 23-Oct 8 Stump Macon GA 3134 
Dole 23-Oct 8 Stump Panama City FL 2852 
Dole 23-Oct 8 Stump Jacksonville FL 2747 
Dole 24-Oct 8 Pensacola Junior College Pensacola FL 2770 
Dole 24-Oct 8 Old State Capitol Address Montgomery AL 2531 
Dole 25-Oct 8 Campaign Rally/Wortham Center Houston TX 2472 
Dole 25-Oct 8 Southern Methodist University Dallas TX 2764 
Dole 25-Oct 8 Stump Phoenix AZ 2719 
Dole 26-Oct 8 Stump Visalia CA 3522 
Dole 26-Oct 8 Stump Fresno CA 3684 
Dole 26-Oct 8 Stump Montgomery AL 2306 
Dole 26-Oct 8 Stump Selma CA 2601 
Dole 26-Oct 8 Stump Merced CA 657 
Dole 26-Oct 8 Stump Modesto CA 3799 
Dole 26-Oct 8 Stump Stockton CA 3412 
Dole 28-Oct 9 Stump Anaheim CA 2842 
Dole 28-Oct 9 Affirmative Action Remarks San Diego CA 3802 
Dole 30-Oct 9 Austin Peay University Clarksville TN 2849 
Dole 31-Oct 9 Stump Tampa FL 2913 
Dole 31-Oct 9 Gram University Center Miami FL 3418 
Dole 1-Nov 9 Capital University Columbus OH 2579 
Dole 1-Nov 9 Ashland University Mansfield OH 3141 
Dole 2-Nov 9  Grand Rapids MI 2212 
Dole 2-Nov 9 Radio Address   881 
Dole 2-Nov 9 Indianapolis International Airport Indianapolis IN 1834 
Dole 2-Nov 9 Thomas Moore College Covington KY 708 
Dole 4-Nov 10 Stump Houston TX 977 
Dole 4-Nov 10 Campaign Rally Alamogordo NM 1451 
       
Clinton 1-Sep 1 Stump Little Rock AK 4480 
Clinton 2-Sep 1 Labor Day Picnic De Pere WI 3555 
Clinton 3-Sep 1 National Guard Association Washington, D.C.  3784 
Clinton 5-Sep 1 Hillsboro High School Tampa FL 1240 
Clinton 5-Sep 1 Senior Citizens/Sunrise Musical Theater Sunrise FL 5676 
Clinton 6-Sep 1 National Baptist Convention Orlando FL 4329 
Clinton 6-Sep 1 Valencia Community College Orlando FL 3474 
Clinton 6-Sep 1 Gulf Coast Community College Panama City FL 3392 
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Clinton 7-Sep 1 Radio Address   930 
Clinton 7-Sep 1 Pete Peterson Reception/Gulf Coast 

Community College 
Panama City FL 1612 

Clinton 10-Sep 2 Southern Governors Association Kansas City MO 4522 
Clinton 10-Sep 2 DNC Dinner/Hyatt Hotel St. Louis MO 5454 
Clinton 11-Sep 2 Pueblo County Courthouse Pueblo CO 2909 
Clinton 11-Sep 2 Sun Dial Recreation Center Sun City AZ 6651 
Clinton 11-Sep 2 Samuel Shephard Gateway Educational 

Park 
St. Louis MO 3812 

Clinton 12-Sep 2 Chaffey Community College Rancho Cucamonga 
Beverly Hills CA 

3124 
Clinton 

Washington, D.C.  3700 

Clinton 

Clinton 16-Sep 
3 Washington Park Cincinnati 

18-Sep Stump Grand Canyon CO 2007 

3 Stump Woodland 
3190 
2221 

Clinton 19-Sep 3 
2136 

Clinton 
3 Radio Address 
4 Battlefield Monument/Monmouth County 

Courthouse 
Freehold NJ 3583 

4 Robert Morris College Coraopolis 
5125 
2714 

Clinton 26-Sep 4 

4108 
Clinton Fort Worth 

4 
Clinton 28-Sep 4 Logan Airport Boston MA 

ston MA 

Clinton 
  1009 

CA 3837 
Clinton 12-Sep 2 Dinner at Residence of Ron Burkle 1240 
Clinton 12-Sep 2 Morris E. Dailey Elementary School Fresno CA 

14-Sep 2 Radio Address Washington, D.C.  745 
Clinton 14-Sep 2 Congressional Black Caucus Foundation 

Dinner/Washington Convention Center 
15-Sep 3 Tom Harkin Dinner/National Balloon 

Classic Field 
Indianola IA 4287 

3 Homewood-Flossmoor School Flossmoor IL 3312 
Clinton 16-Sep OH 3971 
Clinton 17-Sep 3 John Glenn High School Westland MI 3039 
Clinton 3 
Clinton 19-Sep 3 Yelm City Park Yelm City WA 2548 
Clinton 19-Sep WA 322 
Clinton 19-Sep 3 Stump Longview WA 
Clinton 19-Sep 3 Stump Vancouver WA 

Tacoma Dome Tacoma WA 2837 
Clinton 20-Sep 3 Tom Bruggere Reception/Oregon 

Museum of Science and Industry 
Portland OR 

20-Sep 3 Lownsdale Square Portland OR 3370 
Clinton 21-Sep   793 
Clinton 24-Sep 

Clinton 25-Sep 4 Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute 
Dinner/Washington Hilton Hotel 

Washington, D.C.  5552 

Clinton 25-Sep PA 5658 
Clinton 25-Sep 4 DNC Reception/Warwick Hotel Philadelphia PA 
Clinton 26-Sep 4 Democratic Senatorial Campaign 

Committee Reception/Hyatt Regency 
Hotel 

Washington, D.C.  

Remarks to a Teleconference to the 
International Association of Machinists in 
Chicago 

Washington, D.C.  1979 

Clinton 27-Sep 4 Stump Longview TX 
27-Sep 4 Sundance Square TX 4513 

Clinton 27-Sep Sam Houston Park Houston TX 4486 
660 

Clinton 28-Sep 4 Kerry for Senate Campaign Concert/Fleet 
Center 

Bo 2289 

Clinton 28-Sep 4 Station Park Providence RI 4723 
28-Sep 4 Kennedy Park Fall River MA 2800 

Clinton 28-Sep 4 Radio Address 
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Clinton 3-Oct 5 People of Buffalo Buffalo NY 2318 
Clinton 5-Oct 

Stump Portland 

Clinton Business Leaders 
Stump TN 4951 

Clinton 10-Oct 
Clinton 10-Oct 6 Stump 

Stump Morrison CO 
Radio Address 

13-Oct 
Clinton Stump 

15-Oct 
NM 

908 
Santa Ana 

948 
Clinton 20-Oct 8 

8 Fundraiser for Toricelli Teaneck 

Detroit MI 5116 
Clinton 8 Cuyahoga Community College 

8 
GA 

Clinton 
Langford Auditorium/Vanderbilt 
University Medical Center 

Nashville TN 

VA 

28-Oct 9 Target Center 
28-Oct 9 City Hall/University City St. Louis 

5 Radio Address   787 
Clinton 7-Oct 6 ME 3422 
Clinton 7-Oct 6 Stump Manchester NH 2638 

7-Oct 6 Stamford CT 4681 
Clinton 10-Oct 6 Knoxville 

6 Stump Dayton OH 3089 
Louisville KY 3826 

Clinton 12-Oct 6 3917 
Clinton 12-Oct 6   877 
Clinton 13-Oct 7 Stump Albuquerque NM 3440 
Clinton 7 Stump Denver CO 1053 

14-Oct 7 Albuquerque NM 600 
Clinton 7 Stump Albuquerque NM 771 
Clinton 15-Oct 7 Stump Albuquerque 465 
Clinton 16-Oct 7 Stump San Diego CA 
Clinton 17-Oct 7 Stump CA 3392 
Clinton 19-Oct 7 Radio Address   

Stump Newark NJ 1258 
Clinton 20-Oct NJ 2577 
Clinton 20-Oct 8 Presidential Unity Fund Reception New York NY 1946 
Clinton 21-Oct 8 United Michigan Clergy 

21-Oct Parma OH 1929 
Clinton 21-Oct 8 Groundbreaking Ceremony at Detroit 

International Airport 
Detroit MI 1214 

Clinton 22-Oct 8 DNC Gala Miami FL 1872 
Clinton 22-Oct 8 Stump Detroit MI 4973 
Clinton 22-Oct 8 Dade Community College Miami FL 3538 
Clinton 23-Oct 8 Presidential Unity Fund Reception Washington, D.C.  2337 
Clinton 23-Oct 8 People of Daytona Beach Daytona Beach FL 2571 
Clinton 24-Oct 8 People of Lake Charles/Northrop 

Grumman Corp. 
Lake Charles LA 2910 

Clinton 24-Oct 8 People of Marrero and New Orleans Marrero LA 2987 
Clinton 24-Oct 8 Birmingham Southern College Birmingham AL 3708 
Clinton 25-Oct Woodruff Park Atlanta GA 2898 
Clinton 25-Oct 8 Stump Macon 4455 
Clinton 25-Oct 8 Remarks by the President Via 

Telephone/Ministers and Community 
Leaders 

Atlanta GA 3393 

26-Oct 8 Radio Address   920 
Clinton 27-Oct 9 5432 

Clinton 27-Oct 9 Lee High School Park Springfield 3644 
Clinton 28-Oct 9 Daley Plaza Chicago IL 1983 
Clinton Minneapolis MN 4657 
Clinton MO 3305 
Clinton 29-Oct 9 St. John's Arena/Ohio State University Columbus OH 4187 
Clinton 29-Oct 9 Hill Field/University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia PA 3410 
Clinton 29-Oct 9 Bowes Field House/Eastern Michigan 

University 
Ypsilanti MI 4204 

Clinton 30-Oct 9 Colorado Democratic Coordinated Denver CO 3788 
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Campaign/African American Initiative of 
Colorado/Red Lion Inn 

Clinton 30-Oct 9 National Western Events Center Denver CO 4255 
9 Lawn/Grady Gammage Auditorium Phoenix 

9 
9 Stump Santa Barbara CA 

Clinton 

3-Nov 

10 

Clinton 31-Oct AZ 3606 
Clinton 1-Nov 9 New Mexico State University Las Cruces NM 3152 
Clinton 1-Nov Stump El Paso TX 3455 
Clinton 1-Nov 5342 
Clinton 2-Nov 9 Radio Address   917 

2-Nov 9 Stump Little Rock AR 3990 
Clinton 2-Nov 9 People of New Orleans New Orleans LA 2789 
Clinton 3-Nov 10 Stump Tampa FL 3146 
Clinton 3-Nov 10 Stump Union Township NJ 2532 
Clinton 10 Stump Springfield MA 3031 
Clinton 4-Nov 10 Bangor Airport Bangor ME 3464 
Clinton 4-Nov 10 Stump Cedar Rapids IA 4729 
Clinton 4-Nov 10 Stump Manchester NH 2487 
Clinton 4-Nov Stump Lexington KY 2504 
Clinton 4-Nov 10 Stump Cleveland OH 3005 
Clinton 4-Nov 10 Stump Sioux Falls SD 4594 
Source: Annenberg/Pew Archive of Presidential Discourse 

 

CODING PROCEDURES FOR NEWS STORIES AND CANDIDATE INFORMATION, CHAPTERS 4-5 

Coding News Stories 

Issue topic 
Coders were instructed to identify the primary focus of each news story. (In 1996 and 2000, coders also 
recorded the secondary and tertiary focus of the stories, on which I draw in some of the analyses.) These 
codes ranged from “horse race” focus, such as poll results, to domestic events, such as a Florida hurricane, 
to policy issues, such as taxes or Medicare. As stated in the text, the analyses focus only on issue news.  

Favorability Rating 
For each of the three years, the favorability ratings were created from a combination of four components: 
tone, source balance, placement, and visual element (which was included in the “placement” coding). The 
favorability rating began at 50 (neutral), and the values of the components could push it as low as 0 or as 
high as 100. Coders assigned values for each of the three components in the following way: 
 

Tone of the story toward the candidate: The measure could run from –20 (very unfavorable) to 
+20 (very favorable) with 0 representing neutral tone. 

 
Placement of the story: This score could increase/decrease up to 20 points based on the headline, placement 
of article (front page, A2, A3, etc.), and presence and quality of photograph. For example, a front-page New 
York Times article featuring a positive headline with an accompanying photo/graphic would increase an 
article’s favorability by 20 points. If the same story appeared on page A14 the rating would increase by 
only 10 points. If the same headline appeared over a “news brief,” the rating would increase by 5 points. A 
negative headline in a prominent position would decrease the placement rating. (In 2000, this measure was 
modified slightly so that the value ranged between +15 and –15.) 
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Source Balance: Each story was coded for the number of sources sympathetic to the candidate, with the 
source balance measure ranging between +10 and –10. In 2000, the source balance ranged from –15 to +15 
to reflect that fact that more sources were included in the coding. 
  
Instructions for Coding News Stories for Favorability for 1992 and 1996 (adapted from Shaw 1999c): 
1. Start at 50 points on the 0–100 point scale. 
 
2. Using a 9-point scale and moving in increments (or decrements) of 5, increase/ decrease up to 20 points 
based on whether the candidate was on the offensive or defensive. This evaluation takes into account the 
nature of the main topic, whether the candidate is being questioned or is doing the questioning, and the tone 
taken toward the topic by the reporter. For example, an article about Clinton and the Vietnam draft would 
qualify as a defensive (unfavorable) article for Clinton. It would be more negative if Clinton were 
answering allegations. It would be even more negative if the report questioned the veracity of Clinton’s 
comments. More generically, if the article features only favorable impressions of a candidate’s event, the 
rating could rise by as much as 20 points. If opposing views are presented, the rating would be diminished 
according to the extent of the unfavorable comments. 
 
3. Using a 9-point scale and moving again in increments (or decrements) of 5, increase/decrease up to 20 
points based on the headline, placement of article (front page, A2, A3, etc.), and presence and quality of 
photograph. For example, a front-page New York Times article featuring a positive headline with an 
accompanying photo/graphic would increase an article’s favorability by 20 points. If the same story 
appeared on page A14, conversely, the rating would increase by only 10 points. If the same headline 
appeared over a “news brief,” the rating would increase by 5 points. 
 
4. Using a 5-point scale and moving in increments (or decrements) of 5, increase/decrease up to 10 points 
based on the inclusion of favorable/unfavorable sources (number of favorable and unfavorable comments 
and the extent of favorable/unfavorable comments). In other words, if George Bush was quoted and no 
sources from the other campaigns were included, the rating would rise by 10 points. If Bush was quoted 
and an unfavorable source from Bill Clinton’s campaign was quoted with countering comments, the rating 
would remain unchanged. The rating would rise 5 points if Bush’s comments were more extensive or de-
crease 5 points if the comments of Clinton’s source were more extensive. Sources were not weighted (e.g., 
a Bush quote was not given more weight than a quote from Ron Brown), but “man-in-the-street” quotes 
were not included in the analysis. Ross Perot was treated as an independent source, and the nature of his 
comments was reflected by the tone component of the overall favorability score. 
 
The resultant favorability scores are thus the composite of three scales—tone (–20 to 20), placement (–20 
to 20), and source balance (–10 to 10)—and are constrained to fall between 0 and 100. This last feature was 
requested by the RNC so that press coverage could be compared with favorability measures provided by 
polling data. Again, the favorability measure is not simply an estimate of an article’s tone. Rather, it is an 
estimate of the favorability of that article judged against the whole of the newspaper’s daily coverage. This 
is important because minor stories with a negative tone can otherwise distort our understanding of how a 
given newspaper is covering a campaign. It is, in this sense, a measure of anticipated impact that takes into 
account tone, placement, and balance. 
 
Instructions for Coding News Stories for Favorability for 2000: 
 
In 2000, the study was designed in a similar way, with slight modifications: 
 
1. Placement – Built from two codes, one for the photo/visual accompanying the story and one for 
placement within the newspaper/television broadcast. 
 

a. Photo/visual: +5 for positive visual, 0 for neutral/no visual, -5 for negative photo/visual. 
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3. Tone – Built from a five-point scale, ranging from strongly favorable to strongly unfavorable.  

a. Tone: +20 for strongly favorable, +10 for somewhat favorable, 0 for neutral, -10 for 
somewhat unfavorable, -20 for strongly unfavorable. 

b. Placement: +10 for front-page, above the fold (positive), +5 for front-page, below the fold 
(positive), -5 for front-page, below the fold (negative), -10 for front-page above the fold 
(negative), 0 for all others. For television, +/-10 are lead stories, +/-5 are stories before the 
first break, 0 for all others. 

 
2. Source Balance – Built from a single measure that simply counts the pro- and con- source quotes. 
 

a. Source: +15 for a +3 balance, +10 for a +2 balance, +5 for a +1 balance, 0 for a 0 net source 
balance, -5 for a –1 balance, …, -15 for a –3 balance. 

 

 

 
As in 1992 and 1996, the composite favorability measure begins at 50 and allows these factors to push it to 
100 or 0. The minor differences in the years under analysis should not pose any major problems. The end 
result is the same: a favorability measure that takes into account not only the tone of the story but also its 
placement in the newspaper/broadcast and the partisan balance of the sources quoted. In that sense, there is 
consistency in the data across election years. 

Coding Candidate Speeches 

Issue Appeals 
In coding these speeches and ads, I am interested in identifying instances in which presidential candidates 
raise particular policy issues. For that reason, the texts are coded at the “appeal” level, similar to the 
strategy employed by Geer (1998) and Vavreck (2004). 
 
You are to code every mention of a policy issue—an “issue appeal”—that appears in the speech. For my 
purposes, issue appeals are defined this way—any time a candidate raises a substantive issue that is more 
than a simple appeal to “hope,” “vision,” “freedom,” “peace,” and so forth. Vague statements such as these 
do not refer to specific issues, and thus should not be coded. Also, statements that simply repeat what the 
candidate has just said should not be coded. 
 

Coding Sentences 
There are two things to keep in mind. First, many sentences in a speech will not receive an issue code. 
Candidates sometimes speak at length without addressing any substantive issues at all. An example of this 
is when the candidate thanks his hosts or other politicians in the audience at the beginning of each speech. 
Another case of “issueless” statements is generic mentions of “the future” or “the bridge to the 21st 
century” or “hope” that have no mentions of specific issues. For example, if the candidate says, “Our future 
is bright,” he has not made an issue appeal. But if he says “Our future is bright because of the reduction in 
unemployment over the last year,” that should be coded as a jobs issue appeal. 
 
Second, some sentences will have multiple issue codes. If a candidate says something like “My 
administration has put 50,000 new police on the street, improved water quality, and provided health 
insurance for every child,” that sentence should get three issue codes: one for law enforcement, one for 
environment, and one for health care. 
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Ambiguous Mentions 
If a candidate makes reference to an issue without using the specific issue term, you should determine 
whether a person hearing the speech would know what issue the candidate is talking about. If a reasonable 
person would understand what the candidate is referring to, you should code the statement as an issue 
appeal. Here’s an example: “By the end of my term, every third-grader in this country will be able to read 
at a third-grade level.” A reasonable person would understand that this is an education appeal and the 
statement should be coded as such. In all of this, just use your best judgment. 
 

Coding Examples 
The following is an example of the coding of candidate speeches from the 1996 presidential campaign. The 
bolded words in brackets are the issue codes. The paragraph is taken from a speech delivered by Bill 
Clinton in St. Louis, Missouri on October 28: 
 
“…We have had four years of declining crime rates. [CRIME] We've funded nearly half of those 100,000 
police in our crime bill. [LAW ENFORCEMENT] The Brady Bill and the assault weapons ban didn't cost 
a single hunter a weapon, but 60,000 felons, fugitives and stalkers could not get handguns because of the 
Brady Bill. [GUN CONTROL] And now the law says if you beat up your spouse or your child you can't 
get a gun either.[DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, GUN CONTROL] That's what the law says…” 
 
In this example, four of the five sentences have at least one issue code (the final sentence is simply a repeat 
of what Clinton has just said), and the fourth sentence has two.  
 
Here’s a second example, from an October 2 Dole speech in Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania: 
 
“…Our economic--we can sum up our economic program in three simple words: security and opportunity 
and choice.[ECONOMY] The security of good jobs with rising real wages and a growing 
economy.[JOBS, WAGES, ECONOMY] It’s not growing now. It's about half the growth it was when you 
inherited it from President Bush.[ECONOMY] The opportunity for better jobs and higher-paying jobs in a 
growing private sector.[JOBS, WAGES, ECONOMY] And choice. The choice of parents to send their 
children to the best schools available. [EDUCATION] Public schools, private schools, other schools, the 
best schools available. Because children are important…” 
 
Note here how the sentences that do nothing but repeat what the candidate has just said or do not add 
anything substantive are not given issue codes. For example, the final sentence the excerpt—“Because 
children are important”—does not receive an issue code because it does not clearly raise a specific issue. 
On the other hand, the sentence that begins “The opportunity…” receives three codes because it raises three 
separate issues, although all are related to the economy. 
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SPECIFIC CODES FOR EACH ISSUE CATEGORY, CHAPTERS 4-5 

Republican Issues 
 
Civil and Social Order Defense, Security, and Military Taxes and Spending
• Crime  
• Drugs 
• Illegal immigration 
• Gun control 
• Stricter laws 
• Child abuse   
• Gangs 
• Law enforcement 
• Death penalty 
• School shootings/youth 

violence  

• Traditional values/Decline of 
family  

• Nuclear proliferation 
• Military preparedness 

• Defense systems   

• Devolution 

Democratic Issues

• Hate crimes 
• Abortion  

• Fetal tissue research  
• Tobacco/alcohol 
• Entertainment violence 
 

• Nuclear war threat  
• Military spending  
• Nuclear arms reduction  
• Iraq  
• Desert Storm 
• National security 
• Disarmament 
• Arms control 

• Terrorism 
• Other military 

• Other defense 
 

• Budget deficit 
• Govt. spending  
• Big government  
• Taxes 
• Power to states 
• Budget deficit 
• Entitlement spending 

(general) 
• Cutting programs 
• National debt 

 
 
Social Welfare Race and Social Groups
• Education quality  
• Education spending 
• Teachers/teachers pay 
• Endangered species   
• Environment  
• Pollution/air  
• Oil spills  
• Environmental clean up  
• Forest preservation  

• Health care   

• Elderly 

• Toxic waste  
• Wetlands 
• Industrial regulations  

• Social security  
• Welfare services  
• Homelessness 
• Family leave 
• Child care 
• Other social welfare 
 

• Civil rights 
• Race 
• Racism  
• Other Groups  
• Gay rights/gay issues 

• Sexual discrimination 
• Disabled 
• Women’s rights 
• Affirmative action 
• Gender issues/women’s rights 
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Performance Issues 
 
Economy Foreign Affairs Government Functioning
• Recession  
• Inflation  

• Bank crisis  

• Trade deficit  

• Competitiveness 

• U.S. hostages abroad   

• Peace negotiations  
• Other foreign policy 

• Term limits 
• Campaign finance reform 

• Clinton-Gore 
fundraising/Buddhist temple 

• Other Clinton scandals  

• Interest rates  
• Credit crunch   
• Consumer spending  

• Business failures    
• Unemployment  
• Job training 

• Protectionist legislation   
• Free trade agreements  
• Trade embargoes   
• Exporting jobs 
• Foreign imports 

• Income distribution  
• Wages  
• Service cuts 
• Middle class squeeze 
• Economy general 
• Interest rates 
• Banking/finance/markets 
• Industry/manufacturing 
• Cities/urban policy 
• Unemployment/jobs 
• Job training/re-education 
• Farm subsidies   
• Agriculture/farm 
• Trade/tariffs 
• Labor/unions 
• Poverty/safety net 
• The economy   
• Interest rates 
• Other economic issues  
 

• Humanitarian aid  
• Meeting with heads of state   
• Presidential trips abroad   
• Foreign market access  
• GATT negotiations  
• Downfall of USSR  
• Middle East/Israel  
• Bosnia/Herzegovina 
• Unrest abroad  

• NATO  
• Focus on specific countries 

(except Iraq) 
• EC countries 
• Foreign Aid 
• NAFTA 
• OPEC 
• NATO 
• United Nations  

 

• Ethics in government  
• Iran-Contra  
• Tort reform  
• Interest group power 
• Supreme court   
• CIA activities  
• Judicial reform 
• Corruption 

• S&L bailout 
• Lobbyists/special interests 
• Political reform 
• Whitewater 
• Travel office scandal 
• FBI file scandal 
• Scandal 
• Gridlock/divided government 
• Appointments 

• Travel-gate  
• Lewinsky/Tripp/Willey/other 

sexual harassment  
• Missing emails   

• Other corruption  
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Appendix B: Information on Multivariate Model Variables 

VARIABLE CONSTRUCTION 

Poll Standing (Tables 4-9 and 5-5 through 5-8) 
The variable is created by taking the difference in the poll standing between the two major party candidates 
(Republican minus Democrat). The polling data come primarily from three sources. For 1992, tracking poll 
data come from results published in Goldman et al. (1994). In 1996 and 2000, data are drawn from the 
CNN/USA Today/ Gallup tracking poll, available at http://www.cnn.com. For measures from the month of 
August (for the models in Chapter 5), during which I could find no daily tracking poll data, I estimated 
daily poll standing by averaging the results of multiple polls culled from the Roper Center for Public 
Opinion Research, accessed through Lexis-Nexis. (A full list of these polls and the question wording is 
available from the author.) While not ideal, the averaging strategy provides a reasonable measure of each 
candidate’s relative standing in the race. 
 
For each date in the analysis, I computed a three-day average by taking data from the three days prior to the 
publication of the story and averaging them together. For example, the 3-day average for Sept. 16 is an 
average of the poll result from Sept. 13, 14, and 15. Where values are missing, the average of the available 
day(s) is taken. For example, if there were no polling data from Sept. 14, the Sept. 16 average would be 
taken from the results on Sept. 13 and 15. 
 

Editorial Endorsements (Tables 5-5 through 5-8) 
Editorial endorsement data were collected from a variety of online sources, the most important being the 
list of self-reported endorsements published during the campaign in the trade publication, Editor & 
Publisher. Some endorsements from 2000 that were not included in the Editor & Publisher list were 
gathered from a Web site maintained at George Washington University 
(http://www.gwu.edu/~action/natendorse5.html) and from the Web archives of several of the newspapers 
themselves. A full list of newspaper endorsements is available from the author on request. 
 
Newspapers for whom an endorsement decision could not be determined were not included in the analysis, 
with one exception. The editorial page of the Wall Street Journal as a matter of policy does not customarily 
make endorsements, but its editorial page is known as a forum for conservative political views. Since the 
purpose of the endorsement variable was to determine whether a paper’s editorial stance affected the 
favorability of its coverage, I coded the paper as having made a Republican endorsement. The alternatives 
were to eliminate the paper from the analysis or code it as non-partisan, one of which would have been 
undesirable and the other of which would have been inaccurate. For that reason, including it in the category 
of papers supporting Republican candidates seems to have been the best choice. 

Campaign Events (Tables 5-5 through 5-8) 

 
Conventions

As described in the text, dummy variables were used to identify days in which a campaign event might 
affect news coverage. 

: 

 
 

1992: RNC, August 17-21; DNC, n/a (July) 
1996: RNC, August 12-15; DNC, August 26-29 
2000: RNC, n/a (July); DNC, August 14-17 

http://www.cnn.com/
http://www.gwu.edu/~action/natendorse5.html
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Presidential Debates: 
1992: October 11, 15, 19 
1996: October 6, 11 
2000: October 3, 11, 17 
 
Vice Presidential Debates: 
1992: October 13 
1996: October 19 
2000: October 5 

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES IN MULTIVARIATE MODELS (TABLES 4-9, 5-5 
THROUGH 5-8, AND 6-5) 

Mean 

Summary Statistics for Variables in Table 4-9 

Table B-1. Summary Statistics for 1996 Model 

Variable N SD Min Max 
Issue Convergence Score 38 48.5 71 

38 .5263158 .5060094 
0 1 

39 66 
Polling Gap 

2.786883 1 10 

12.28656 25 
      
Newspaper 0 1 
Democratic Candidate 38 .5 .5067117 
Candidate Convergence 38 53.52632 7.031731 

38 17 2.460499 13 20 
Week of Campaign 38 5.263158 
 

Table B-2. Summary Statistics for 1996 Model 

Variable N Mean SD Min Max 
Issue Convergence Score 38 43.94737 17.38895 0 

 
Newspaper 38 1 
Democratic Candidate 38 

38 14.87989 44 98 
Polling Gap 38 4.052632 

5.263158 1 10 

72 
     

.5263158 .5060094 0 
.5 .5067117 0 1 

Candidate Convergence 72.31579 
2.289192 0 7 

Week of Campaign 38 2.786883 

Summary Statistics for Variables in Tables 5-5 through 5-8 

Max 

 

Table B-3. Summary Statistics for 1992 Models 

Variable N Mean SD Min 
Republican Candidate Favorability 100 
Democratic Candidate Favorability 37,467 

    

Democratic Issue (primary) 37,467 .071583 
Performance Issue (primary) 37,467 .0964315 .2951861 

37,467 47.32986 26.29594 0 
51.82352 22.40807 0 100 

  
Republican Issue (primary) 37,467 .1301946 .3365219 0 1 

.2577996 0 1 
0 1 
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-1 Editorial Endorsement 37,467 -.4063309 .8049521 1 
Civil and Social Order  Issue (primary) .0417434 

Taxes and Spending Issue (primary) 37,467 .0609069 .2391627 0 1 

.0108629 .1036589 0 1 

Government Functioning Issue (primary) 1 
Polling Gap 37,467 5.021854 

0 1 

Democratic Convention 0 

37,467 .2000049 0 1 
Defense, Security, and Military Issue (primary) 37,467 .0275442 .1636651 0 1 

Social Welfare Issue (primary) 37,467 .0607201 .2388194 0 1 
Race and Social Groups Issue (primary) 37,467 
Economy Issue (primary) 37,467 .0635226 .2439037 0 1 
Foreign Affairs Issue (primary) 37,467 .0241813 .1536137 0 1 

37,467 .0087277 .0930147 0 
-12.64102 -25 -3 

Debate 37,467 .0606133 .2386229 0 1 
VP Debate 37,467 .0129447 .1130376 
Republican Convention 37,467 .0721168 .2586847 0 1 

37,467 0 0 0 
 
 

Table B-4. Summary Statistics for 1996 Models 

Variable N Mean SD Min Max 
Republican Candidate Favorability 2,052 47.46735 14.14384 0 100 
Democratic Candidate Favorability 2,052 47.8153 15.20208 0 100 
      
Republican Issue (primary) 2,052 .124269 .3299686 0 1 
Democratic Issue (primary) 2,052 .0584795 .2347052 0 

.125731 

.2635342 

0 
.0419103 

1 
.2015438 

0 

0 

1 
Performance Issue (primary) 2,052 .3316268 0 1 
Editorial Endorsement 2,052 -.0048733 .6014574 -1 1 
Civil and Social Order  Issue (primary) 2,052 .0750487 0 1 
Defense, Security, and Military Issue (primary) 2,052 .0253411 .1571973 0 1 
Taxes and Spending Issue (primary) 2,052 .0238791 .1527098 1 
Social Welfare Issue (primary) 2,052 .2004331 0 1 
Race and Social Groups Issue (primary) 2,052 .0165692 .1276817 0 
Economy Issue (primary) 2,052 .0423977 0 1 
Foreign Affairs Issue (primary) 2,052 .0311891 .1738708 0 1 
Government Functioning Issue (primary) 2,052 .0521442 .222372 1 
Polling Gap 2,052 -14.91326 3.893547 -23 -4 
Debate 2,052 .0248538 .1557174 0 1 
VP Debate 2,052 .0112086 .1053012 0 1 
Republican Convention 2,052 .1574074 .3642732 0 1 
Democratic Convention 2,052 .1096491 .3125281 1 
 
 

Table B-5. Summary Statistics for 2000 Models 

Variable N Mean SD. Min Max 
Republican Candidate Favorability 1,757 50.42459 

 
1,757 

0 
.0347183 

11.84297 10 100 
Democratic Candidate Favorability 1,757 51.03358 11.8213 15 100 
     
Republican Issue (primary) .059761 .2371109 0 1 
Democratic Issue (primary) 1,757 .0802504 .2717579 1 
Performance Issue (primary) 1,757 .1831174 0 1 
Editorial Endorsement 1,757 .1599317 .9316197 -1 1 
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.1473655 Civil and Social Order  Issue (primary) 1,757 .0221969 0 1 
Defense, Security, and Military Issue (primary) 1,757 .0125213 .1112277 0 1 
Taxes and Spending Issue (primary) 1,757 .0250427 .1562992 0 1 
Social Welfare Issue (primary) 1,757 .0643142 

1 
.1252646 

.0688674 

0 
1,757 

.2453816 0 1 
Race and Social Groups Issue (primary) 1,757 .0159363 .1252646 0 
Economy Issue (primary) 1,757 .0159363 0 1 
Foreign Affairs Issue (primary) 1,757 .007399 .0857229 0 1 
Government Functioning Issue (primary) 1,757 .011383 .1061126 0 1 
Polling Gap 1,757 1.064883 5.894991 -12 12 
Debate 1,757 .2533006 0 1 
VP Debate 1,757 .0125213 .1112277 0 1 
Republican Convention 1,757 0 0 0 
Democratic Convention .1195219 .324494 0 1 
 

Distribution of Number of Issue Mentions in Stories (for variables in Tables 5-6 and 5-8) 
 
Table B-6. Distribution of Issue Mentions, 1996 
 
 Number of Mentions in Story 
 0 1 2 3
N of Republican Issues 4 
N of Democratic Issues 
N of Performance issues 

 
32 

0 

1,458 482 108 
1,731 284 37 0 
1,407 491 145 9 

    
N of Civil and Social Order Issues 1,711 309 0 
N of Taxes and Spending Issues 1,861 165 26 0 
N of Defense, Security, and Military Issues 1,963 58 31 0 
N of Social Welfare Issues 1,826 207 19 0 
N of Race and Social Groups Issues 1,944 103 5 
N of Economy Issues 1,768 221 59 4 
N of Foreign Affairs Issues 1,938 104 8 2 
N of Government Functioning Issues 1,782 210 59 1 
 
 
Table B-7. Distribution of Issue Mentions, 2000 
 
 Number of Mentions in Story 
 0 1 2 3
N of Republican Issues 1,504 199 47 7 
N of Democratic Issues 1,431 281 41 4 
N of Performance issues 1,540 173 

 
41 3 

    
N of Civil and Social Order Issues 1,657 76 22 2 
N of Taxes and Spending Issues 1,646 98 12 1 
N of Defense, Security, and Military Issues 1,709 37 7 4 
N of Social Welfare Issues 1,497 229 29 2 
N of Race and Social Groups Issues 1,682 68 7 0 
N of Economy Issues 1,655 89 12 1 
N of Foreign Affairs Issues 1,723 30 4 0 
N of Government Functioning Issues 1,666 73 17 1 
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Summary Statistics for Variables in Table 6-5 
 
Table B-6. Summary Statistics for Baseline Regression Model in Table 6-5 
 
Variable N Mean SD. Min Max 
Change in Tax Salience 144 10.04167 17.55426 -40 60 
      
Media Treatment 144 .2083333 .4075339 0 1 
Candidates Treatment 144 .2013889 .4024377 0 1 
Convergence Treatment 144 .1875 .3916747 0 1 
Divergence Treatment 144 .2083333 .4075339 0 1 
Political Knowledge 144 4.222222 .8885003 0 5 
Homeowner 144 .2777778 .4494666 0 1 
Republican 144 .1319444 .3396116 0 1 
Democrat 144 .4166667 .4947274 0 1 
Trust in Media 144 2.270833 .6816142 1 3 
Pre-exposure Tax Salience 144 67.74306 20.48801 20 100 
Issue Change on Other Issues 144 2.128968 9.433721 -55.71429 29 
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Appendix C: Information on Experimental Subjects  
and Experimental Materials, Chapter 6 

Table C-1. Descriptive Statistics for Experimental Subjects (N=153) and Comparison with Nationally 
Representative Sample 

 Experimental Subjects NES 2004 
Age   
 Mean 36.5 47.3 
 Median 34 46 
 Minimum 18 18 
 Maximum 73 90 
 18-29 46.1% 19.7% 
 30-39 12.8% 16.3% 
 40-49 15.3% 19.2% 
 50-59 17.3% 19.1% 
 60+ 8.3% 25.7% 
   
Sex   
 Male 

 

39.7% 46.7% 
 Female 60.3% 53.3% 
   
Race/Ethnicity   
 White 69.2% 72.3% 
 Black 8.3% 14.8% 
 Hispanic 9.6% 6.7% 
 Asian 9.6% 2.3% 
 Other 3.2% 3.9% 
  
Education   
 No HS diploma 0.6% 9.2% 
 HS diploma 7.1% 29.3% 
 Some college 43.6% 31.7% 
 Bachelor’s degree 33.3% 18.4% 
 Graduate degree 15.4% 11.4% 
   
Marital Status   
 Single 62.8% 22.8% 
 Married 27.6% 51.6% 
 Divorced/Widowed 9.6% 20.2% 
   
N of Children in Household   
 0  77.6% N/a 
 1  10.3% N/a 
 2  8.3% N/a 
 3  2.6% N/a 
 4  1.3% N/a 
   
Annual Household Income   
 $0-$24,999 34.4% 23.4% 
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 $25,000-$49,999 30.5% 22.4% 
 $50,000+ 

 Democrat 

 Moderate 

  

 Cheney is VP 

 Republicans more conservative 

  

 1 

 3 

 5 

Media report news fairly? 

 Only some of the time 

 Just about always 

 6 

  

35.1% 42.4% 
   
Party Identification   
 Republican 12.8% 28.6% 

42.6% 31.5% 
 Independent 34.5% 32.9% 
 Other 10.1% 6.1% 
   
Ideology   
 Conservative 15.2% 31.9% 

45.0% 26.2% 
 Liberal 39.7% 23.3% 

 
Political Knowledge (% correct)*   

93.0% 86.0% 
 Republicans control U.S. House 91.6% 56.0% 

89.1% 72.9% 
 SC has power of judicial review 87.2% N/a 
 2/3 majority for veto override 59.0% N/a 
   

 
Political Knowledge (N of Correct Answers)   
 Mean 4.2 N/a 
 0 0.6% N/a 

0.0% N/a 
 2 3.2% N/a 

17.3% N/a 
 4 32.7% N/a 

46.1% N/a 
   

  
 Almost never 13.5% 8.1% 

45.5% 55.5% 
 Most of the time 39.1% 32.9% 

1.9% 2.4% 
   
How interested in politics are you?**   
 Not interested at all 6.4% n/a 
 Not too interested 15.4% 9.1% 
 Somewhat interested 57.7% 38.6% 
 Extremely/very interested 20.5% 52.4% 
   
How many days watch TV news?   
 Mean 3.7 4.5 
 0 20.5% 10.4% 
 1 12.2% 6.8% 
 2 5.1% 8.3% 
 3 8.3% 12.0% 
 4 3.2% 9.1% 
 5 16.0% 11.0% 

8.3% 2.9% 
 7 26.3% 39.4% 
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How many days read newspaper?   
 Mean 4.0 3.1 
 0 15.4% 30.8% 
 1 

 7 

 0 

2.6% 
 4 

9.6% 12.0% 
 2 10.9% 10.3% 
 3 8.3% 6.5% 
 4 5.1% 5.2% 
 5 12.2% 4.9% 
 6 3.8% 2.3% 

34.6% 28.1% 
   
How many days obtain news from Internet?***   
 Mean 3.8 0.9 

19.2% 77.6% 
 1 11.5% 3.8% 
 2 7.7% 3.4% 
 3 10.3% 

3.9% 2.0% 
 5 9.6% 3.5% 
 6 5.8% 0.8% 
 7 32.0% 6.4% 
*NES included only three of the political knowledge items I used. 
**NES measure asks respondents how interested in “political campaigns” they are. Also, there is no NES 
option for “not interested at all,” and the most interested category is “very,” whereas in my survey it is 
“extremely.” 
***NES measure asks how many days a respondent read a “daily online newspaper,” rather than my more 
general question about obtaining news from the Internet. 



Table C-2: Specific Topics of Stimulus Materials for Each Treatment, Exposure 1 

 Control     Media Candidates Convergence Divergence
      
Item 1 News article: The 

8th Annual Kids Day 
Movie Awards 

     

    

    

   

    

    

News article: Perry and Bell 
sparring over competing tax 
overhaul proposals 

Perry speech: 
Property tax cut 
needed, plan detailed 

News article: Perry and Bell 
sparring over competing tax 
overhaul proposals 

News article: Despite 
low profile in 
campaign, immigration 
remains a state concern 
 

Item 2 News article: A 
family’s rescue from 
a fire by its barking 
dog 

News article: How the tax issue 
had become central to the state’s 
school finance debates and the 
gubernatorial race 
 

Perry speech: Cap on 
property tax appraisal 
values 

News article: how the tax issue 
had become central to the 
state’s school finance debates 
and the gubernatorial race 
 

News article: Perry’s 
support of immigration 
law comes under fire  

Item 3 News article: An 
essay about a local 
woman’s fondness 
for wedding cookies 
 

News article: A Perry tax 
proposal in the Legislature 

Perry speech: Need 
for restrictions on 
local government 
taxes 
 

Perry speech: Cap on property 
tax appraisal values 

Perry speech: Cap on 
property tax appraisal 
values 

Item 4 News article: The 
return to work of a 
local hot-rod builder  
 

News article: A Bell proposal 
to close loopholes in the state’s 
tax laws 
 

Bell speech: Need for 
gasoline tax reduction 

Perry speech: Property tax cut 
needed, plan detailed 

Perry speech: 
Property tax cut 
needed, plan detailed 
 

Item 5 News article: 
Awards given to two 
local Ford auto 
dealerships 
 

News article: A Bell proposal, 
and Perry’s rebuttal, to expand 
the state’s business tax 

Bell speech: 
Opposition to real 
estate transfer tax 

Bell speech: Opposition to real 
estate transfer tax 

Bell speech: Need to 
expand children’s 
health insurance, stem 
cell research 
 

Item 6 News article: 
Recent 
improvements in 
cell-phone camera 
technology 

News article: An analysis by 
independent experts that the tax 
issue would be central to the 
governor’s race 

Bell speech: Need for 
elimination of sales 
tax on textbooks 

Bell speech: Need for 
elimination of sales tax on 
textbooks 

Bell speech: Need for 
better prescription 
drug plans in Texas 

  
Note: Order of materials in each subject’s packet was randomized. 
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Table C-3: Specific Topics of Stimulus Materials for Each Treatment, Exposure 2 

 Control    Divergence Media Candidates Convergence
    

    

     
Item 3 

   
Perry speech: Need for 
Legislature to focus on taxes in 
special session 

Perry speech: Need 
for Legislature to focus 
on taxes in session 

   
Bell speech: Leadership 
needed on tax system overhaul 

Bell speech: Need to 
look to other states for 
plans to solve health 
care crisis 

     
News article: Bell criticizes 
Perry’s focus on taxes only in 
Legislative session. 

Bell speech: Property 
tax relief alone is not 
sufficient to solve tax 
woes 

    

  
Item 1 News article: The 

importance of stress 
management 

News article: Following party 
primaries, Perry and Bell begin 
to plot their strategies, including 
tax plans 
 

Perry speech: 
Announcement 
commission to explore 
tax reform 
 

News article: Bell criticizes 
Perry’s focus on taxes only in 
Legislative session. 

News article: Number 
of illegal immigrants 
rises in Texas, U.S. 

Item 2 News article: A 
tour of British Open 
golf courses 

News article: Interest groups 
weigh in on debate over 
candidates’ tax plans 

Perry speech: Need 
for property tax relief, 
cap on appraisals 

News article: Republican and 
Democratic Party leaders issue 
statements on taxes, other 
issues 

News article: 
Immigration working 
its way into political 
debates  

 
News article: The 
recent hiring of 
several Dallas-area 
CEOs 
 

News article: Republican and 
Democratic Party leaders issue 
statements on taxes, other issues 

Perry speech: Need 
for Legislature to 
focus on taxes in 
special session 
 

Perry speech: Announcement 
of creation of commission to 
explore tax reform 

Perry speech: 
Announcement of 
creation of commission 
to explore tax reform 
 

Item 4 News article: A 
humorous essay on  
“Curious George” 
 

News article: Perry launches 
attack on independent 
candidate’s silence on tax issue 
 

Bell speech: 
Leadership needed on 
tax system overhaul 
 

Item 5 News article: The 
rebirth of Dallas’ 
streetcar lines 

News article: Voters may be 
faced with four candidates in 
November, and a discussion of 
their tax proposals 
 

Bell speech: Need 
emphasis on 
expansion of business 
tax 

Item 6 News article: The 
appearance at a 
local car show of 
“hot rods” 
 

Bell speech: Property tax relief 
alone is not sufficient to solve 
tax woes 

Bell speech: Stem cell 
research the key to 
breakthrough in health 
care 
 

Note: Order of materials in each s bject’s packet was randomized.u
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EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 
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As campaign begins, Perry, Bell, spar over taxes 

sals 
ay, as the campaigning for the fall 

contest entered its early stages. 
 
Speaking to supporters in Lampasas, Gov. Rick 
Perry, the Republican gubernatorial nominee, 
said he planned to work with the Legislature to 

significantly reduce property taxes to 
age home ownership and prosperity for 

all Texans.” 
 
“As governor, I have worked to pass record tax 
cuts for Texas home owners, and believe this 
tax plan will give taxpayers even more of the 
relief they deserve,” Perry said. 
 
Perry’s plan would place a cap on how quickly 
home values can increase for tax calculation 
purposes, which he said would stem the rapid 

y 

 

’s 
ting new barriers to 

said 
rnor has never said he supported 

 with Perry, the incumbent. Perry 
ced only token opposition in the Republican 

primary.  
 
The issue of taxes is expected to be a major one 
in the campaign, as both candidates attempt to 
court voters concerned with high property 
taxes. At the same time, both campaigns are 
concerned about preserving funding for the 
state’s public schools, most of which comes 
from property tax revenue. 
 
The real estate transfer tax became an issue 
earlier this year when some lawmakers 
proposed its adoption as a way to generate 
additional revenue for the state. The Texas 
Association of Realtors has come out in strong 
opposition to the transfer tax. 

 
By THOMAS BUCK/Staff Writer 
March 9, 2006, page A1 
 
AUSTIN – The major contenders for Texas 

overnor sparred over tax propog
Wednesd

“
encour

increase some home owners see every year in 
their property taxes. 
 
Chris Bell, the Democratic nominee, countered 
by criticizing what he called Perry’s support of 
he so-called real estate transfer tax, which t

would require a tax payment when a propert
is sold from one person to another.  
 
“There isn’t a better way to kill middle-class

 

 

a home, but that’s exactly what Rick Perry 
wants to do,” Bell said. “Only in Rick Perry
nner circle could ereci

home ownership seem like a good way to 
balance the budget.” 
 
Kathy Walt, a spokeswoman for Perry, 
hat the govet

such a tax, and that Bell’s criticism is 
innacurate. 
 
Bell won the Democratic primary contest 
March 7 against Bob Gammage, setting up a 
all contestf

fa

prosperity in Texas than to tax the 
quintessential American Dream of buying  
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he following is a speech from the Web site of Republican governor’s candidate 

nt to 

 time to cut property taxes for the 

e to draw a line in the sand for the taxpayer: Let's cap 
appraisals  

T
Rick Perry 
 
Ladies and gentlemen. Thanks for coming. I’ll try to be brief today, but I wa
talk to you primarily about taxes and my plans to deal with an outmoded tax 
system in the state. Most importantly, it is
hardworking people of Texas. In fact, let's not only give Texans property tax 
relief let's give them appraisal relief too. 
The time has com

at three percent. 
If you oppose a three percent cap on the philosophical grounds of local control, I can respect your 
position. But then I would hope you would be consistent, and advocate for the repeal of the ten 
percent cap on the same basis. There is no point in being lukewarm on this issue. Either be hot or 
cold; either provide real appraisal relief, or none at all.  

Last year I also proposed a property tax revenue cap. Since then I have listened to other ideas and 
I think we can learn a lesson from some wise West Texans. In Lubbock, the city council refuses 

n 

venue as the year before. Then they have 

 comes to a business tax, most employers want you to keep it simple, treat everybody 

is as a rare opportunity to modernize our tax system, and eliminate inequities. 

 
ome say it can't be 

10 billion shortfall, we can do it again in 
times of surplus. And I ple ming days to get it done. 
Thank you for listening. May God bless Texas. 
 
 
 

to accept the proceeds of an appraisal windfall because re-evaluations often amount to a hidde
tax.  

Excluding new construction, Lubbock leaders automatically lower their rate to adjust for 
appraisal growth so they generate the same amount of re
a vote on whether they need to raise or lower that rate. Two years ago, this saved Lubbock 
taxpayers from having to pay $2 million more in taxes. 

The fact is it's not a tax cut when your rate goes down if your total tax bill goes up. Let's bring 
Lubbock's "Truth in Taxation" plan to every local jurisdiction in Texas.  

And when it
fairly and create protections so the rate is not easily raised. This is vital to continuing our 
prosperity.  

We should view th
But just to be clear: The goal is to create greater tax fairness, not a greater tax burden for the 
people of Texas.  

With our vastly improved budgetary picture, we can provide new money for education and real
reductions in property taxes without increasing the net tax burden on Texans. S
done. But if we can avoid a tax hike in the face of a $

dge to work over these co
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The following is a speech from the Web site of Democratic governor candidate Chris 
Bell 
 

The politicians in Austin have come up with some pretty ridiculous ways to tax 
us in recent years, from the snack tax to the tap water tax to the strip club tax. 
These tax proposals have ranged from the arbitrary to the absurd, but none is 
as troubling as the real estate transfer tax. 

A real estate transfer tax is a tax assessed on real estate when ownership of the 
property is sold or transferred from one party to another. 

 
There isn’t a better way to kill middle-class prosperity in Texas than to tax the quintessential 
American Dream of buying a home, but that’s exactly what Rick Perry wants to do. Only in 
Rick Perry’s inner circle could erecting new barriers to home ownership seem like a good way 
to balance the budget. 

The state realtors’ association predicts that the home tax will depress the real estate market, 
contribute to widespread job losses, and slow consumer spending. It’s just bad economic 
policy but worse, it’s bad economic policy that undermines the very core of the American 
Dream. 

Rick Perry just doesn’t understand that his fiscal decisions have moral consequences. The 
shared values of the New Mainstream dictate that we must lift Texans up, not construct new 
obstacles to prosperity. It’s simply wrong to try to balance the budget by erecting new barriers 
to home ownership, and our governor ought to understand that. 

This is just another way that Rick Perry has shown how out of touch with Texans he really his.  

His Texas Tax Reform Comission is supposed to find ways to deal with the tax crisis in the 
state. Yet he has filled its seats with political supporters who have given his campaigns more 
than $1 million in the last five years. 

This is cronyism run amok. These people offer nothing more than political cover for a 
politician facing re-election. That, and hundreds of thousands of dollars to pay for the 
campaign, of course. 
They do nothing for the tax burden of ordinary Texans. We need a change in the way 
taxes are approached in Texas, and we need a change in the governor’s office. 
 
Let’s make that happen in November! Thank you very much.  

 

 
 



Appendix D: Supplemental Analyses 

SUPPLEMENTAL ANALYSES FOR CHAPTER 4 

Candidate and Media Issue Attention , 1996 (not shown in Chapter 4) 
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Candidate and Media Issue Attention , 2000 (not shown in Chapter 4) 
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1992 1996 

SUPPLEMENTAL ANALYSES FOR CHAPTER 5 

Table D-1. Mean Candidate Favorability Ratings in News Coverage, by Issue Category 1992-2000 (data 
shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2) 

 2000 
    
 Rep. Issues Dem. Issues Rep. Issues Dem. Issues Rep. Issues Dem. Issues
       
Rep. Candidate 48.2 

(27.1) 
52.5 

(12.6) 
  

50.2 
(22.9) 

52.3 
(24.2) 

47.6 
(14.8) 

49 
(12.5) 

48.1 
(11.5) 

53.4 
(14.4) 

  

46.7 
(26.5) 

47.2 
(13.6) 

46.2 
(11.7) 

50.8 
(13.8) 

     
Dem. Candidate 

     
Standard deviations are in parentheses 
 
 

Table D-2. Mean Candidate Favorability Ratings in Coverage, by Specific Issue Category, 1992-2000 

 1992 1996 2000 
 
 

   
Bush Clinton Dole Clinton Bush Gore

Republican Issues     
  

(12.7) 
47.3 

 
48.4 57.5 47.8 

(9.1) 
  
  Taxes and Spending 47.4 

(26.3) 
49.9 48.9 

(11.8) 
 

  
     
  Civil and Social Order 49.2 

(27.3) 
50.6 

(22.6) 
45.1 

(13.3) 
48.4 

(12.3) 
47.5 

(12.4) 
      
  Defense, Security, and Military 

(28.8) 
50.5 

(23.7) 
50.3 
(9.4) 

50.3 
(17.8) (10.6) 

     

(22.7) 
50.7 

(18.3) 
45.7 

(15.7) 
54.6 

(12.7) 
      
Democratic Issues       
    

(26.4) 
44.4 53.5 

 
44.6 

(13.1) 
 

   
  Social Welfare 47.1 52.3 

(24.1) (10.4) 
48.9 

(13.6) 
51.1 

(14.0) (14.8) 
      
  Race and Social Groups 

(27.2) 
52.3 

(25.0) 
50.6 

(13.6) 
49.2 
(9.2) 

49.8 53.0 
(12.4) 

      
Performance Issues       
 
  Economy 45.4 

(26.0) 
  

  Foreign Affairs 48.7 53.0 
(22.9) 

      
52.6 

(22.6) 
32.9 

(24.1) 
33.8 

(24.5) 
51.6 

(12.9) 
54.0 

(15.2) 
     

(28.7) 
49.4 
(4.8) 

49.3 
(7.7) 

51.9 
(10.5) 

50.0 
(11.5) 
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  Government Functioning 47.1 
(28.0) 

48.2 
(22.2) 

46.8 
(9.0) 

33.4 
(12.3) 

47.7 
(12.6) 

47.1 
(10.4) 

       
Standard deviations are in parentheses. 
 
 

Table D-3. The Effect on Candidate Favorability of the Primary Issue Focus in a Story, with Dummies for 
Individual Newspapers 

 1992 1996 2000 
 Bush Clinton Dole Clinton Bush Gore
Republican Issue -0.310 -0.849* -0.267 -2.242* 0.987 -2.924* 
 (0.399) (0.342) (0.912) 

 

(0.519) 
 

 (0.454) 
 

0.892 0.094 
(1.427) (1.365) 

 

(0.538) (0.461) --- 
 

4.420** 
(1.009) 

  
-1.391 

(2.538) 

(2.055) 

(0.989) (1.207) (1.155) 
      
Democratic Issue -0.937^ 0.796^ -1.781^ -0.871 0.026 1.534^ 
 (0.445) (1.273) (1.380) (1.064) (1.018) 
      
Performance Issue -1.204** 0.429 -3.130** -8.983** 0.268 -0.321 

(0.390) (0.902) (0.978) (1.529) (1.463) 
      
Editorial Endorsement 10.224** -7.796** 0.225 -1.548 
 (1.775) (1.522) (1.551) (1.682) 

      
Poll Standing -0.174** -0.200** 0.124 -0.071 0.057 0.051 
 (0.028) (0.024) (0.080) (0.087) (0.057) (0.054) 
       
Republican Convention 16.947** -13.397** 10.602** -1.978* --- --- 
 (0.863) (0.936) --- 

      
Democratic Convention --- --- -2.027* 4.047** -5.484** 
 --- --- (0.979) (1.061) (1.055) 

     
Debate -2.135** 5.288** 0.701 -1.034 -0.498 
 (0.562) (0.482) (1.919) (2.0 80) (1.139) (1.090) 
       
Vice Presidential Debate 4.606** 1.651 2.146 -1.006 -1.701 1.662 
 (1.188) (1.019) (2.795) (3.031) (2.429) 
       
 Dummies for Individual Newspapers Not Shown 
       
Constant 35.498** 53.534** 42.689** 44.747** 49.522** 48.601** 
 (1.810) (1.552) (2.228) (1.427) (1.365) 
       
Observations 37,467 37,467 2,052 2,052 1,757 1,757 
Adjusted R2 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.10 0.05 0.13 
Standard errors in parentheses       
^significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%       
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Table D-4. The Effect on Candidate Favorability of the Number of Issues in a Story, with Dummies for 
Individual Newspapers 

1996  2000 
 Dole Clinton Bush Gore
Republican Issue 1.060* -0.468 

-0.235 -1.053^ 

 

 

   

 
   

(0.975) (1.065) 
  

(1.914) 

1.822 
(3.036) 

  
 

1757 

0.428 -1.101^ 
 (0.511) (0.558) (0.594) (0.568) 
     
Democratic Issue 2.157** 1.576** 
 (0.701) (0.766) (0.593) (0.567) 
     
Performance Issue -2.303** -4.017** -0.500 -0.583 
 (0.484) (0.529) (0.671) (0.642) 
    
Editorial Endorsement 0.207 -1.488 0.924 0.050 
 (1.545) (1.687) (1.425) (1.364) 
    
Poll Standing 0.106 -0.118 0.052 0.055 
 (0.080) (0.087) (0.057) (0.054) 

  
Republican Convention 10.394** -2.456** --- --- 
 (0.869) (0.949)  

  
Democratic Convention -1.992* 3.944** -5.646** 4.609** 
 (1.056) (1.011) 

   
Debate 1.447 -0.965 -1.147 -0.554 
 (2.091) (1.137) (1.088) 
     
Vice Presidential Debate 2.289 -0.867 -1.934 
 (2.780) (2.536) (2.427) 

   
Dummies for Individual Newspapers Not Shown 

     
Constant 41.941** 43.040** 49.719** 48.428** 
 (2.028) (2.215) (1.431) (1.369) 
     
Observations 2052 2052 1757 
Adjusted R-squared 0.14 0.11 0.06 0.14 
Standard errors in parentheses 
^significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1% 
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